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Opposites clash under 
the va~t Western sky 
Master writer Doig sends 
a son and his dying father 
on Montana explorations 
Mountain Time 
By Ivan Doig 
Scribner, 316 pp., $25 

The new West confronts the old West in 
Ivan Doig's new novel when Mitch Rozier, 
brooding environmentalist, comes home 
from Seattle to tend to his rainbow
chasing Montana father, a "sonofabitch
ing guy who is always out to make a killing 
instead of a living." 

Mountain Time is a rich, resonant 
read, crafted out of Western talk and ter
rain. It deals with the history we're given 
and the history we make for ourselves in 
a story about three sets of relationships: 
between lovers, between sisters and be-

BOOK REVIEW 
By Bob Mlnzeshelmer 

tween father and son. 
The son left Montana more than 30 

years ago, a big kid from a small town, 
banking his football scholarship as if it 
were a bingo jackpot At the University of 
Washington, he grew "incurably curious 
about the insides of sentences and would 
rework a piece of writing until the paper 
gave oul" 

He ends up as an environmental col- · 
umnist for a weekly newspaper in Seattle. 
But the paper is dying, and Mitch is haunt
ed by "the ghost chorus of his trade": Wal
lace Stegner "magisterially whopping the 
nail on the head in every sentence of his 
hallowed 'wilderness letter.' Feverish Bob 
Marshall, the Thomas Wolfe of the Forest 
Service, writing and hiking himself to 
death in the mountains he so adored, his 
epitaph theirs: 'How much wilderness do 
we need? How many Brahms symphonies 
do we need?' " 

The father, never asking that question, 
never makes a killing. He barely makes a 
living on land whose natural crop is canta
loupe-size rocks. His back yard is a rust 
museum of dead equipment when he 
summons his son home for a final, envi
ronmentally dubious get-rich-quick 
scheme and to reveal he's dying. 

The son is targeted, Doig writes, for the 

Excerpt 
Up there along the Divide of the 

continent extended the Bob Mar
shall Wilderness, named for that 
bat-eared Mozart of the national 
forests, roaming and rhapsodizing. 
Right now Mitch wished that more 
people had seen along with Bob 
Marshall that this neck of the earth 
was always going to be a country 
of great mountains and mediocre 
human chances. 

"involuntary clerkwork of closing down a 
parent's life. The time came; it always 
came. The when of it was the ambush." 

Doig likes those zinger sentences. He 
has written two family memoirs, in
cluding the heartbreaking This House of 
Shy, and five previous novels, including a 
sweeping Montana trilogy that covers 
three generations of the McCaskill fmnily. 

In Mountain Time, Mitch lives with Al
exander (Lexa) McCaskill, a fellow refu-

Doig: He grew up in a family of Montana 
sheep ranchers and now lives in Seattle. 

gee from Montana who, after cooking on 
fish boats in Alaska, turned to fancy cater-

. ing for Seattle's software crowd. Both are 
divorced and sorting out their relationship 
"a hilly day at a time, sometimes bumpy 
minute to minute!' At 40, Lexa has "ad
justed to a lot of life's double talk, but 
modern living-together still took some tip
toeing through the terms." 

Adding to. ''the dose of family," as Lexa 
puts it, is her overpowering photographer 
sister, Mariah ("highly cameraed up," 
their father said of. her approach to life). 
The three of them - Mitch, Lexa and Ma
riah - end up ill an adventure that threat
ens to alter everything and revolves 
around an accident of history. 

Doig writes playfully about the preten
sions of the cyber-frontier and of the ba
by-boomered West, but he is at his best re
creating the past and linking past and pre- · 
sent The only problem is that the 
McCaskill sisters, strong, independent 
woµien, are richer and more enduring 
characters than the illusive Mitch. 

Doig is a writer who deserves wider 
recognition. Mountain Time is for read
ers who admire novelists who treat the 
landscape with as much affection a5 their 
characters (think Stegner or David Gu-
terson). · 

Here's hoping Doig's next novel brings 
the legendary Bob Marshall, in a cameo 
appearance here, fully back to life. 

E-mail bminzesheimer@usatoday.com 
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A. return to moun ........... ~· roots· 

Ivan Doig 

Son leaves Seattle to play out this tale 
off amily love and turmoil in Montana : " I 

"Mountain Time" 
by Ivan Doig 
Scribner, $25 · 

BY TIM MCNULTY 

Special to The Seattle Times 

Seattle writer Ivan Doig' s popular · 
Montana trilogy, which follows four 
generations of the spirited 
McCaskill clan, might just have to 
become a quartet. 

"Mountain Time," Doig's sixth 
novel, returns to the enduring 
themes and expansive landscapes 
that inspired his most memorable 
work: the complexities of love, loss 

and family loyalties played out 
against the rugged Montana land. 

The characters in this novel find 
their way back to their mountain 
roots by way of contemporary Seattle. 
Along the way, Doig gives us some 
delightful takes on the city, including 
the '60s, city newsrooms, old neigh
borhoods, new "cybernaires," and 
characters we feel we already know. 

Mitch Rozier' s life on the coast is 
coming unraveled. An aging and 
somewhat jaded environmental 
columnist for a Fremont-district 
alternative weekly, he is no longer at 
the top of his game. A final blow 

comes when he learns that, after 25 
years, his paper is going free, becoming, 
in his words, street litter. Things are -
not faring well at home either. -

His relationship with his partner, · · 
Lexa (of the aforementioned McCaskill 
clan, featured in the Doig books "Eng- .. 
lish Creek," "Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair" and "Ride With Me") is rocky at 
best, and his grown children from an -- · 
earlier marriage want nothing to do with 
him. When the call comes from his 
father, a hard-bitten Montana ranch hand 
from whom Mitch himself has been I 
estranged for much of his adult life, he· I 
heads back to his boyhood home to help 
sort out the old man's tangled affairs. 

Mitch's father, Lyle, is a working 
study of the last gasp of the Old West. 
Surrounded by rusting farm equipment, 1 

junked trucks and stocks of old newspa- , 
pers, he squints at a rapidly changing 
world through a haze of tobacco smoke. 
His latest get-rich scheme, selling the 
family's scant landholdings to a gravel 
company that plans to lace the Rocky 
Mountain front with mining roads, is put 
on hold by his son's arrival. The novel 
seems poised to take off in the direction 
of environmental journalism, but Doig 
has other veins to probe. Soon after his 
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fM~·~~-i~ .. TI~~,~ b; I~an 
fvoig ·. arrival~ Mitch finds that his fatherls_,,---- ...---..~-,,Mountain Time" clearly moves i 

dying of leukemia, and the tangled · : :r 1 away from the bulky historical scaffold-
affairs confronting the son are now of . . ing of Doig's most recent novels: Mon-
his own making. tana' s centennial in "Ride with Me," and 

Readers of Doig's earlier novels wili the building of Fort Peck Dam in "Buc~:-
recognize the looming scarps of the Jeri:- ing the Sun." The history shaping the · ·· · 
cho and Roman reefs that frame the~ : lives of these characters is written into. 
tiered ridges of the Two Medicine Ri\rer-· their own hearts. · · ·. -
country. Doig has fashioned a mythic · . In what seems a final irony, Lyle ·: . . 
landscape as memorable and real as asks his son to spread his ashes on a . 
Faulkner's. The same affections, betray- remote mountain in the heart of the Bob 
als and wars of the heart that propel his Marshall Wilderness, a place, in life, he 
earlier novels endure here, along with would as soon have seen logged and · ·: · ' 
the weathered limestone hills. Doig is at mined to eviscerated heaps. Mitch is 
his best when sketching human frailties galled by the request, but his search.fo~ 
against the broad historical sweep of the the reason behind it leads him to the · · 
mountain west, and Mitch's desire to ·,-. truth of a family secret, the source of his 
understand the rift between him and his own estrangement from the embittered 
father sends the novel back through the . old man, and possibly, a key to his OWJ?. 
Montana of the 1930s, as well as the ~ self-knowledge. . 
hard-worked fields of his own youth. In "Mountain Time," Doig has deliv-

. To add to the emotional mix, Lexa . ered us another classic. 
I ,•,• 

arrives to help with Lyle and confront -
her relationship with Mitch. With her is 
her sister, Mariah, a photographer, who . 
stays on to document Lyle's last days as 
a human-interest story for her paper, · ' 

1
. 

the Montanian. H the cast is beginning ·, 
) 

to sound a bit crowded, it is. Mariah 
whirled through the earlier novel, "Ride 
with Me, Mariah Montana," and her 
presence here seems superfluous. But 
Doig' s storytelling thrives on the emo
tional entanglements between kin and 
kindred and the uneasy resolves to 
which they lead. . . · 

Doig also loves to brush his charac
ters against historical disasters. Lexa's · 
father just missed being sent out to fight 
the disastrous Mann Gulch fire, which 
took the lives of 12 young firefighters; . · 
her great-grandfather barely survived 
the deadly 1918 influenza epidemic. ·· 
Mitch, too, seems to have caught the 
family penchant for the near-miss. · : ·. 
Chance alone kept him from Coldwater 
Ridge the morning Mount St. Helens : 
erupted; his partner, who was also cov
ering the story, was less fortunate. His
tory figures strongly into Lyle's story, . 
too-the Depression and World War II 
helped harden his mind-set. But Lyle's 
battles were largely self-generated, and 

· the only fatalities were his relationships 
with his wife and son. · • · 

Tim McNulty's most recent book, "Wa5h
ington 's Mount Rainier National Park, 
A Centennial Celebration, " is published, . 
by Mountaineers Books. ' 

t) ' • :: 
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Ari ·efo<J.Uerit cOda 
to a family trilogy 

IY a FIMICll1 

I 
N MONT ANA, not rar tram 
where Iva Doil pew up be
neath the bit sky that still 
haunts mm. three men flaw 

together to rorm the deep, wide 
Missouri, i.cing tbrouP time IDd 
landscape, the old West IDd the 
new. 

Like the brawny MiS1ouri, Doil 
bas channeled three deep literary 
tributaries into "Mountain Time," 
a coda to bia McCukil1 family tril
OIY· Mitch Rozier ii tJotsam, a SO. 
year-old environmental columnilt 
ror a poat·bip allel'llatiw Seattle 
weekly paper. ~e's a Baby Boom-· 

r ·. · !~,..-- ........ !'" -- -.::11·:~·~· 

'. BOOK REVIEW . .. ::: · 
~-:~~ ~:~:·/:. :_· : :~~·· _; · 
,.._. ....... '-""'9 \.' ,, ~! 

~Scribner· _, .... 
320 pp. . ' \ 

~ ...... $25 
• • ~ •1 ' 
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DOig ,again weaves tnasterful Western tale 
1 Ron Franscell 

. ,.....-,.. ..... ~-..~~---------. 
um pieces from the days when 

·~r.i~I lo n, .• Denver p;i> MOUllTA• nMI 
By Ivan Doig 
Scribner, $25 

[

n Montana, not far from where Ivan 
Uoi~ grew up beneath the big sky that 
still haunts him, three rivers flow to-
~ether to form the deep, wide Missou- Lexa comes along 

lacinJ? through time and landscape, the for moral support 
'. )West and the new. but brings her sul-
l1ike the brawny Mi.mrt, Doig has try sister. world-

1annelcd three deep literary tributaries weary photogra-
'" "Mountain Time," a eoda to his pber Mariah 
r Caskill family tril<Jgf.~ :Mitch Rozier ls McCaskill, who 
1tsam, a 50-year-old environmental col- documents Lyle's 
nni~t for a post-hip alternative Seattle deathwatch and 
<'('kly newspaper. He's a baby boomer proves a bitter re-
Pading water amid tenuous job security, minder of Lexa's 
' lrangement from his grown children unrooted angst. 
•1d the company of his scrappy lover. Lyle and Mitch, 
f'Xa McCaskill is jetsam, an earthy, di- Doig Mitch and Lexa, 
>reed Montana expatriate catering Vxa and Mariah: Their disparate, desper-

.v anky Seattle software soirees, also go- . ·ate lives flow together when they hike into 
1g nowhere. the mountains on a sad journey to scatter 
Together, they are caught in the under- -· Lyle's a~hes, witb passages among the 

1w of Lyle Rozier, Mitch's father. Lyle is most stirring pieces of Western nature 
\'ing of leul~mfa, ahd Mftcli Is surnmoti· · •riting you'll find. 
d hack to hfli"childhood home in M6•tana; . , Three ~pie, ftri1!e Intense relation
h<'re he'g caught up ln the ordeal .fl fili~I · 9hips, three rivers. "Mountain Time" is 
hligation: ''You can't not go home again . the confluence: The very' real familial 
:hPn ~omeone is sitting there dyfng.'' clash betw@en Lyle and Mitch echoes the 

Milch faces an ancient question un- clash between the historic and contempo-
art.hed by a new generation and twisted rary West, where exploitation has aways 
o fit a new sensibility: Dare we go home been at odds with environmental anxiety. 
igain? That's what Mitch asks himself But the reader also stands on the near 
vhen his father calls from Montana: bank of a dynamically flowing history in 

"The old hated tone of voice. Lyle Roz- which men have both protected and pro-
<> r proclaiming he had the world on a tow- faned the Western landscape. 
ope and a downhill pull at last. Rubbing Doig's poetic prose remains intact here, 
iis opposite ear as if the words had gone but for the first time in his literary career 
ighl through him, Mitch winced into the he's pretty damned funny, too, especially 

1hone the next morning. How many times when he's satirizing the foibles and ex-
1ad ne heard this, or something an awful cesses of the Pacific Northwest's "Cyber-
ot like it?" ia": "The Cascopia (newspaper) building 

But Mitch's reluctant reunion with bis was in Seattle's Freemont district, where 
· rn~ty old dadis ~'*ftlilllfeliilg ' · . · .. the Si.ties ·still roamed. The hempen ne-
ramily di5app0lrltnBIU-Mid secwts.....:.. cessiti~ of life \terellvailable there, as 
~mt Ute revelation that Lyle wants to sell were cafes with good rowdt names such 
l ht> ramily'land to a gravel company, and as The Longshorman's Daughter, plus de-
r<'write his own life history in the process. luxe junk shops, plus bars that were muse-

hair was Bair.'' 
Or this description of Mitch's 

"lactose-intolerant" cubicle mate: 
"Shyanne had gone on and on in an 
avid whisper aJ>out corporately re
sponsible non-lactic vegan dietary 
rules until it dawned on the (stafO 
that no milk in the office meant no 
lattes in the office, and she was 
rudely hooted down." 

Humor aside, "Mountain Time" 
is still a serious story from the 
reigning master of new Western 
literature. It is a story about mov
ing forward by going back. For 
Doig, now 60 and living in Seattle, 
the long journey home started 
with the autobiographical "This 
House of Sky," one ()f the San 
Francisco Chronicle's 100 best 
nonfiction books of the 20th centu
ry West, and has continued 
through fiction ("English Creek," 
for example) and nonfiction 
("Heart Earth, .. his 1993 memoir 
and sequel to "This House of 
Sky"). It's not necessary that the 
reader be able to recite McCaskill 
family history from memory to 
enjoy "Mountain Time," just more 
fun. 

.. Mountain Time" will not dissuade 
those who rank Doig among the best living 
American writers, and one might even be
gin making comparisons to some of the 
dead ones, too. Fa\llkner comes most 
readily to mind: The Snopeses of Yoknapa
tawpha County are no more troubled or 
human than the McCaskills of Montana's 
Two Medicine country - two great rivers 
in different landscapes. 

But like Faulkner, Doig is not just an
other regional writer with an ear for the 
perfect-pitch of parochial rhythms and 
shallow roots in the Rocky Mountain 
Front Range. He's bigger than the Big 
Sky. He stands upon the shoulders of Wal-

lace Stegner and A.B. Guthtle, tallet than 
Edward Abbey and Tom McGuane, and 
seen much farther. He looks homeward, 
and be sees a place In all our minds, not 
just in those of us who live in and write 
about the West. 

So it is with rivers. They move on, gain
ing strength as they go, to some bigger 
water. Then someday, whether in rain or 
snow, they come back. Doig keeps comlftg 
back, undiminished. 

Ron Franscell ls a Wyoming novelist 
and newspaperman. He ls the author of 
"Angel Fire" and the upcoming mystery, 
"The Deadline." 
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-M-oun--ta-ln_Tl_me ________ :.: the .. ~:great ·.ou.tdoors, Mountain· :. erlaJly whopping the natl on . the and Jim Harrison and Ken Kesey 
.Timi!,; · d .. · head In every ·sentenee: of his hal- and so many other sensitive, leath-

* 
Author: Ivan Doig. . · ···:. H~t praise for this ."muscular. ~ lowed "wtlderncss:fetter .. ~.,,~ . ,, . · . · cry guys, Is just mining a played-
Publlsher: ~ · · · .. and;: e,xcecdtngly good 'writer" de- ·· Of course Mitch ROifer ·wishes he . out vein. When a middle-aged man 

Prtce: $25. rives from his overall oeuvre and .. could write even faintly ·like Edward returns home to his estranged dy-
Pages: 316. not specifically this entry, and I Abbey and Wallace Stegner. .The Ing father In the rugged beauty of 
Siar l8tlngl: ................ good, •• lair, • 
poor 

By Dan Carpenter 
BOOK EDITOR 

I tend to drift In the opposite di
rection when I come upon a 
novel whose protagonist Is a 

writer. When the writer Is a news
paper writer, I tend to break Into a 
trot. . ,, 

An exception ls Annie Proulx's 
The Shipping News, whose forlorn 
menagerie of smalltown tnk-sltn
gers Is so far removed from my ex
perience, and just about . anybody 
else's, that I have no fear of the fa
mtltarlty that breeds contempt. 

Odd, then, that the estimable 
Proulx provides one of .~.'Je jacket 
blurbs for Ivan Dolg"s late~t novel of 

have a feeling pollteness would reader only wishes Ivan Doig could; the West, accompanied by two 
compel her to leave matters vague. alas, his ·muscular" prose, at least women who are rtvals for his aff ec-

Whatever authority and stylistic In Mountain Time, reads more like tton, and undertakes a quest to 
p0wer may have earned .the Na- your local sportswriter trying to learn the old man's Dark Secret, we 
tlonal Book Award finalist his high make a preseason exhibition game have more potential for a feature 
stature as a chronicler of the West seem like an epic. And whoever left film than a piece of orlgtnal lltera
are as sparse here as spreading . him alone with a love scene should ture. When Sundance does this 
oaks In his native Montana. · · be forced to judge the next 10 Ray- one, the question will be whether 

Though he hustles us to Seattle, mond Chandler parody contests. Robert Redford will give In and play 
San Francisco and Alaska as well "Mitch enwrapped her, jolting her the old man or try to pull off the 
as the home territory In this rather off her footing, seeming to stagger a maximum visitation thing as a ro
comprcssed story, none of those little himself as he gave her a kiss mantle lead one more mountainous 
landscapes Is conjurtd anew that could have been felt In France. time. 

Nor ts there much freshness to After the maximum visitation back "Ufe ls unfair, I can take," Mitch 
the characters, particularly the and forth by their tongues, he Rozier says In reference to a hand
main one, Mitch Rozier, a 50-year- pulled his head back and said some cyber-mtlllonalre who's one of 
old environmental columnist for a thickly: 'She wasn't anybody. You're the novel's many stereotypes. "But 
falling Seattle alternative news- It.' " this guy has more going for him 
paper who hears .. the ghost chorus Things get said thickly a lot In than Jesus did." 
of his trade keening at him. Ed Ab- this book, with less justification Lord knows Ivan Doig has a lot 
bey smoldering In his gra'Vt In the than love-drunk Mitch has. r going for him also. He nee<h. to get 
sllckrock desert, Stegne~ '· magtst- Perhaps Doig, following Stegner going. In some new dlrectlohs. 
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'f ~µmmer &.c.>.ok capsules 

•· 

from Staff/ AP reports · the Northwest. 
: titre ere some capsule deacrlpUona end mint- • *Mount.I• nm.• (S~by Ivan Doig 
reviews of recent books: •• , Three types of relatlonshlps - father-son, sis
• •A V!!J.S.,,_,e trtp• (Bridle Publlcatlona) by · tera and lovers - flgur• Into this tale about Mitch 
J.. Ron Hubbard end Dave Wolverton. Rozier, 50, a jouma!lst Who returns to Montana to 

This story, baaed on an unpublished atory by the tend to his cantankeroui dying father, Lyte. Joining 
late Hubbard, Is about en offbeat road trip and Is Mitch Is his girlfriend Lexa, who longs to settle 
~ . mixture of science fiction, adventure end llght- down, and her sister, Mariah. When the three hike 
hearted comedy. Everett Dumphee Joins the army Into the mountains to scatter Lyle's ashes, their 
to avoid prison, but activate• a time machine while lives ~ relationships undergo profound changes. 
transportln& a .truckload of experimental weapons. • ·~1.Jrlu ..... • (HarperColllns) by Bernard 
His romp through time while trytnc to return to the Cornwell ' 
~0th century takes him to such eras u the Ice This 15th In the series featuring Sgt. Richard 
A&e, the Mayan cMllzetlon and the ~atlve Ameri- Sharpe has the 19th-century British soldier playing 
can climate of the late 1800s. Humor Is derived a pivotal role In the Battle of Assaye, one of the 
from slapstlck altuatlona end reference• to popu- &reat victories for the future Duke of Wellington 
lar culture. and a milestone In . Britain's colonization of India. 
• • ....,..._. (Fo~) by Earl Murray Sharpe Is at Fort Cha~algaon In 1803 when It Is 

Gabrielle Hanis a youn& English artist who, attacked by a band of mercenary soldiers led by 
accompe0led by her tl81lC8, Sir Edward Garr, travels Maj. Wiiiiam Dodd. Sharpe, the only surviving wlt
alon& the Oreaon Trell In 1846 to P..nt portraits of neas, heads the search for Dodd and his· army. 
the Indiana. Also heeded west' '1i'~1ncannon. :.• • •A C~ Ai•• (Doubleday) by Tama Janowltz 
youn& man hopln& to r.e~-.i1s~_. ~ • ..fur-trading This ·daildy comic novel follows Aorence Collins, 
company there. His end Gabrfelli) .~mal entries· a ilngle woman In her 30s, as she searches for a 
tell the tale of their journey, ofQulooMnon'I &row- rich husband and affluent lifestyle. Aorence, a low
ing love for Gabrielle and of his bitter rivalry with salaried Jewelry appraiser at a minor New York auc
Edward, a strong opponent of U.S. expenalOn Into tlon house, attends every social event possible, 

end spends her small paycheck and her mother's 
Inheritance on designer clothes and on expensive 
cosmetics and beauty treatments, all In the hope 
of meeting Mr. Rich . 
• *ExpoH• <Mira} by Laura Van Wormer 

Sally Harrington has left her writing Jo~ at a Los 
Angeles magazine .for a Job at a local newspaper in 
Connecticut. After she helps a man who thinks he 
Is having a heart attack, his wife, VerLy Rhodes, 
editor of a high-end magazine, gratefully gives Sally 

. a plum assignment: profile Cassy Cochran, TV net
work president. Sally's research reveals Cassy to 
be an upstanding professional, but Verity Isn't 
pleased: She wants Sally to dig up some dirt. 
• •Lady Bini• (Scribner) by Jan Jarboe Russell 

This biography of former first lady Claudia "Lady 
Bird• Johnson traces her childhood, success In 
business and role In LBJ's life, career and presl· 

· dency. When LBJ unex~tedly assumed office In 
1963, the Johnsons were thrust Into the Vietnam 

. War, the Cold War and the war on poverty, and Mrs. 
Joh~son had the unenviable task of replacing Jack
ie t<ennedy, one of America's most popular first 
ladles. Russell, a Texan who has covered the 
state's politics and culture for 25 years, draws 
upon Interviews with Mrs. Johnson· and with John-
son famlly members, friends and advisers. ' · 
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de::sperate and disparate lives flow tu:;t!ther when 
they hike into the mountains on a :;au journey to 
scatter Lyle's a::ihe::s. 

Three people, three intense relatiunships. three 
rivers . . \lountain Time is the confluence; The \'ery 
rectl familial cla:;h between Lyle and ~litch echoes 
the clash between the historic and contemporary 
West, where exploitation has always been at oc.lds 
with environmental anxiety. But the reader ttlso 
stands on the near bank of a· dynamic. flowing his· 
tory in which men have both protected and pro· 
fancd lhe Western landscape. which is as much a 
character in Doig's work as any :\lcCaskill. 

Doig's poetic prose remains intact here. but for 
the first time in his literary career he's pretty 
damned funny, too. especially when he's satirizing 
the foibles and excesses of the Pacific :\orthwest 
"Cyberia": "The C&;copia [newspaper] building 
was in Seattle's Fremont district, where the Sixties 
still roamed. The hempen necessiti~ of life were 
available there. a:; were cafes with good rowdy 
names such as The Lon~boreman's Daughter. plus 
dt!luxe junk shops, plu.& ban that were museum . 
pieces from the days when hair .,·as Hair." , 

,\.fountain Time 9till not disi;uadc th~ who rank 
Doig among the best living American writers. and 
one might even begin making comparisons to some 
of the best dead ones, too. Faulkner comes most 
readily to mind: The Sart.orises of Yoknapatawpha 
County are no more troubled and no mure human 
than the McCaskills of the Two ~tedicine country 
in ~lontana. Two great rivers in different land-
scapes. '' 

Run Franscdl is a U.'yOining neu:sµapt!r editor 
und nouelist. · 
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From Doig, 
a coda for the 
McCaskills 
BY ROS FR .\'.\SCELL 

I n ~lontana, not far from where Ivan Doig grew 
up beneath the big sky that still haunts him, 
three river!! flow together to form the deep and 

wide ~lissouri. lacing through both time and land
scape, the old West and the new. 

And like the brawny ~lissouri, Doig has chan
neled three deep literary tributaries into Mo1mtain. 
Time, a coda to his ~lcC&>kill family trilogy. ~!itch 
Rozier is flotsam. a 50-year-old environmental col
umnist for a post-hip alternath·e Seattle weekly pa
per, a Baby Boomer treading water with bis own 
past and present: estrangement from hill grown 
children, tenuous job security and bis scrappy lov-
er. . 

Leu McCaskill is jetsam. the earthy and di
vorced Montana expatriate swirlinc in Mitch's 
eddy, catering swanky Seattle software soirees, also 
goinc nowhere. · 

Together, they are caught in the undertow of 
Lyle Rozier, Mitch's father. Lyle ia dying of leuke
mia and Mitch ia 
11ummoned back to 

.. his childhood home . 
in Montana, where 
he's caught up in 
the ordeal of his fil
ial obligation: you 
can't not go home 
again when some· 
one is aittin1 there 
dying. 

Mitch faces an 
ancient question 
unearthed by a new 
pneration. twisted 
to fit a new sensibil
ity: Dare we go 
home again? That's 
what Mitch asks 
himMlf when bis fe.
t her calls from 
Muntana: "The old 
hated tone of voice. 
Lyle Rozier pro
claiming he had the 

· world on a towrope 
and a downhill pull 

• at last. Rubbing hii 
opposite ear u if 

Mountain 
Time 

By· Ivan Doig. Sr.Dbnp 
$25. 

the wordit had gone . 
right Lhrou1h him, Mitch winced into the phone 
that nest momin1. How many times had he heard 
this, or something an awful lot like it?" 

' But Mitch's reluctant reunion with his crwtty old 
. dad is flooded with lingering family disappoint- · 

ments and secrets ... llnd the revelation that Lyle 
wants to sell the f1tmily land to a 1ravel company~ 
and rewrite hi» own life hiatury in the proceu. Leu 
comet 1tlon1 for moral support but brinp her sultry 
sister. world-weary photographer Mariah McCu
kill. who documents Lyle's deathwatch and proves 
a hitter r8Dlinder of Leu's unrooted.!Mlpt. T.heir 
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MOUNTAIN TIME . 
·By Ivan Doig 
Scribner; 316 pages; $25 

Reviewed by Ron Franscell 

. 11 • ! 

n Montana, not far from wbere 
Ivan Doig grew up beneath the 
big sky that haunts him, three 
rivers flow together to form the 
deep, wide Missouri, lacing 
through time and landscape, the 
old West and the new. 

Like the brawny Missouri; Doig has 
channeled three deep literary tributaries 
into "Mountain Time," a coda to his ac
clafmed McCaskill family trilogy. Mitch 
Rozier is flotsam, a 50-year-old environ
mental columnist for a post-hip alterna
tive Seattle weekly paper. He's a Baby 
Boomer treading water amid tenuous job 

· security, estrangement from his grown -
children and the. company of his lover. 
Lexa McCaskill is jetsam, an earthy, di-

. vorced Montana expatriate catering 
·swanky Seattle software soirees, also go-
ing nowhere. · 

Together, they are caught in the un
dertow of Lyle Rozier, Mitch's father. Lyle 

; A fa th er -son clash : · 
; 1 l • • I I 

i· mirrors changes ' . 
· .· ·. between the old frontier ' 

. arid the new · 
in Ivan Doig's latest novel 

mate: "Shyanne had gone on and on.in an avid whisper about PASSAGES 
From Page 1 

.. . . corporately responsi"ble non-lactic vegan dietary rules until it 
dawned on the [staff] that no inilk in the office meant no lattes 

rewrite his own life history in the process. Lexa comes along 
for moral- support and brings her sultry sister, world-weary 
photographer Mariah McCaskill, who documents Lyie's 
deathwatch and proves a bitter reminder of Lexa's unrooted 
angst. 

Lyle and Mitch, Mitch and Lexa, Lexa and Mariah: Their 
disparate, desperate lives come together when they hike into 
the mountains on a sad journey to scatter Lyle's ashes, with 
passages among the most stirring pieces of Western nature 
writing a reader will find. 

In "Mountain Time,'' the very real familial clash between · 
Lyle and Mitch echoes the clash between the historic and 
contemporary West, where exploitation has always been at 
odds with the environment. But the reader also witnesses a 
dynamic history, in which men have both protected and 
profaned the Western landscape. 

Doig's poetic prose remains intact here, but for the first time 
. ~n his literary career he's pretty funny too, especially when he's 
satirizing the foibles and excesses of the Pacific Northwest's 
"Cyberia": 

'The Cascopia [newspaper] building was in Seattle's Fre- · 
mont district, where the Sixties still roamed. The hempen 
necessities of life were available there, as were cafes with good 
rowdy names such as The Longshoreman's Daughter, plus 
deluxe junk shops, plus bars that were museum pieces from the 

· days when hair was Hair." 
Or this description of Mitch's "lactose-intolerant" cubicle 

in the office, and she 
was rudely, hooted 
down:" · ·· 
· Humor · aside,-· 
"Mountain Time" is 
still a serious story from 
the reigning master of 
oew :Western literature. 
It is a story about mov- . 
.ing forward by going 
back. For Doig, now 60 
and living in Seattle, 
the long journey home 
started with the auto
biographical "This 
House of Sky,'' one of 
The Chronicle's I 00 
bes~ Western nonfiction 
books of the 20th centu- . 
ry, and has continued 
through fiction ("En · 
glish Cree~" for exam
ple) and nonfiction 
("Heart Earth," his 1993 
memoir and sequel to 
'This House of Sky.") It's not necessary for the reader to be 
able to recite McCaskill family history from memory to enjoy 
"Mountain Time," just more fun. 

"Mountain Time" will not dissuade those who rank Doig 

is dying of leukemia, and Mitch is sum
moned back to his childhood home in 
Montana, where he's caught up in the or-
deal of his filial obligation: "You can't not 
go home again when 5omeone is sitting 
there dying." . 

Mitch faces an ancient question un
earthed by·a new generation and twisted 

· · . to fit' a new sensibility: Dare we go horn~ 
again? That's ·what Mitch asks himself 
when his father calls from Montana: 

'The old ·hated tone of _voice. Lyle 
Rozier proclaiming he had the world on a 
towrope and a downhill pull at last. Rub
bing his opposite ear as if the words had 
gone right through him, Mitch winced in
to . the phone- that next morning. How 
many times had he heard this, or some
thing an awful lot like it?" 

But Mitch's reluctant reunion with his 
crusty old dad is flooded with lingering 

. family disappointments and secrets - and · 
the revelation that Lyle wants to sell the 
family land to a gravel company and 

111- "PASSAGES": See Page .8 

Wyoming novelist and journalist Ron 
: Franscell is the author of''Angel Fire" and 
the forthcoming mystery ''The Deadline." 

- -------. 

among the best living Am~rican writers, and one might even 
begin making comparisons to some of the best dead ones, too. 
Faulkner comes most readily to mind: The Snopeses ofYokna-

- patawpha County are 
. . 

· · Doig is not just · ...... 
another regional 

Writer with an ear . 
fo.r the parochial 

·. · . rhythms and 
.shallow roots of 

the Rocky 
Mountains. He's 
bigger than the 

.Big Sky. 

no more troubled or hu
man than the McCas
kills of Montana's Two 
Medicine country -
two great rivers in differ
ent landscapes. 

But Doig is not just 
another regional writer 
with an ear for the paro
chial rhythms and shal
lOw roots of the Rocky 
Mountains. He's bigger 
than the Big Sky. He 
stands upon the shoul
ders of Wallace Stegner 
and A.B. Guthrie, taller 

· than Edward Abbey and 
Tom McGuane, and 
sees much further. He 
looks homeward, and 
he sees a place in all our 
minds, not just in those 
of us who live in and 
write about the West. 

So it is with rivers. They move on to some bigger water, 
gaining strength as they go. Then someday, whether in rain or 
-snow, they come back. Doig keeps coming back, undimin-
~~ . 



Wests collide 
in Doig's 'Time' 

"Mountain Time" by 
Ivan Doig 

Scribner~ $25, 316 pp. 

REVIEW BY TOM 
WILLIAMS 

What happens to people 
honed on Montana granite 
when they become expatri
ates in the skin-deep cul
tur.e of the upwardly 
mobile? Nothing very nice, 
to judge by the c~aracters 
in Ivan Doig's new~st nov- · 
el, "Mountain Time." 

A substantial departure 
from his earlier work, 
Doig' s new book may dis
appoint fans of his lyrical 
tales of the rugged Mon- · 
tana Rockies and the men 
and women who match · 
them. . 

"Mountain Time" spends 
at least half its pages fol
lowing ex-Montanans 
~Mitch Rozier-and-Le-xa 

McCaskill through their 
lives in different versions 

· of Seattle hip culture. 
The dialogue Doig puts in 

these characters' mouths is 
gratingly terse in~crowd: . 

· These folks are from Two 
Medicine country? Appar
ently even a Montanan can. 
be overlaid with triviality. , 

The imminent demise of 
Mitch's father brings 
Mitch and Lexa, together 
with her sister Mariah (of · 
Doig's "Ride with Me, 
Mariah Montana"), back to 
Montana. 

Events conspire to bring 
Mitch and the McCaskill 
sisters to Phantom, Woman 
Mountain and a rough, 
nominally cleansing adven
ture that resolves the 
unstable balance between 
their Old West roots and 
NewW~st survival modes. 

Doig's premise is worthy 
and interesting. It involves 
a confrontation of the val
ues of the old and th.e new f 

West. Unfortunately, the 
characters who carry the 
new west into the contest 
are thin and unlikable; piv
otal events are unconvinc
ing. 

While "Mountain Time" 
isn't up to Doig'~ usual 
high standard, it is pleas
ing to note that he is bring
ing his considerable liter
ary skills to new territory. 

Tom Wifliams is working on his 
doctorate jn astrophysics at 
UNM. 



Love and Grace 
b~, Thomas Fleming 

Una vita in fabbrica: 
itinerario i;pirituale 
/J,· .\ lcLrio .\ larcolla 

.\ lilc1120: .\ lauri.:io _\ li11chella Editore; 
IO l pp .. Lire 18,UOO 

• 

T h is is a remarkable book b,· a re
markable man. \Ir. \larc.olla is 

,,·ell k11mn1 to main- comerYati,·es in Eu
rope and the Unite.cl States for his obser
,·ations on modern philosoph~ · contribut
ed o\·er the ,·ears to Osserratore Romano. 
He is a kee;1 student of .-\nglo-.\merican 
consen·ati,·e thought as \\ ·e ll as haYing 
been a friend and translator of the late 
Russell Kirk. Dr. Kirk and the editor of 
this magazine are onl~ · two of many 
.\mericans '' hom \.larcolla has ser.-ed as 
cicerone in their e\plorations of Italian 
political and intellectual life. 

Despite frequent bouts of ill health, 
\[r. \larcolla e\udes an air of benign un
derstanding. though not complacency. 
\\ .hat this little book re,·eals. howe\·er. is 
the long and hard road that has been trav
eled on this spiritual itinera~-. Born into 
a fomil~· reduced to pO\·erty. \larcolla 
\\·atched his father t~·ing to preserve his 
dignity \rnrking in the factories of Tori
no. The young \ lario was sent to work in 
J bakery. As he gre\\. older. he drew up 
plans for. his se lf-education. only to 'see 
them founder for lack of tiine and ener
gy. He found time to sh1dy [talian litera
ture. and learned German and English 
e\·entualh-. 

.-\fter stud~ ·ing some accounting, \lar
colla \\·ent into the textile industrv and bv 
the time of his retirement had w~rked hi.s 
\\ ·a~ · up to plant manager. His reJI life. 
howe\·er. ,,.Js intellectual and spiritual. 
.\s a working man. he took an eager inter
est in \ larx and the Russian Rernlution. 
C\enh1ally finding in it a "Luciferian re
bellion" of matter against form. Working 
among the looms and shuttles. he con
templated the great problems of exis
tence and came to regard the facto~· as "a 
place of pain and sorrow. a nursery of 
men and women dernid of deep rela
tions. without spirih1al roots." 

Facto~· ,,·ork. he realized. was inher-

1 0/CH RO~ICLES 

~\DV\?~l~ 
REVIEWS -----------~ 

ctit k clehumanizirn~: parallel Ii, es. their \\ork gro'' i11g out uf 
their \\'c.:stcm roots. each acccpti11s; ·1 

necessary flight fro111 hdO\ ed surrcn11 id
ings to a11 academic life li,ed i11 c 1t1L·:-. 
,,·est of the \\ 'est. 

l he influ\ of machines modeled 
011 sc ientific reasoning appeared 
... to be diabolical: assembh-line 
'' ork 1110rti fie<l the perso11a Ii.ties. 
creating ps~ ·cl10logical dissociations 
" ·hich ,,·ere noticeable in the old 
\\Orkers. in their ,,·orn-out look, in a 
kind of inattention \\·hich \\·as the 
sign of an unconscious crisis. of the 
impossibility of being \\hole men 
like the old-time artisans and peas
ants from ,,·hich the,· \\·ere de-
scended. . 

\.I uc h of th is memoir is de,·oted to 
\larcolla 's progress through books, from 
leftists to ~ietzsche and Ernla and finallv 
to the wisdom of the great Italian philos~ 
pher .\ugusto del Noce. The higher 
truth is to be sought, he concludes, in the 
human work that "binds each and e\·erv 
person to a supernatural destiny of love 
and grace ... This is ·not the mysticism 
that flees the everyday ''orld of hope and 
fear. but an appreciation of the mysteries 
\rnven on the loom of life. "E,·erv man 
has his talents and spends them ~ot by 
himself but. in his libertv and autonomv, 
in harmony with a prm·i.dential plan th~t 
hangs over him and protects him." 

Thomas Fleming is the editor of 
Chronicles. 

Our Time 
by Bill Croke 

~fountain Time 
bv lrnn Doig 

Xew York: Scribner; 
316 pp .. 525.00 

• 

I n a regional literary world ripe with 
poseurs. h-an Doi~ mav be the true de

scendant of Wallace Stefiner. Unlike the 
h-p1cal ca etbagger who begins with pre
conceiYed no ions as to the nah1re of the 
"real" \Vest. Doig actually grew up here 
<luring an unforgiving time when the 
place was good for nothing except for 
what could be ph~ ·s icall:· e\tracted fron 
it. The two authors ha,·e led somewh· 

!11 Ooig's tlC\\. 110\el. .\ low1tcLi11 Ti111t' . 
\!itch R01.ier-at )0-is at loose Cl ids. Hts 
career <Is <111 ct1\iro11111e11tal joum<1list iii 
politicalk correct Seattle i .. c, hcria" 1 is it 1 a 
nosedi, -~ became of the fin ,;11Ci<1l restruc
turing of his paper. CascopicL . His c\-\\ ife 
hates him. and his t\\ o 110\\-gr<.)\\"ll ch tl
drcn ignore hi111 ~ t s he did the111 ,,!iile 
the\· \\ere a ro\\ iiw ll\Y his acred father i-'> • ., ., • • '::> 

tormenting\ !itch loi1g clist<ttJCe '' itli _t_a11-
gled business affairs th<1t direct!~ · aHect 
him. \litch's girlfriend. a caterer aml 1ia
ti,·e \lontana11 like himse lf. is the gl ue 
that holds his Ii fe together. 

\Ir. Doig-author of the ).°ati o11al_ 
Book :\ward 11omi11ee This House uf 
Sh-is on familiar ground. !11 11 0\c ls 
such as English Creek. l~ide \\ .ith .\le. 
.\lariah .\lonta11a. and DcL11ci11g at the 
Rascal Fair. he has created a \ lo11ta11<.l 
Yoknapatawpha. complete'' 1th 111ulti
generational interrelated fo111ilie s aml 
mutuallv remembered local his ton -. .-\ 
nati,·e. Doig knm,·s the t<.:rra i 11 of '~or k
ing-class :\lontana: the ra11Chcrs. formers. 
and small-to\\'11 busincss111c11 ''ho strug
gle to adapt to life in a clw11gi11g \\ .est. 

\litch returns to '(',,·in Sulphur 
Springs. "a country of great 111 ou11t<1i1 L) 
and mediocre human chances." mtcmi-
bh- to deal ,,·ith his father's fina11ci <il c.liffi
ct;lties. There. Lde Rozier no11chaL111th 
tells him of the ieukemia that is slc.l\\ I~ · 
killing him: "The doc sa~ ·s ifs about gc;t 
me. \Vhv [called mu ... L,,le~a \\ 'orl<l 
\Var II v~terJn of the Soutl~ Pacific - is a 
member of that great generatio11 of 
.-\mericJns ''ho e\pecte<l nothing fro111 
life except the fruits of hard \\ ork. pa in . 
and ultimately death. a generatio11- un
like their progeny-for \\horn'' hi11i11g 
and complaining ,,·ere anathema. \ \ .h ile 
sticking around to care for his ailing fa
ther (and forced to tolerJte the a11110,i11g 
Donald Brainerd. a ne\\ ).°e,,· \\ ·e~t high
tech neighbor constant!~ co111pl <1i11ing 
that Lyle's :·ardful of rusting farm 111a
chine~· and "tractor e<ircJsses" is -;poili 11g 
his ba\·-window ,-ie,,· of the Rockies 1. 
\[itch. is reminded-through fla~h hacks 
to his childhood growing up i11 " the 
Springs" -what kind of man L: le re~dl~ · 
is: a taciturn sun·irnr of a life t\picdl~ 
fraught with contradictions and e1 notio11-
al turmoil. including the gu ilt left me r 



fro 111 his e:i tra11ged \\·ife·., dea th in a car 
\\reek \·ears before. 
Co1~1plicating a ll thi s are th e \lc

Caski II sisters. \la riah a ncl Le\a. \ LHi
a h. the elder. is a successful glohe-trotting 
photo journalist. She is middle-aged. di
\orced. hut still retains a \\·ild. red-haired 
beaut\· that can ··cloud men 's minds." 
\!ari c.~h ta lks the reluctant \!itch into 
permitting her to photograph the \\·illing 
L:·le's last clays for a ne\\·spaper photo se
ri es. Le\a \!cCaskill. \[itch' s li\·e-in 
companion, patiently a\\·aits the passing 
of his mid-life difficulties so that thev can 
ge t on with their li,·es. 

The central theme of _\fountain Time 
is the hah:· hoomer generation ·s reaction 
to two inescapable facts: the pass ing of 
their parents. the realistic and hard"-ork
ing World \Var II generation. and their 
relation s \Vith their mrn children. the 
alienated products of dirnrce. mindless!~· 
groping their ,, ·a~· through a seemingly 
nihilistic turn-of-the-millennium high
tech consumer society. \I itch spends a 
lofof time contemplating his dying father 
and his own out-of-reach kids. for \\·hich 
the idealism he acquired during his com
ing-of-age in the l 960's doesn't seem to 
he of much help. 

S igm u n<l F reu<l wrote that the most 
poignant <la~· in a man 's life is the <la~ · of 
the death of his father. \Vhen Lde final
!:· passes on in his sleep. \ litch . sees the 
e,·ent as anticlimactic and is merelv 
numbed. He. Lexa. and \lariah set m{t 
on a backpacking trip into the shmning 
Roch: \lountain Front hackcountrv of 
the Bob \la rs hall Wilderness. \Yi th . the 
idea of honoring L:·le's ,,·ish to have his 
ashes ·scattered-and the ritual pho
tographed 'by the journalistic rn:·eur 
\ lariah-atop the (fictional l Phantom 
\\'oman Peak. In l 9)9, the 18-ye;H-old 
Lyle had helped bu.ild the Phantom 
\\'oman fire tO\\·er while employed by 
the Depression-era Civilian Conser
' ation Corps. in the course of which 
li e met-unbeknownst to him-the 
renowned conserYationist Bob ~larshall 
(about whose legendary tramps in the 
:\orthem Rockies \ litch is researching a 
piece l. On that summer cla:· in 19'9. 
Bob \la rs hall almost broke a leg on an 
unnailecl step on the to,,·er; in 1996. 
\litch Rozier does so after a ro,,. with 
Le\a and the profes s ionall~· minded 
\lariah m·er changing his mind about 
the ash-scattering ceremon:·. because 
"\l:· father ne\·er cared a whoop about 
any of this [the Bob \larshall \Vilder
ness J . . . He wanted it cc.HYed up into 

rnone:-. Just ne, ·er quite managed to fig
ure out how." \litch's broken leg forces 
Le\a to hike out for help. lem·ing \litch 
and .\ lariah to a contri\ ed lm·e affair in 
the fire tO\Yer cabin : a forced and pre
dictable de,·ice designed to make for a 
happy ending \\·hen .\!itch and Le\a re
unite in Seattle at the nO\·el's conclusion . 
h-an Doig should knO\\. better. 

He does know his Roch \.lountains. 
and he paints his landscapes \\·ell. He 
knows his ranchers and Hutterites too. 
and has a sharp ear for the nuances of col
loquial \lontana speech. But as the crit
ic-poet Randall Jarrell once obsef':ed. ",..\ 
nO\-el is a long narrati,·e \\·ith something 
\\Tong" ith it." .\Io1111tai11 Time is at once 
a beautiful and a tlnved thing. 

Bill Croke n·rites from Cody. \Vrnming. 

Damn Lies
or Statistics 
by David B. Kopel 

More Guns, Less Crime: 
Understanding Crime and 

Cun Control Laws 
hv fohn R. Lott, fr. 

Chicago: Unil·ersity of Chicago Press; 
215 pp .. 523.00 

• 

T he most important book e\·er pub
lished about firearms policy is John 

Lott's superb More Guns. Less Crime:, 
Understanding Crime and Cun Control 
Laws. No other firearms book has re
shaped the political debate so profound!~· 
or its author been subjected to such a de
termined campaign of lies and libels. 
The intensity of the campaign against 
Lott is a powerful confirmation of his 
book's importance and one reason why it 
should be read bv e\·erYone who cares 
about firearms poiicy. which is literally a 
matter of life or death: Lobb,·ists \\ho are 
t~ · ing to pre\·ent the public .from disco\·
ering John Lott's research are indirect!:· 
responsible for the deaths of hundreds of 
innocent people e\·ery year. 

Throughout the 19th century. "the 
right to keep and bear arms" meant e\
actly what it said: The right to carry a gun 
\\as protected just as firmly as the right to 
O\rn a gun. Some states. partirnlarl~ · in 

th e South. e11 fo rcecl Ll\\ s <1~~ 1i11 s t cc.1m i11 s; 
hand gun s CO IH.:caled . hut th e ris;h t to 
open carry \\ "<IS al111 os t u11i H'f '><ilk re 
spected. B:· th e l Y ~ o·s. hem en.' r. the 
right to carry had been restricted i11 111os t 
jurisdictions . . -\merica \\as \\·ell 011 the 
\\ "<.1:· to treating guns like ciga rettes: per
mi ss ible in pri\ -;.1te but co 111pl e tc l:· 
hanned from public spaces. 

In 1988. ho\\·e,·er. Florida-thanks to 
the ene rgetic support of th e Fl orida 
Chiefs of Police . ..\ssociation and Unified 
Sportsmen of Florida-initiated a 11a
tional trend by enacting a "shall issue" 
handgun permit lc.m·. allO\\·ing c.11n- ~1dult 
\\ho has a cl ean record and has tc.1kc11 
safety training to obtain a permit to cc.1m· 
a concealed handgun for protecti on . 
\°O\\', 29 states ha,·e a la\\· similar to Flori
da 's. " ·hile Vermont and Idaho (outside 
of Boise ) require no permit. 

Before John Lott came along. a fe\\ · re
searchers ( m\·self included ) had studied 
the effects of these la\\·s . Cla\ton Cramer 
and l (in the Tennessee Law· Rerielr J had 
analyzed changes i11 murder rates in 
"shall issue" states compared to national 
trends and found tentati,·e cYidence that 
murder rates fell after enactment of"shall 
issue" laws. Da,·id \lcOm,·all (in the 
f oumal of Criminal Law and Criminolo
gy ) had anal~ ·zed murder rates in fi,·e 
counties and reported that th e ~ · rose. 
These efforts, ne,·ertheless. prO\·ed far in
ferior to Lott's. 

John Lott has blown all the pre,·ious 
research a\\·av: His \rnrk amounts to the 
most thorough criminological stuck e,·er 
performed . Lott collected data from 
e\·erv one of the 3.0 3-+ counties in the 
United States o\·er an 18-:·ear period 
and. in contrast to the Kopel and \!c-
00\\'all homicide-onlv sh1dies. e\amined 
changes in the rate~ of nine diffe rent 
types of crime. He also accounted for the 
effects of dozens of other \"CHiables. in
cluding ,·ariations in arrest rJ tes. in the 
age and racial composition of a cm111ty's 
population, in national crime rates. and 
in changes made to gun-control lm,·s. i11-
cluding the adoption of ,,·aiting periods. 
Lott's findings show that concealed carry 
laws significantly reduce ,·iolent crime. 
On a\·erage. the murder rate fall s h: ten 
percent. that of rape hy three percent. 
and aggra\·ated assault by si\ percent. 

V\ 11ile crime begins to fall off immedi
ately. the benefits of concealed handgun 
laws take about three ,·ears to make them
selves fully felt. This.is not surprising: In 
most states. a flood of applications ocrnrs 
in the first few weeks the law is on the 
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The Great Salt Lake Book Festival 
opens Friday at Westminster College. 

No Fences: 
The New Breed 
Of Western Writers 

BY JOAN O'BRIEN 

nm SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 

The titles aJone reveal a special relationship 
to the land. This House of Sky: Landscapes of a 
~este~71. Mind, The Solace of Open Spaces, 
Cross mg Open Ground, Refuge: An Unnatural 
History of Family and Place, Arctic Dreams, The 
Canyons of Grace. 

Whether in fiction or nonfiction, memoirs or 
natu re writing, authors like Ivan Doig, Cormac 
McCarth y, Barry Lopez, Terry Tempest Wil
liams, Gretel Ehrlich, William Kittredge and 
Lev i P01t>rso11 arc producing work with what 
Wallace Stegner called the gre2.t theme of West
ern literature: the interplay between people and 
the land. 

These lonesome cowboys of the New West -
laboring iu the most solitary of professions -
evoke grand, natural landscapes and populate 
them with characters shaped by those spaces. 

Doig. who will be in Utah this week to kick off 
the 1999 Great Salt Lake Book Festival, identi
fies that as a theme running through his books, 
whose characters "are, by and large, working 
people trying to find their way on the great and 
sometimes baffiing landscape." 

His keynote address Friday evening, "Trying 
to Place It: The Western Writer and the Geog
raphy oflmagination," opens the two-day festi
val at Westminster College. Admission to Doig's 

Sec WESTERN WRITERS, Page 0-5 

. • BOOK FESTIVAL 
The Great Salt Lake Book Festival 

will bring some 60 authors and book art
is1 s for lectures readings, book signings, 
storytelling and more. The event, spon
sorell by the Utah Humanities Council 
opens with'a lecture Friday at 7:30 p.m'. 
by writer Ivan Doig in the Jewett Center 
at Westminster College, 1250 E. 1700 
South, Salt Lake City. Cost is $5. On Sat
unlay, the festival continues with dozens 
of events, all at Westminster College, 
1840 S. 1300 East. See schedule, page D-5. 

I 

THE WEST UNDER ·covER 
I 

Reviews of books of regional interest 

Mountain Time 

By Ivan Doig; Scribner; $25 

BY MARTIN NAPARSTECK 

SPECIAL TO THE TRIBUNE 

A little less than half way 
through his sixth novel, Mountain 
Time, Ivan Doig digresses to tell 
us about the time one of his key 
characters was 18 years old in 
1939 and working at a Civilian 
Conservation Corps camp along 
the Great Divide in Montana: Lyle 
Rosier, a Montana native, and Joe 
Ferragamo, an 18-year-old from 
New Jersey, become friends while 
working on a fire tower atop 
Phantom Woman Mountain. The 
seven-page digression forms a 
wonderful short story of its own, 
about how two young men learn 
to take pride in building some
thing, even when they don't do the 
job quite right. 

It's typical about what's right 
with Mountain Time. It's not so 
much a novel with occasional di
gressions, but rather a string of · 
wonderful digressions knitted to
gether with a strong plot line. It's 
as if the lives of his characters are 
the accumulation of the intersec
tions of the digressions. 

Mitch Rosier, ;:i 50-year-old en
vironmental writer living in Seat
tle returns to visit his father, 

. Lyle, in Twin Sulphur Springs 
Mont. It's a trip filled with bad 
memories and unpleasant truths. 
Mitch learns that his father is dy-

. ing from leukemia. His writing ca
reer seems to have dead-ended. , 
His girlfriend Lexa seems at times 
to be distancing herself from him. 
His girlfriend's sister, Mariah, a 
world-traveling professional pho
tographer decides she wants to 
photograph Lyle while he's dying. 

. Lyle runs over Mitch's leg with a 
Dodge truck And worst of all, the 

, dying Lyle insists Mitch scatter 
his ashes from atop Phantom 
Woman Mountain. Mitch doesn't 
feel particularly close to his fa
ther: "Why can't people divorce 
their parents?" he wants to know. 

Every few pages Doig stops his 
narrative to describe the environ
ment, whether it's the rollerblad
ers zipping around him in San 
Francisco or the looming moun
tains ever in the background once 
the heart of the story moves to 
Montana. The techniqqe provides 

·a constant reminder that we are 
shaped by our surroundings. 

Sometimes those surroundings 
are people, as when Lyle, Mitch, 
Lexa, and Mariah visit The 
Springhouse Supper Club, a night
club, in Twin Sulphur Springs, 
and see a group of men enter, men 
they never expected would visit 
such a place: "the Hutterites 
dwelled in their farm colonies of a 
hundred or so people, talking Ger
man among themselves and fol
lowing their Anabaptist commu- · 
nal religion. They had kept their 
way of life by avoiding things of 
the world that might infect it
television, radio, the camera's 

· eye, public schools-and it might 
have been supposed that supper 
clubs would be prominent on that 
list." 

Early in the novel we learn 
that Lexa helped Mariah start her 
photography career by getting 
goats to pose in interesting places: 
"That summer the promontory 

Ivan Doig 

rock turned into Grand Central 
Station for mountain goats, goats 
sniffingly curious, goats pro-. : 
roundly bemused, goats in win~ 
some family groupings, goats i~ 
spectacular horned solo glory · 
against the cliff line of the Rocli
ies, roll after film roll of perfect 
posing goats. Mariah had pictures 
all summer long in the Gros Ven
tre Gleaner, the Hungry Horse : 
News, the Choteau Acantha, and 
ultimately when the Associated 
Press picked one up, statewide;" 
Not until the end of this two-page 
digression do _we learn how Le*a 
helped Mariah: "Lexa's formula 
for ma{dng mountain goats line 
up and sniff with curiosity con; 
sisted of squatting here and th¢re 
on that particular rock and" uri-
nating. · 

At another point, Doig takeS: us 
to World War Two and the Am~ri
can invasion of New Guinea: 
"Some idiot on his last cigarette 
had crumpled the empty pack ctnd 
tossed it onto the floor of the lapd
ing craft instead of over the side 
and the wad went into the sump 
pump like silk drawers up a vac
uum cleaner," and the soldiers·al
inost drown before they reach : 
shore; they do reach shore, where 
Lyle is almost killed by a Japa-: 
nese soldier, only to be saved by 
his buddy from their CCC days, 
Joe Ferragamo, with a quick : 
burst from his Browning Auto-: 
matic Rifle. · 

When Lyle dies Mitch, Lexa; 
and Mariah climb Phantom · 
Woman Mountain, and during a 
brief argument between Mitch ' 
and Lexa, Mitch falls down the: 
steps of the fire tower his father 
had helped build decades earli~r. 
again breaking his leg. He's hold
ing the container with his father's 
ashes during the fall. : 

Near the end, the New Guinea 
digression, the story about build
ing the fire tower, the Hutterites, 
and a group of other digressions 
intersect to form a single plot. lt's 
a masterful bit of plotting, reveal
ing the characters more fully; jus
tifying episodes that earlier : 
seemed merely interesting, and 
turning the collection of digres: 
sions into a single story. It's Ivan 
Doig, one of the West's best writ-
ers, at his best. · 

Martin Naparsteck is a novelist. 
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Western Writers 
Explore a 
Vast Landscape 
• Continued from D-1 

7:30 p.m. speech is $5. The scores of 
readings, panels and lectures from 
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday are free. 

The festival celebrating West
ern writing, sponsored by the 
Utah Humanities Council, will 
bring together writers known na
tionally and regionally, including 
Ellen Meloy, author of The Last 
Cheater's Waltz: Beauty and Vio
lence in the Desert Southwest; Cali -
fornian David Mas Masumoto, 
who just published Harvest Son: 1 

Planting Roots in American Soil; 
Lawrence .Coates, the Southern 
Utah University professor who 
just published The Blossom 
Festival; Mark Spraag, the Cody, 
Wyo., author of Where Rivers 
Change Direction; Pulitzer Prize
winning poet Maxine Kumin, au
thor most recently of Quit Monks 
or Die!, a novel set in the South
west; and several others. 

Critics tend to call . the new 
generation of Western authors 
gaining ever greater respect and 
popularity "the writers of the 
purple sage." That rankles Doig, 
who says "it is simply a more rich 
and complex set of writers than 
those taglines imply." 

It is not even geographically 
accurate. After all, there is little 
sagebrush where Doig now lives 
- Seattle. Some cannot even agree 
on what defines the West itself, 
much less its Jiterature. There is 
the West of American Indian 
writers, of Latinos, of Japanese 
Americans, of Mormons, of activ
ist environmentalists and others. 
There is the New West, the ro
mantic West, the mythical West. 

But there is no denying that 
landscape looms large in Western 
writing, perhaps because there is 
so much of it. 

FESTIVAL SCHEDULE 

The following is the schedule of events 
for the Great Salt Lake Book Festival Sat
urday at Westminster College, 1250 E. 1700 
South , Salt Lake City. All are free: 

All Day 
The University of Utah 's Marriott Li

brary Preservation Department will oper
ate a children's-book hospital for worn and 
torn volumes (no popup books or heir
looms, please). Limit of three per family. 
Outdoor canopy_ 

10 to 10:50 a.m. 
•Joel Long, "Attic Triggers in Poetry." 

•Madelyn Garrett, "A History of the 
JJook, from clay tablet to artist book." 

•Margaret Rostkowski, "Diving into 
the Story." 

•Aden Ross and Kaye Terry, "Collab
oration: Text as Art, Art as Text." 

•Helen Cox, "Jump Start Your Book 
Group: Latino Literature and Stories from 
the Land." 

•Jim Weiss, "Storytelling Workshop 
for Parents and Teachers." 

•"Writing the West" Panel with Tim
othy Egan, Ann Walka and Steve Trimble. 

•Dawn Marano, "The Writing Life." 
11to11:50 a.m. 

• Bibliotherapy, Salt Lake City Public 
Library Travel Books. 

•Kinde Nebeker, "Artistic Collabora· 
lion with a Poet." 

• Lawrence Coates, "The Blossom Fes
tival.., 

• Graciela Thomas & Linda Oda, 
"Multi-cultural Child." 
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"Utah contains more BLM 
acreage than any other state with 
the exception of Nevada and Alas
ka," notes author Dawn Marano, · 
acquisitions editor at The Univer
sity of Utah Press and a presenter 
at Saturday's festival. 

"However uninspired it seems 
to start with something as quanti
fiable as acreage, it serves to pro
vide an immediate perspective on 
this thing we call the literature of 
the West. That is to say, how can 
one live here in the West where so 
much land is public, is available to 
be explored and experienced di -
rectly - in a way not possible in 
the East - and not be drawn into 
having or assessing one's rela
tionship to it?" 

University English professor 
Frarn;ois Camoin agrees. 

"One of the things that Western 
writers tend to be more aware of is 
that people don't exist abstractly 
and separately from where they 
live. It makes a whole lot of differ
ence whether you are growing up 
in Torrey or growing up in 
Philadelphia." 

Camoin, who is helping to stage 
a "Writing From the Land" work
shop this month in Torrey, says 
that even Western city dwellers 
have a heightened sense of nature. 
The West may be the most highly 
urbanized area of the country, but 
at least its residents have easy ac
cess to open space. 

To Marano, whose parents 
moved West from St. Louis when 
she was a child, that open space 
meant more than recreational 
opportunity. 

"Even though my dad's liveli
hood was what brought us West, I 
understood that the more impor
tant opportunities here had to do 
with what was intangible: Jn the 
West there seemed to be enough, 
space for an individual to reinvent 
or reimagine himself or herself 
and to feel attachment to that 
space and place in a direct, or
ganic sense." · 

Of course, Western writing is 
not the only literature with a 
strong sense of place. Southern 
writing evokes the landscape 

•Kent Powell & Miriam Murphy, 
"Mining the Gold in Local History." 

•Jim Weiss, "Storytelling for Chil· 
dren ." 

• Poetry Pane] with Donald Revell, 
Katharine Coles, Ken Brewer, Natasha 
Saje. 

•Hal Cannon & Teresa Jordan, 
"Writing and Producing for Public Ra
dio." · 

Noon to 1 p.m. 
•Stephen Trimble, The Sagebrush 

Ocean slide presentation. 
• Morning presenters sign books, 

outdoor canopy. 

1 to 1:50 p.m. 
•Pat Coleman, "What Shakespeare 

Knew." 
•Tony Weller , "Rare Books, The 

Whats, Wl1ys and llows of Collecting." 
•Bea Williams, "Sailing with the Ti

tanic." 
•Ellen Meloy, "Deep Maps of Place: 

Landscape and Memoir." 
• Jackie Osherow reading Dead 

Men's Praise. 
• Ron Carlson, "My Fictional Utah. " 
• Nea1 Kramer, Marilyn Young, Dean 

Hughes, Darius Gray, "Contemporary 
Mormon Fiction." 

•Luis Urrea, Stories from Nobody's 
Son. 

2 to 2:50 p.m. 
• Gloria Skurzynski, "Writing for the 

Mass Market." 
•Ann Cannon, "What's So Funny?" 
•Kathy Peterson & Peggy Fletcher 

Stack, "Creating A World of Faith." 
•Tom Alexander, Utah: The Right 

Place. 
•Rob Van Wagoner, reading from 

powerfully, as does Northeastern 
local-color writing. 

But the fact that Western land- · 
scape is not only scenic but con
tested also makes it inspiring. In , 
Doig's latest book, Mountain 
Time, one of the tensions is the 
conflict between the main charac
ter and his father over construc
tion of a gravel road into a natural 
area in Montana. 

Like Mitch Rozier in Mountain 
Time, Doig was born in rural 
Montana, the son of a ranch hand. 
Both Doig and his character left 
Montana to seek an education and . 
work. Doig earned his doctorate 
from the University of Washing
ton before launching his writing 
career. His first success was This . 
Ho.use of Sky, followed by English 
Creek, Dancing at the Rascal Fair, 
Ride With Me Mariah Montana 
and Bucking the Sun. 

If landscape is a dominant 
theme of Western life, so is the , 
leaving of it. The Montana econ
omy could not support Doig; nor 
could it the characters in his book. 
And Doig says he encounters sim
ilar economic refugees through
out the country when he is out on 
book tours. 

The landscape is not the only 
space in Western writing. Univer
sity of Utah English professor 
Steve Tatum has detected an evo
lution in what he calls "the tre
mendous amount of quality writ
ing going on" in the West. 

The authors evoke a sense of 
place in their writing, but not just 
one of landscape and nature. It is 
what Tatum calls "social space" 
where "people are moving and 
living." Ethnic writers, in partic
ular, are creating work with that 
strong sense of social space, where ' 
different cultures interact and 
conflict. 

Such writing pays more atten
tion to the social realm, he says. 

The social interactions are 
what people.. remember of Doig's 
books. "When people come up to 
me at signings, lf s not about 
landscape," Doig says. "They 
identify with the characters." 

Dancing Naked. 
• Leslie Norris, Poetry Reading. 
•William Kittredge & An nick Smith, 

· Readings from Balancing Water. 
•Joan Nabors, "A Story, A Story." 

3p.m. 
•Early afternoon presenters sign 

books, outdoor canopy 

3 to 3:50 p.m. 
• Michael Dorrell, "Writing Plays for · 

Radio." 
•Robin Hemley, "Family Secrets: 

Writing the Forbidden." 
• Pippa Keene, "Motheread/ 

Fatheread - Multi-cultural Literacy." 
• Allan Engen, "Skiing: A Historical 

Snapshot." 
• Charlotte Freeman, "In media res: 

The Path to Publication." 
•Maxine Kumin, Jnterview. 
• Michael Lacapa, "Native American 

Storytelling." 
• David Mas Masumoto, "Peaches & 

Raisins, Harvests of Family Stories from 
the Land." 

4 to 4:50 p.m. 
•Susan Gunter, "Henry James: 

Epistolary Relationships." 
• Jim Fergus, "Making the Transi

. tion from Fiction to Non-Fiction." 
•Victor Martinez, "A Parrot in the 

Oven." 
•Trent Harris, The Wild Goose 

Chronicles. 
• Randy Silverman, "Judging the 

Book by Its Cover." 
•David Lee, Poetry Reading. 
•The Science Fiction Century: 

Shayne Bell, Susan Kroupa, Michaelene 
Pendleton. 

•Mark Spragg, "Speaking a Life in 
Pictures: From Film to Memoir." 

5p.m. 
•Late afternoon presenters sign 

books, outdoor canopy. 
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"A Power Spot in My Memory" 
Ivan Doig recalls Bob Marshall, the West and growing up Montanan 
By ANDREA THOMPSON 

Say the words "Bob Marshall" and · 
the immediate association for most 
would be the spread of wilderness 
north of Missoula. For Ivan Doig, the 
name· conjures a semi-mythical figure 
of an insatiable hiker and outdoors
man, a poetic conservationist with the 
tragic aura of an early death. 

It's this presence that infuses 
Doig's latest book Mountain Time, 
lurking ·behind the journeys and 
encounters between characters, acting 
as the binding thread . that invisibly 
links one to another. The story follows 
eco-journalist Mitch Rozier from 
Seattle to his childhood home near 
Choteau, an area Doig knows inti
mately from his own childhood in 
Dupuyer. The climactic and most stir
ringly written section of the novel con
cerns a three-day hike into the Bob 
Marshall Wilderness, which Doig 
based on his own backpacking excur
sion there that spurred his interest in 
the man behind the name. 

"I started doing some research on 
Bob Marshall," explains Doig. "The 
more I did, the more I realized what a 
marvelous, spoolq·, but effective figure 
he was." 

That inspiration touched Doig, 
whose enthusiasm for the poetry of 
landscape-particularly Montana and 
Alaska in Mountain Time-is translat
ed in passages of lyrical passion. 

"I see the landscape as the stage 
for the lives of my characters. Those of 
us writing in the West have these mem
ories of the Big Sky, outdoor experi
ences and the feel of the weather," 
explains Doig. "But within that I'm 
prompted to go further, I'm interested 
in whatever poetry I can find, 
metaphors, descriptions, clouds com
ing over the Rockies. It's a setting for 
my characters, but it's a setting for my 
language as well." 

While Doig credits his life in the 
West as the inspiration for his fiction, 
he passionately argues against using 
the accident of locality to lump a 
group of disparate writers under the 
term "Western fiction." 

"We're much better than that," he 
argues. "For example, James Welch in 
Fool's Crow, making that leap into the 
mind of a people. That's beyond a 
place, that's just hellish good writing. 
Or Mary Clarence Blew. Again, this is 
potent literature. While it takes place 
within, it also goes beyond a geo-

graphic determinant. We're a full 
orchestra, we're not just foodling an 
Old Susanna, some Western tune out 
here." 

Doig also dismisses the appella
tion of "historical fiction'1 that many 
critics have affixed to his J ork. While a 
few of his novels draw from historical 
settings and even his contemporary 
novels, including Mountafn Time, call 
up the shades of history to provide a 
textured background, Doig points out 
that the past has also been an essential 
part of fiction from Tolstoy to 

Faulkner. 

"I mainly just consider myself a 
writer," he says. "I'm always aware of 
characters and language, and I've 
always thought history is just part of 
our lives. The trick is to touch it with a 
magic wand and make it good, imagi
native reading." 

Doig manages to do just that in 
his latest offering, deftly weaving the 
past into the narrative of the present. 
Focusing on the crisis of career and 
relationship catalyzed by a return 
home, Doig illuminates how each 
character's actions are affected by 
prior events in their OWn lives and 
even in the lives of generations before 
them. Following Mitch in his tension
fraught journey home to his father are 
Lexa and Mariah McCaskill, part of the 
family Doig created in his earlier 
"Montana trilogy." The ever-shifting 
dynamics between the two .. Rozier men. 
and the McCaskill women play out 
against the conflicts of Western expan
sion and environmental concerns, the 
dusty poverty of the pioneer families 
and the wealthy new settlers. 

While Mountain Time incorpo
rates characters from his earlier books, 
Doig describes his latest offering as 
springing from outside the blueprint 

of the series. "It panly came from 
seeds here in Seattle-of the rampant 
money with the software boom, look
ing around and seeing people try to 
lead their ordinary lives among sky
rocketing property values and 
Starbucks popping up on every cor
ner," he explains. "I find it a fascinating 
scene as a writer to watch, and 
thought it would be interesting to set 
Montana exiles against this scene of 
Seattle becoming a 'hot.com' place." 

Fundamentally, Doig translates 
hi~ love of Montana into compelling 
stories of relationships and land
scapes. Despite his own residence in 
Seattle, his imagination is fed by the 
country of his youth, a place he calls a 
"power spot in my memory." Although 
he moved from Montana in 1962, his 
tender treatment of the wilderness 
and his insistent fictional returns to" 
the Montanan landscape attest to his 
rejoinder, "I think the question is 
more, did I ever leave?" n 
Ivan Doig will appear at Chapter 
One on Aug. 17 at 7:30 p.m., Fact 
and Fiction on Aug. 18 at 7 p.m. and 
at Waldenbooks on Aug. 19 at 6 
p.m. 
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AUDIO FILE 

Stuart Kaminsky, the Edgar
winning author of three series to 
date, has added a new character 
to his extensive repertoire. 
Florida-based detective Lew Fon
seca, a depressed, balding Italian
American widower with a kind 
heart and a sardonic attitude, 
takes on a couple of missing
person cases in "Ven9eance" 
(Dove Audio; abridged fiction; six 
hours; four cassettes; $25; read 
by Joe Barrett). 

Fleeing Chicago for Key West 
after his wife was killed in a car 
accident, Fonseca sets up shop in 
Sarasota, Fla., after his elderly 
Toyota dies in a Dairy Queen 
parking lot. Though officially 
working as a process server, he is 
working on two cases, one in
volving a runaway teen-ager and 
the other a missing trophy wife. 

Much like the writer of an old 
film noir, Kaminsky begins near 
the end of the story before bring
ing us back to fill in the details. 
An old hand at telling tales, Ka
minsky creates a believable and 
suspenseful world, then sur
rounds his protagonist with en
ticing secondary characters. Nar
rator Joe Barrett further en
hances material that is already 
addictive. 

Fonseca sounds like the world
weary, depressed man he is. 

• 
Robert Parker has been 

branching out in different direc
tions for the past couple of years. 

Though he has broken away 
from his Spenser character at 
other times during his lengthy 
career, Parker's first foray into 
another series began a couple of 
years ago with Jesse Stone. Now 
he is trying his hand at the distaff 
side of detecting with his first fe
male detective, Sunny Randall, in 
"Family Honor" (Dove Audio; 
unabridged fiction; six hours and 
30 minutes; six cassettes; $30; 
read by Andrea Thompson). 

Parker created Sunny for ac
tress Helen Hunt, who is to star 
in the movie version of this book 
next year. Basically, Sunny is 
Spenser with two X chromo
somes. She has the same moral 
code as Spenser, is also childless 
and also dotes on her dog. Sun
ny's sidekick is named Spike, not 
Hawk, but both men are tough 
and rather unusual cohorts in the 
anti-crime game. 

The minimalist plot involves a 
missing girl and her creepy par
ents. As with most of Parker's 
novels, characterization and dia
logue count for more than the 
story line. It is also a short piece 
of fiction. Not a bad thing for the 
listener, as it was brief enough to 
be released onto audio un
abridged and reasonably priced. 

Thompson, a television ac
tress, has a strong understanding 
of irony. She captures Sunny's 
slightly cynical intelligence and 
does so with flair. 

- Rochelle O'Gorman 

NEW IN PAPERBACK 
THE LOVE 
OF A GOOD 
WOMAN 
Alice Munro 
Vintage, $13 

Alice Munro is to 
short stories as John 
Keats is to verse: well
crafted, imagistic and 
poetic. "The Love of a 
Good Woman," 
which won the Na
tional Book Critics 
Circle Award for Fiction, is a col
lection of eight short stories. "The 
Children Stay," a story about a 
family's relationship, takes place 

while the family is on 
vacation. Munro 
writes, "What perfect 
weather. Every 
morning, every 
morning it's like this, 
the first pure sun
light falling through 
the high branches, 
burning away the 
mist over the still wa
ter of Georgia Strait." 
Her proclamation 
about a simple 

morning sets the tone for her nar
rative style, which is precise and 
painfully real. 

- Nicole Chvatal 
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Chronicle is antidote to nuclear fog 
A Pulitzer winner expands 
on her award-winning 
series to the government's 
ongoing "culture of secrecy" 

By RICK HARMON 
SPECIAL TO THE OREGONIAN 

THE 
PLUTONIUM 
FILES 
Eileen 
Wei some 
The Dial Press, 
$26.95 
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haS done much more. The shorter benefit to their health (and certain-

Events listed are open to the public 
at no charge unless otherwise indi
cated. The area code for all phone 
numbers is 503 unless otherwise in
dicated. 

LECTURES 
Russell Banks: Portland Arts & Lectures 
presents an evening with the author of "The 
Sweet Hereafter" and "Affliction," 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall. 
1037 S.W. Broadway. Cost: $5-$18, details: 
227-2583. 

READINGS 
Doris Baines: The author reads from her 
book "Christmas Traditions & Legends," 3 
p.m. Sunday, Barnes & Noble Jantzen Beach, 
1720 N. Jantzen Beach Road. 
"Don't Forget to Die": Margaret Chitten
den reads from her new Charlie Plato mys
tery, 5 p.m. Sunday, Murder by the Book, 
3210 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd. 
Geronimo Taqatac: The author will read 
and discuss his work, 4 p.m. Monday, Hat
field Room in the Mark 0. Hatfield Library, 
Willamette University, Salem. 
Portli9nd poets: Three poets read from 
their works; Dan Raphael reads from "isn't 
how we got here," Douglas Spangle reads 
from "21/z Bridges" and David Elsey reads 
from "Green Water Tower," 7:30 p.m. Mon
day, Powell's City of Books, 1005 W. Burnside 
St. 
Craig Lesley: The author reads from his 
works, including "River Song," 7 p.m. Tues
day, The Alameda Cafe, 4641 N.E. Fremont St. 
Willamette Writers: The winners of the 
Kay Snow writing contest read from their 
entries, 7 p.m. Tuesday, The Old Church, 1422 
S.W. 11th Ave. Details 452-1592. 
Richard Burgin: The author reads from his 
book "Fear of Blue Skies," 7 p.m. Tuesday, 
Looking Glass Bookstore. 318 S.W. Taylor St.. 
and speaks as part of The Catlin Gabel 
School's Jean Vollum Distinguished Writers 
Series, 9:55 a.m. Wednesday, Cabell Center 
Theater, The Catlin Gabel School. 8825 S.W. 
Barnes Road. 
Frank Mccourt: The author reads from his 
book" 'Tis," 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, First Congre
gational Church.1126 S.W. Park Ave. First 
come, first served. 
Michael Henderson: The author reads 
from his book "Forgiveness: Breaking the 
Chain of Hate," co-sponsored by the World 
Affairs Council of Oregon, 7 p.m. Wednesday, 
Borders Books & Music. 708 S.W. Third Ave. 
"River, Cross My Heart": Breena Clarke 
reads from her novel. 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, 
Powell's City of Books, 1005 W. Burnside St. 
David Neiwert: The author reads from his 
book "In God's Country: The Patriot Move
ment and the Pacific Northwest." 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Powell's on Hawthorne, 3723 
S.E. Hawthorne Blvd. 
"The You That Is Everywhere": Gary Ro
senthal reads from his collection of love 
poems. 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Powell's on Haw
thorne, 3723 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd. 
Gumball poets: Gumball Poetry is a mix of 
literary journal and gumball machines; the 
gumball poets read their work, 8 p.m. Thurs
day, Cafe Lena. 2239 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd. 
Izzy Covalt: The author reads from her au
tobiography, "My Name Is Izzy," 6 p.m. Fri
day, Tower Books, 1307 N.E.102nd. 
Blue Begonia Press: Editor Jim Bodeen 
ilnd three other poets read from their work. 

Bodeen reads from "This House," Charles 
Potts reads from "Lost River Mountain," Lee 
Bassett reads from "Poems of Lee Bassett 
1973-2000," and Jody Aliesan reads from 
"Loving in Time of War," 7:30 p.m. Friday, 
Powell's City of Books. 1005 W. Burnside St. 
Jay W. Nicholas and D.M. Beach: The 
two children's book authors read from their 
books; Nicholas reads from "Down to the 
Sea," and Beach reads from "Sydney Kanga
roo's Christmas," 1 p.m. Saturday, Jackson's 
Books. 320 Liberty St. S.E., Salem. 
Kay Allenbaugh: The author reads from 
her book "Chocolate for a Woman's Spirit." 1 
p.m. Saturday, Barnes & Noble Jantzen 
Beach. 1720 N. Jantzen Beach Road. 

OTHER EVENTS 

Northwest Authors: Join 75 authors. pho
tographers and artists, including Ivan Doig 
and William Sullivan. at the 33rd annual Holi
day Cheer and Authors' Party, noon Sunday, 
Dec. 5, Oregon Historical Society, 1200 S.W. 
Park Ave. 
Christine Barnes: The author gives a slide 
show on her book "Great Lodges of the Ca
nadian Rockies," 7 p.m. Monday, Powell's 
Travel Store, 701 S.W. Sixth Ave., and at 4 
p.m. Saturday at Paulina Springs Book Com
pany, 252 West Hood St.. Sisters. 
Caprial Pence: The chef and author is 
joined by chef Mark Dowers as she shares 
recipes from her latest book. "Caprial's 
Soups & Sandwiches," 7 p.m. Monday, Bor
ders Books & Music. 708 S.W. Third Ave. 
"Oregon Golf": Author Paul Linnman and 
photographer Rick Schafer sign and discuss 
their book, 6 p.m. Wednesday, Oregon 
Sports Hall of Fame and Museum, 321 S.W. 
Salmon st.. and 11 a.m. Saturday, Barnes & 
Noble Lloyd Center.1231 N.E. Broadway. 
Christopher Leebrick: The storyteller per
forms "How the Grinch Stole Christmas," by 
Dr. Seuss, 7 p.m. Wednesday, Clackamas Cor
ner Library, 11750 S.E. 82nd Ave .. Suite D. 
M.K. Wren: The author discusses her book 
"Neely Jones" as part of the Mystery Lovers 
Book Group of Borders Beaverton. 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, Borders Beaverton. 2605 S.W. 
Cedar Hills Blvd. 
National Writers Union: The union pre
sents a panel on "Surviving the Publishing 
Industry in the 21st Century" that includes 
publisher Dennis Stovall and author Ed Gold
berg. Doors open at 8:30 a.m. Saturday, 
Friendly House, 2617 N.W. Savier St., cost: $15 
members. $25 nonmembers; details: 232-
9212. 
Cheryl Mack and Rick McClure: The au
thors read from their book "For the Greatest 
Good: Early History of the Gifford Pinchot 
National Forest." 11 a.m. Saturday, Waucoma 
Bookstore, 212 Oak St., Hood River. 
Joe Bianco: The author signs his books, in
cluding "Oregon Rediscovered," 1 p.m. Satur
day, Waldenbooks Lloyd Center, 976 Lloyd 
Center. 
Fund-raiser and silent auction: Bid on 
items donated by Portland area restaurants, 
businesses and organizations to support the 
Mountain Writers Series, 8 p.m. Saturday, 
Mountain Writers Center, 3624 S.E. Milwaukie 
Ave. 

CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS 

Liz Nakazawa: The published writer offers 
a class on beginning free-lance writing, 
10:30 a.m. Saturday, 282-5343. 

book might have been more aptly ly from potentially harmful proce
titled "The Plutonium Files," but <lures). For a few decades in the 
the longer book does a greater middle of the 20th century, how
service. ever, those traditional constraints 

What were these nuclear doctors were crushed beneath the ration
up to, anyway? At the University of ale of a "higher cause": the need to 
Chicago's Metallurgical Lab, at the gather any and all information of 
university of Rochester Medical conceivable value in the struggle 
School's Manhattan Annex, at against world communism. 
Vanderbilt University Hospital's Scientists and medical doctors, 

Welsome's descriptions of the 
supporters and perpetrators of the 
radiation experiments reveal plen
ty of arrogance and opportunism 
(and, in the cases of Edward Teller 

McMurtry: West has yet to yield 'great book' 
Continued from Page ES 

the nature of storytelling and 
whether it might be different in 
time, space and Texas: 

"My question to Walter Benja
min would be, what kind of stories 
arise in a place where nothing has 
ever happened except, of course, 
the vagaries and vicissitudes of in
dividual life?" McMurtry writes. 

Indeed, the Pulitzer Prize
winner defines his own writing (23 
novels, three essay collections and 
more than 30 screenplays) as an 
exploration of frontiers, both of the 
land and the spirit. Taken in that 
light, "Walter Benjamin at the 
Dairy Queen" is about the frontier 
called Larry McMurtry, and this 
self-portrait is likely to be the clos
est thing to an autobiography we'll 
ever see out of tiny Archer City, 
Texas. 

In the book, McMurtry extols 
the virtues of everything from a 
lime Dr. Pepper to rodeo queens, 
laments the decline of oral storytel
ling and cowboys, and paints a 
portrait of a landscape so vast and 
empty it hardly seems possible it 
could be filled to the brim with the 
spirit of its inhabitants. McMurtry 
writes poignantly, occasionally hu- . 
morously, about his own cloistered 
childhood, spent largely in fear of 
shrubbery and poultry, and his 
surprising distaste for the cowboy 
life. He is most eloquent when 
writing about his own passion for 
reading and books, two entirely 
different subjects for a man who is 
not only a prolific writer and read
er but also a rare-book dealer and 
collector. 

may have come a hundred or so 
good books, a dozen or so very 
good books; but it has not, as yet, 
yielded up a great book." 

In the end, "Walter Benjamin" is 
about growing up and growing old. 
McMurtry slyly weaves his person
al story with the story of a ripening 
frontier that has been washed by 
repeated waves of people, ideas 
and industries, but survived. The 
Western small town - whether it's 
the fictional Thalia or his real 
hometown of Archer City, or any of 
a thousand others - is losing 
some of its dreams but goes to 
sleep each night hoping for new 
dreams to come along. 

For those towns and their peo
ple, the future is a frontier all its 
own, with its own vagaries and vi
cissitudes. For McMurtry, too. 

"I'm now in my 60s, which 
means that I'm looking at a maxi
mum of about 30 more years of 

life," he writes. "Which should I 
do? Read or write? Though I have 
now read a lot of books, the range 
is still green with thousands of po
tentially interesting books yet un
read." 

McMurtry doesn't directly an
swer his own question. But fear 
not: By the time you read this, his 
next manuscript will already be in 
the hands of his editors. 

At the crossroads of either im
permanence and the "urge to leave 
a track," McMurtry chooses both 
ways. He knows he can't precisely 
describe the beauty of prairie sun
light, but he continues to try, any
way. 

Sam the Lion must be looking 
over his shoulder. 

• 
Ron Franscell, a Wyoming novelist 
and newspaperman, is the author 
of ''Angel Fire" and the upcoming 
mystery "The Deadline." 

continue, inevitably so among 
those responsible for disposing of 
(via burial) the nation's still
growing supply of dangerous radi
oactive wastes, but also among 
those still seeking to keep the full 
truth about the country's nuclear 
past from public scrutiny. 

• 
Rick Harmon is a Portland free
lance writer and editor. 

JOIN THE ALAMEDA CAFE 
IN WELCOMrNG CRITrCALL Y ACCLAIMED 

NORTHWEST WRITER 

CRAIG LESLEY 
in an evening of 

Literary Pleasure 
Craig will read selections from 

"River Song", "The Sky Fisherman", 
as well as "Storm Riders" which will 
be published by Picador in February. 
Tuesday, December 7th at 7pm 

'~ Practically 
·ail Indispensable. out , .... ................................... .. . 

And from the most recognized 
name in Western literature, a man 
who long ago sensed a need for 
"some congruity between prose 
and landscape" and who admits he 
has liked "not a word" in a couple 
of his novels, comes a somewhat 
sullen assessment of the region's 
writing: "The American West has 
so far produced depressingly little 
in the way of literature. Out of it 

POWELL'S BOOKS 
Powell's City of Books 
1005 W Burnside Street 

Portland OR 97209 
503-228-4651 • 800-878-7323 

TDD: 503-226-2475 
WS0731tll01 

Powell's Books In Beaverton 
8725 SW Cascade Avenue 

Beaverton OR 97008 
503-643-3131 • 800-466-7323 

Powell's Books for 
Cooks & Gardeners 

3747 SE Hawthorne Blvd. 
Portland OR 97214 

503-235-3802. 800-354-5957 

Powell's 8ooks 
on Hawthorne 

3723 SE Hawthorne Blvd 
Portland OR 97214 

503-238- 1668 • 800-603-3876 

Powell's Travel Store 
70 I SW Sixth Avenue 
Portland OR 97204 

503-228- 1108. 800-546-5025 
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PICK 
OF THE 
WEEK 

Frank McCourt 
The author of "Angela's Ashes" and 
" 'Tis" returns to Portland for a 7:30 
p.m. Tuesday reading at the First 
Congregational Church, 1126 S.W. Park 
Ave. First come, first served. Free. 

•• E 

"When the MS Irish Oak sailed from Cork in October 
1949, we expected to be in New York City in a week. 
Instead, after two days at sea, we were told we 
were going to Montreal in Canada." 

•Frank Mccourt, from " 'Tis" 

"AHAB'S WIFE" RETELLS "MO BY-DICK" FROM A WOMAN'S POINT OF VI2, 
SUBSTITUTING LOVE FOR VENGEANCE 

• • 

By ELLEN EMRY HELTZEL 
THE OREGONIAN 

arly in Herman Melville's classic novel, 
"Moby-Dick," we learn about the origins of one 
of the men who will sail on Captain Ahab's voyage 
with destiny. 

"Queequeg," Melville writes of the tattooed and 
tomahawk-toting sailor, "was a native of Kokovoko, 
an island far away to the West and South. It is not 

down in any map; true places never are." 
It is with this same spirit of discovery that you should approach 

"Ahab's Wife," Sena Jeter Naslund's version of "Moby-Dick," as a 
story written in the style of the 19th century but with a wholly 20th
century sensibility. This is a place you won't find on any 
map because it is neither firmly rooted in its time nor in 
ours. But that shouldn't diminish the pleasure 
of reading a story that's both ambitious and full of 
little treasures that pay homage to the book that 
inspired it. 

The full title is actually "Ahab's Wife, or, the 
Stargazer," in obvious imitation of "Moby-Dick, 
or, The Whale," as Melville called his novel. 
"Moby-Dick" of course, is the story of a fatal 
obsession, of the limited vision of human 
perspective. 

In contrast, "Ahab's Wife" imagines the 
story of "Moby-Dick" from a woman's 
perspective, and what a different story it 
is. Here is a tale of the importance of 
community, of love and caring in con
stant search of a home. It celebrates 
traditional feminine ideals while also 
jettisoning the notion that women are 
lesser actors on the stage of life. 

Naslund, a novelist and professor 
--~----~~-__.,,o~~i-'---at e.__._u..._~· ~r~iJ..J.-....,._~~--
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AHAB'S WIFE 
Sena Jeter Naslund 
William Morrow, $28 

BOTTOM LINE 

An exhilarating novel 
based on Melville's 
"Moby- Dick." Following 
the traditions of 
19th-century literature, 
Naslund has created a 
heroine who will charm 
modern readers. 

' ·.~ 

Larry 
McMurtry 
explores 
his inner 
frontier 

By RON FRANSCELL 
SPECIAL TO THE OREGONIAN 

In "The Last Picture Show," 
Sonny tests his manhood by 
relieving himself from the top 
of a high, sloping dam, trying 
unsuccessfully to hit the water 
below. Sam the lion, the char
acter whose spirit infuses Larry 
McMurtry's 1971 novel, is se
cretly watching over his shoul
der and understands. 

A few moments later, as the 
man and boy talk about grow
ing up and growing old, Sam 
the lion tells Sonny, "Oh, it 
ain't necessarily miserable. . .. 
About 80 percent of the time, I 
guess." 

It's not Sam the lion peering 
over McMurtry's shoulder in 
"Walter Benjamin at the Dairy 
Queen: Reflections at Sixty and 
Beyond," however. Instead, it's 
the ghost of Walter Benjamin, 
a long-dead German essayist 
and cultural theorist whose 
own life experiences couldn't 
have been further removed 
from the life of a ranch kid 
who'd never even heard of 

...... _ ___ _i..~_!:femingway, Faulkner or T.S. 



Please see NASLUND, Page E7 

Women's voices 
seem to be every
where these days. 
Besides "Ahab's 
Wife," another 
current attempt 
to put a 
woman's per
spective on a 
masterpiece is 
a first novel 
by an Ital-

ian short-storywriter, 
Pia Pera Pera's "Lo's Diary" (Foxrock, 

$22.95), a retelling of Vladimir 
Nabokov's "Lolita," came out after a 
legal wrangle between the author and 
Nabokov's estate, which ultimately al
lowed the book to be published this fall 
with a preface by Nabokov's son, 
Dmitri. 

"Lo's Diary" features a Lolita for the 
'90s: This is a girl who knows what she's 
doing, deliberately arousing the fusty 
old professor who from the start is dis
combobulated by her presence. She is a 
wicked child, who not only treats her 
mother horribly (understandable, giv-

en her age) but also fries her hamster on 
a light bulb just to see what will happen 
(psychopathic, at any age). 

In "Lo's Diary," Lolita did not die in 
childbirth but instead has survived into 
her middle years and now wants to 
publish the diary that covers the years 
of Nabokov's original book. Names 
have been changed (she is Dolores 
Maze, not Haze, etc.), but the plot is the 
same, with embellishments intended to 
help us understand Lolita's dysfunc
tion. Besides the loss of her father, Loli
ta now has a baby brother who died 

when she was 4. 
The perils of walking in the steps of a 

great master are everywhere apparent 
in this book. Although Pera has created 
a spirited narrator, the girl is neither 
sympathetic nor deep (and Humbert, 
for all his flaws, is a man of complexity 
who tells his story with all the confusion 
that is rife in the human experience). 
Lacking the subtlety that makes "Loli
ta" such a great novel, "Lo's Diary" 
looks even paler in comparison than 
it would if it had been a free
standing work. 

- Ellen Emry Heltzel 

ter college in 1954. 
Why Benjamin? Because, as 

McMttrtry explains in this 204-
page essay about reading, writ
ing and life, his inspiration for 
this book came from "illumi
nations," a collection of Walter 
Benjamin's essays on storytel
ling, which McMurtry read 20 
years ago as he was preparing 
to write a history of his home 
country in Texas. The essays 
made the writer wonder about 
Please see MCMURTRY, Page E6 
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NEW IN THE NORTHWEST · LITERARY SNAPSHOT 
IN GOD'S COUNTRY 
David A. Neiwert 
Washington State University Press, 
$19.95 paperback 

When the Oklahoma City bomb
ing occurred in 1995, rumors of mi
litia involvement immediately be
gan circulating. Timothy McVeigh 
was, indeed, a follower of the mili
tia movement. David A. Neiwert's 
book "In God's Counny. The Pat
riot Movement and the Pacific 
Northwest" defines such militia 
mind-sets as the Patriot movement 
and describes how it has spread across the coun
try. Neiwert, a Seattle journalist, writes, "The Pat
riot movement is an American political ideology 
based on ultra-nationalistic and selective popu
lism which seeks to return the nation to its 'con
stitutional' roots - that is, a system based on 
white Christian male rule .... Patriot movement 
beliefs are deeply held with religious fervor. They 

promote a fearful, paranoid world 
view that isolates believers from 
the mainstream of society." 

How does this apply to the Pa
cific Northwest? According to Nei
wert, the Patriot movement has 
substantial roots here, especially 
in Montana. There, frustrated 
farmers, millworkers and loggers 
look for a solution to their eco
nomic problems and sometimes 
tum to the Patriot movement. Nei
wert says that while most mem
bers of the movement are blue-
collar workers, they are not stereo

typical "beer-bellied louts and loudmouths who 
(like) to bellyache about everything in sight." In
stead, they "are often Joe and Mary Smith from 
next door." 

Neiwert reads at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, Pow
ell's on Hawthorne, 3723 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd. 

- Nicole Chvatal 

Who: Christine Barnes 
Residence: Bend 
Author: Barnes has written three 
books: "Central Oregon: A View From 
the Middle," "Great Lodges of the 
West" and the new "Great Lodges of 
the Canadian Rockies" (W.W. West, 
Inc., $35). 
What are they about? The titles are 
self-explanatory. "Great Lodges of the 
West" came out in 1997 and was a 
smash hit, selling about 30,000 copies 
and winning the 1998 Benjamin 
Franklin Award for best history book. 
"Great Lodges of the Canadian 
Rockies" is a sequel of sorts as 
Barnes, watercolor artist Fred Ptlughoft and photogra
pher David Morris moved north to Canada. 
StunnlnCJ visuals: The parks and lodges get most of 
the credit, and Barnes is quick to give the rest to Ptlug
hoft and Morris, whose work makes both "Great Lodg
es" books into coffee-table keepers that appeal to any
one planning a vacation in the West. 

Another audience: Barnes did a 
bang-up job researching the con
struction of these beautiful lodges 
and included architectural plans and 
drawings that enhance the history 
behind the buildings. Architects no
ticed and have responded enthusias
tically. 
Previous wrltlnCJ history: Barnes 
started as a journalist and was the 
features editor at three Bay Area 
newspapers: the Contra Costa Times, 
the Oakland Tribune and the San 
Francisco Examiner. 
Public appearances: Barnes , will 
sign her books from 12 to 5 p.m. to

day at the Holiday Cheer and Authors' Party at the Or
egon History Center, 1200 S.W. Park Ave. At 7 p.m. 
Monday (her birthday), she will give a slide show at 
Powell's Travel Store, 701 S.W. Sixth Ave. At 4 p.m. Sat
urday, she will give a slide show at Paulina Springs 
Book Company, 252 West Hood St., Sisters. 

-Jeff Baker 
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MARILYN KARRAS, FEATURE EDITOR, 237-2150 

Book Festival poster by Kathleen Peterson. 

Book festival is back 
next week for 2nd 
year at Westminster 
By Dennis Lythgoe 
oeseret News bool<s editor 

Last year's experiment was a winner, 
with 45 writers, poets, book dealers and 
historians conducting panels and work
shops for 900 enthusiastic participants. 
/\s a result, "The Great SH It Lake Rook . 
Festival" for 1999 will be held once agam 
the weekend ofSept.17and18 at West-
rn inster College. 

J\nd although the Utah Humanities 
Council is bringing in several hcavy
hitters. this is a festival intended not for 
the literary elite but for all lovers of 
books. 

Ivan Doig - a noted Western writer and 
author of numerous Western-based nov
els including his latest, "Mountain 
Tit;1e" just published by Scribner- will 
be th~ keynote speaker on Friday, Sept. 
17, at 7:30 p.m. in Westminster's Jewett 
Auditorium. He will discuss the nature of 
his work - "Trying to Place It: The West
ern Writer and the Geography oflmagina
tion "and will then sign copies of his 
book. <There is a $5 charge for this lec
ture.) 

On Saturday, from 9 a.m.-5 p.m., more 
than 60 writers will make presentations, 
ranging from nature writing i~ the We~t; 
poetry and contemporary ~ct10n; Hop~, 
/\pache, African and Enghsh storytellmg. 
CAil Saturday events are free.) 

There will be a number of demonstra
tions, including medieval book m.u~ina
tion papermaking, letterpress pnntmg, 
dec~rated paper, gold tooling, bookbind
ing and children's bookmaking work
shops by Utah bookmakers throughout 
the day. Attendees may make their own 
p<1per from old blue jeans and shredded 
l J .S. currency or watch as ink is made . 
from iron galls. There will even be a chil
dren's "book hospital" to provide free 
"emergency treatment" for a favorite 
book. (Not more than three per family 
and no elaborate pop-ups or family heir-
looms, please.) . 

Traditional music will be provided by 
the Beehive Band, many booksellers will 
offer displays of current books and visit
ing writers will sign their own books. · 

!'lease see BOOKS 011 /.,5 
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Writers who will be signing as well 
as speaking include Lawrence 
Coates, author of "The Blossom 
Festival"; Maxine Kumin, author 
of "Quit Monks or Die"; David Lee, 
author of "Legacy of Shadows"; 
Timothy Egan, author of "Lasso 
the Wind''; Dawn Marano, author 
of "When We Say We're Home: A 
(iuartct of Place and Memory"; 
and Mas Masumoto, author of 
"Harvest Son, Planting Roots in 
American Soil." 

Chmfotte Freeman, whose book, 
"Place L:~st Seen," will be pub
lished in March 2000, and Susan 
Gunter, with two upcoming books : 
"Dear Munificent Friends: Henry 
.Jmncs·s Letters to Four Women," 
to be published in October, and 
''Dearly Beloved Friends: Henry 
.J<1mcs's J,etters to Younger Men," 
scheduled for next year-will also 
appear, as well as several other 
authors. 

Some of the topics considered 
during the conference include "A 
History of the Book," by Madelyn 
(~arrelt; "Stories in Your Car," by 
I fal Cannon and Teresa Jordan; 
" Utah: The Hight Place," by histo
rian Tom Alexander; "Balancing 
Water," by William Kittredge and 
J\nnick Smith;and "Mormon Fic
tion,'' by Neal Kramer and Marilyn 
Arnold. 

There will he sessions on 
Sh;1kespeare, humor, writing plays 
for radio, poetry reading and story
telling . .Jim Weiss, who has been 
telling stories for more than 25 
years. will tell some of his original 
stories ns well as retell some 
<llH.:ient and modern classics. 

The festival is sponsored by the 
University of Utah's Marriott 
Library, Signature Books, Sam 
Weller's Books, utah Arts Council 
nnrl the Salt Lake Tribune, with 
volunteer ~;upport from the 
Frir11c1s of the Salt I ,nkc City 
Librmy. 
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Has Doig filled role as premier Western American writer? 
By Dennis Lythgoe 
Deseret News staff writer 

Although he writes rich Western 
novels based in the Montana land
scape of his boyhood, Utahns can 
identify with Ivan Doig because he 
has been compared so often with 
their own Wallace Stegner. Since 
Stegner's death, some critics have 
said Doig is now the premier West
ern American writer. 

"That's for someone else to say, I" 
guess," said Doig, good-naturedly, 
in a phone interview from his 
home overlooking Puget Sound in 
Seattle. "Wally managed to fill so 
many roles - novelist, biographer, 
conservationist, professor and lots 
of others - I just concentrate on 
fiction, and I'm a fairly deliberate 
worker at that. That's the only por
tion of Stegner's shoes I would try 
to step into." 

Doig's writing is prolific, and he 
has won awards for many of his 
beautifully written books, includ
ing "This House of Sky," "Winter 
Brothers," "The Sea Runners," 
"English Creek" and his most pop
ular seller, "Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair." More recently, he has writ
ten "Ride with Me, Mariah Mon
tana," "Heart Earth," and "Bucking 
the Sun." 

His newest book, "Mountain 
Time," is hot off the press, pub-

Ivan Doig 

lished by Scribner's. 
·'The male protagonist," said 

Doig, "has turned 50 in 1996. a clas
sic baby boomer, and it's about this 
gen8ration, coming out of the 1960s, 
reaching one of those generational 
times of reckoning, sandwiched 
between growing children, who 
have gone their own inexplicable 
route in life, and aging parents who 
are starting to lose control over 
their lives." The story begins in 
Alaska, Seattle and San Francisco. 
Then the characters are reluc-

tantly pulled back to their Rocky 
Mountain roots in Montana by fam
ily obligations. In one case, a man 
"has to tend to a father of whom he 
has said, Why can't we divorce our 
parents?'" 

It has been a busy year for the 60-
.year-old Doig, including not only 
his finishing "Mountain Time" but 
buying a new house and undergo
ing two knee operations. "I'm just 
catching my breath." he said. Fol
lowing some speaking obligations 
·and book promotion, he will return 
to Seattle to start work in October 
on a new novel, this one harking 
back "to the homestead community 

of 'Dancing at the Rascal Fair,' " 
his 1987 book that sold 200,000 cop
ies. 

Although a Montana native, he 
has come to love Seattle as well. "I 
claim dual citizenship in the Puget 
Sound area and Montana. Right 
now, as I look out the window, I see 
pretty little clouds perched on the 
Olympic Mountains and ships pass
ing by. But I'm just back from two 
weeks in Montana, a visit that was 
glorious and triumphal with about 
500-600 people at my talks there -
and it's only a day's drive from 
Seattle to Missoula." 

Doig is not new to Utah, having 
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very powerful in Western writing.' ' 
Historian Richard Maxwell 

Brown told Doig that such books as 
his "This House of Sky," and others 
written by William Kitteredge, 
Terry Tempest Williams, etc., are 
"grassroots biography and autobi
ography. They are about the univer
sals of human life." According to 
Doig, he and other Western writers 
"have grown up in the sagebrush, 
but we're all trying to write beyond 
those outback roots - about love, 
family, work, life and death - and I 
think doing it damn well." 

Although trained as a journalist, 
Doig also holds a Ph.D. in history, 
which he mines considerably for 
his books. By and large, he says, his
torians have been generous in eval
uating his work "Reviewers get 
snippy sometimes. William 
Faulkner has been praised for get
ting into Mississippi history, so it 
never occurred to me that the past 
should not play a role in my novels. 
Some reviewers have not been 
happy to wade through historical 
background or flashback when they 
want a nuclear submarine surfac
ing or something." 

As far as comparisons to Stegner 
are concerned, Doig says, "I think 

visited here several times to talk 
about his books and his ideas 
about the West. At the Great Salt 
Lake Book Festival, his subject will 
be "Trying to Place it: The Western 
Writer and the Geography oflmagi
nation." Doig said he will be react
ing to "the shorthand notion that 
where we come from on the map 
accounts for our books. That claim 
makes what hair I have left stand 
up on end. I think Western writing 
uses a lot more of the literary 
orchestra than simply that kind of 
one-note description. Character is 

Please see DOIG 011 E 12 

mine and Stegner's fiction is differ
ent. Mine is maybe funnier. I don't 
see mys7lf using some template of 
me as my male characters. Wally 
hims~lf would have fessed up to 
doing a little of that. Characters 
change when y'Ou put them on the 
page, but I think I'm trying to make 
up a broader cast of characters, 
with more women than he did. 
Those are shades of difference 
between us." 

Writing has never come easy to 
Doig, but he doesn't believe in writ
er's block, either. "A person can be 
blocked, but I'm not sure the writ
ing is the culprit. I'm from a jour
nalism background, and I never 
met an editor who would say, 'OK, 
we'll just run a blank space there.' 
I don't necessarily work consecu
tively through a book If I don't 
know what comes next, maybe I'll 
skip ahead and write. You have to 
create characters and incidents. 
Some of them may come out by the 
time the manuscript is finished. 
but it gives me a critical mass to 
work with." 

Doig recalls a sign he used for a · 
long time that said, "Anybody can 
write on a good day." He has dis
covered that writers have to write 
on bad days, too. "It's part of being 
a p·rofessional. As I look back over 
my manuscripts, I find it pretty 
hard to tell the difference between 
the bad and the good days." 
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Lyrical language inspires 
high-country longing 
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cum:nt r'iction. Which bnn~s u~ to 
Ivan Ouifs latest bO\>k. Mu"nram 
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boring ht~ . ll has moments of 
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for uur 
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Sc_!!>S 525 Doig is 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

'Libraries are oxygen,' 
says writer Ivan Doig 
Author to speak 
at library. benefit 
BY GALE FIEGE MANN 
1\ 111ericm1 staff writer 

For novelist lvan Doig, a con
summate journalist and historian, 
libraries are "pantries of research" 
where treasure hunts are sure and 
characters rise from the archives. 

rrom his Seattle home on 
Monday, the celebrated writer of 
the American West said he's 
happy to be a part of the "Great 
Beginnings" event next month 
that will help raise money to build 
a new public library in Anacortes. 

The library is certain to create 
new pride in the community and 
probably will become a civic cen
terpiece - not to mention the 
benefits to Anacortes readers and 
rese:.U"chers, Doig said. 

"Libraries are oxygen for me," 
he said. 

For his autobiographical first 
book, "This House of Sky," Doig 
wanted to write about his father's 
visits to the saloons in their home
town of White Sulphur Springs, 
Mont .. because it was in those 
cc.;t;ihlic.;hmcnts that his dad hired 
his haying crews. Being a boy 
hack then, Doig couldn't remem
hcr the names of all the bars, but 
down in the depths of the Univer
sity of Washington Jibrary .he 
found a 1947 telephone book. 

"There were the names, and 
then I began to bring back the 
personalities of these saloons," he 
said. 

For his non-fiction book "Win
ter Brothers," Doig said he "prac
tically lived in the (UW) library" 
to read the diaries of James Swan, 
who was the federal Indian agent 
to the Makahs at Neah Bay in the 
1880s. 

"And sometimes, what's best 
about libraries is that you find 
things you're not looking for," he 
said. For his first novel, "The Sea 
Runners," beautiful old Russian 
maps offered up by a librarian at 
the Alaska State Library actually 
bcc<1me a character in the book. 

The Montana trilogy of "Eng
lish Creek,'' "Dancing at the Ras
cal Fair" and "Ride With Me, 
Mariah Montana," took Doig to 
libraries in Scotland and to the 
archives of the Montana Histori
cal Society. 

Plenty of research also went 
into the new novel, "Mountain 
Time," from which Doig will read 
at the Anacortes fund-raising 
event. 

The Bob Marshall Wilderness, 
a million acres of magnificent 
landscape high in the northern 
Rockies, plays a big part in the 
book, which Doig calls a "cousin" 
to the trilogy. 

A 1977 backpack trip with his 
wife. Carol, into high lonesome of 
the Bob Marshall Wilderness trig
gered in Doig an interest in the 
Forest Service recreation director 
for which it is named. And that 
meant a trip to read Marshall's 
papers at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley. 

Set in Seattle, Montana and 
Alaska, "Mountain Time" is the 
story of the intense relationships 
between a father and his son, the 
son and his girlfriend, and the 
girl friend and her sister. 

And as he does so well, Doig 
writes about the land and the peo
ple bonded to it - even if they no 
longer live in Montana. Many 

Ivan Doig 

What's best 
about libraries is 
that you find 
things you're not 
look~ng for." 

Ivan Doig 

expatriates live in the Puget 
Sound region and many of them 
will relate to the characters of the 
new book. 

"Yes, ... the Montana Diaspora, 
the scattered tribe who, such as · n 
my case, went out to find work," 
Doig said. 

"Mountain Time" is receiving 
favorable reviews from critics 
who enjoy Doig's humor and dia
fogue, and the author said he 
works hard to deliver a good 
"reading" of these colorful scenes 
to his audiences. 

"Writing is a performance art. I 
work from a script and mark it up 
the way a symphony conductor or 
choreographer would make notes 
on a score. Different scenes work 
for different audiences. I'm not an 
actor, but readers have come to 
expect a good perfonnance, and 
I've seen in action other writers 
who one would think had never 
ewn heard of a bookmark." 

On hearing that the theme of 
the fund-raising event next month 
is "Great Beginnings," Doig said 
that just like a good newspaper 
story, the opening line - the 
great beginning - of a novel has 
to immediately capture the read
er's attention. 

"The first dozen or so have to 
be pretty goddamn good words. 
Sometimes I'll work long and 
hard on the lead of the story. I 
probably rewrote the start of 
"This House of Sky" 75 times. 
But it's worth it, because great 
beginnings are remembered," he 
said. 

Here's the new one: "Lexa 
McCaskill ran both bands through 
her coppery hair, adding up the 
appetites." 

Doig tells us more about Lexa 
and the other characters of his. 
new novel at "Great Beginnings," 
the Anacortes Public Library 
Foundation's fund-raising kickoff 
for a new library building, Satur
day evening, Oct. 2, at the Ana
cortes Port dock warehouse. The 
event includes an art auction, 
local food and drink, dancing to 
The Atlantics and Doig' s reading. 
Tickets - $30 each - are avail
able now at Watern1ark Book Co., 
612 Commercial Ave. 

------·--- - ' 



Change of seasons 
Poignant Mountain Time la,oks.at li"s i~im~af loss 

By David Cummlni• 
MOUNTAIN TIME, by Ivan Doig: 

S_c!ibner, New York, 1999, 352 pp., 525. 
. For the past few months I've been wrestling 

wtth accepung and reconciling the need to estab
li sh my _father in an extended-care facilicy in 
anothc!r cuy. I thought I wasn·t in the mood for a 
· ·r~lauon::.hip . book."" particularly one dealing 
with this topic. The review copy of Mountain 
Time lay untouched for a couple of weeks. I stan
ed reading _it the same day as the funeral of my 
last rem~1mng grandparent. This background. of 
course. affected my reaction to this book. ( was 
fa~in~ted by watching a man about my age deal 
" :1th h_1s dying father. and seeing rum go back to 
his childhood home and deal with the memories 
and emotions that were all too familiar. 

All over America. adults just entering middle 
age are _realizing something with alarm. Dealing 
with aging and dying parents makes their com-

Doig is a 
,,..·ell-respect
ed e:cpe rt at 
making the 
outdoors 
real and 
under5tand
able to the 
reader. His 
skills at 
writing dia
logue equal 
his ability to 
describe the 
American 
West. 

fortable lives quite dif
ferent than expected. at 
lea.st for a while. In 
.\.fountain Time. ~fitch 

Rozier. age 50. finds that 
his life is moving side
ways at best. not advanc
ing. He is soon to lose a 
second-class job at a 
smaU newspaper. his two 
children of a failed mar
riage can't stand to be 
around him. and he is 
drifting apan from his 
love interest. caterer and 
outdoorswoman Leu 
~kCaskill. Just as he 
realizes the need to 
lower expectations for 
his future. he gets a 
totally unexpected call 
for help from his father. 
Lyle. Rushing from 
Seattle to his boyhood 
home in Montana. Mitch 
thinks that he·s just 
going to ta1Jc his father 
out of a harebrained 
scheme to sell the home

o;tead for quick profit He soon learns that the real 
task is to help his father gracefully die from 
leukemia. 

~titch and Lyle have a complicated relation
ship. and writer Ivan Doig makes their awkward 
reconciliations 11 the end of the father's life rina 
true to anyone who has already had occasion to 
deal with these marten. Leaming of his father's 
serious illness, Mitch soon realizes that his 
already-complicated life has taken on this unwel
come intrusion for ilS duration. He is joined by 
his airlf riend Lexa and her older sister Mariah. 
just back from a alobe-trottina pbotopaphic 
tour. They aive Mitch and his father boch com
fon and agil'lvation. having been drawn to this 
cluttered Montana homestead by a sense of duty 
and compusion. 

Mariah, ever the photojournalist on the make. 
gelS arudaina permission to record Lyle's luc 
days u a photo essay to be published after his 
death. Mitch just hopes tha1 the esuanaemen1 in 
his relationship with Lyle doesn't show. Author 
Doia masterfully draws the backstory of this 
~lationship. His skill in makina these chancten 

... 
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~m ~ gives the reader a sense of being. . Mowatain nme is highly recommended to any 
involved m a true family drama as it unfolds. · ~ddle-aged. person ~bo is soon to be dealing 

Mitch is puzzled by his father's last request with the reality of agma parents. Doig skillfully 
...:... to have ·rus ashCS-seaii'ered to lbe wind at rnaktt yoa rettle IO bis story. and makes you 
Phantom Woman peat. It is the deep wildcml&. unct.istaod bow ~er.people.deal with this issue 
site of a fire tower. that Lyle built as a youns lhaf"Calfrbe a~Oided id our lives: 
CCC worker durina the Great Depression. This ''America's airpon concourses were constant
is quite uncharacteristic for the father that Mitch ly cri5".-rossed with Baby Boomen trying to 

nerve up for the waiting bedside consultation. the 
thought he knew 50 well. By the end of Mountain nU:fSina home decision. the choosing of a casket. 
n,,... we see that fiauring out this puzzle is the Mitch could 1enerally pick out the stunned jour
key to Mitch's bein1 able to reconcile his rela- ncy~ home in airport waitin1 lounaes, the trim 
tionship with both his father and the women in business-woman who lived by focus sining there 
his life. now with a doll~ed stare. the man celebratin1 

On the week-Iona witdtmess hike to Phantom middle aae with ·a ponytail lookina down baffled 
Woman with Lyle's ~es. the relationship now at bis compuaioo-fare tickel Targeted from 
betw~ Mitch and the sisten McCaskill takes here oa. for the mvoluowy clerlcworlc of closina 

· unexpected and d&naerou• turns. and near- down a parent's life. The time came; it always 
tta1edy occurs in more than just one way. Thia came. The when of it wu the ambush." 
sad. dutiful hike will chanae all of their lives for-• These characten and their relationships 
ever. The reader is inttiaued u all of the tbreada seemed totally real. I felt that I was read.in& about 
of the story. put and present. weave toaether into people I knew doin1 tbi.oas that seemed eerily 
an outcome dial is quite rewardin1- Doia ii a familiar. It is rare to be ~ taken in by a work of 
well-respected expen at maki.na the outdoon modem fiction. 1lial is the besl indicator of its 
real and undentandable to the reader. His skills worth to the reader. . 
at writina dialogue equal his ability to describe 
the American Weal ·. David Cwnmbags is an Anniston dentist. 

·' 
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... Mountain· .. Time :'f~fil,:~i~V.~rz:~R01g')µp11~. ·{; 
Mountain Time · · BO. :Qin KQN·G. ER. . ward smoothing o~~r ;some of the improba- :.' 
Ivan D~ig (~cribner. $25) .l'\.J.Vl ble or entirely too convenient de~elopments. " 

· · · · ;, ..... .. ::. ·.' '.•'-"· · ... ··•"···· ··" .,. · · · ·~ · · ·· · · . . ·:. in tl1i1ftale ~!" ··;•·. ~ ... •n!'' .~ .. J ... ~~ ·· • · . ~ t · · . ·: . · · ··· •· 

Celeb;ated Seattle a~thor Ivan Doig ·: . :· ·. BARBARA ~OYD Mc~l~H~. {;. ·, .. ~ , :: · · .. :. ·~ ... But even .. the .. go-fo;~broke inventi~eness ' :. '. 
· twines together past and present, West · · and forth between thek lives. in seattle and .:_· with story ~ns.tructioii and language can.~~ 

Coast ~d inU:rio~ West,. documented his- · Lyle's impending death in Montana: They~-.· ~ear thin, :and ])ojg's ~PPY di~ogue, pat-/ .-' 
. tory. w1 t~ fi~t~v~ .. mv~nti~n . and the per- : . are joined by Lexa•s' photographer sister, ~l: ·ticularly ~ atte~pts 1:t Ge~ ... x ~;seems <s '· 
. pl~xi~g· v~~ar1e~ . pf ki'!_sh1p an~ partne~- ._ Mariah, who sec~re.s IQle'a ·pe~ion •to " ~· forc~d . _at ti_me~: (~en Mitch snubs ~e ;:~.; . 
. ships ~ hi~ ~e~. ~,ovel,, Mounta1.n Time., . capture on film· his J~urney toward deattt! ~· yoll!1g co-wor~er. With whom he .s~es a ·:: 
;.,,.Inthistale·ofgenerationalconflictandro- . : Th · ... • .. · · W" . . th t tt.h'' 1 r•·cub1cle,shehUffs,.~ear!1ove~bemgcubu~1~1 
mantiC insecurity, aging'eilVirOnmental .'. tse~ enVJru;:n: bC~nCe~ t• f anfli~ . . lartogether.'ty -'.):;:._~.-~_:..~";.i.f'~"'I :· ' -~A··,;.. - .. :~·:~~ - : 
·columnist Mitch Rozier is summoned from . · ~u thi~boom k .e tee.od Vltakous. pobm 0k co t to · .. · -. When he ttims his attention to the land-.:·~~; 
S l b h. r. h 11 Id · · 1or s ms a e a ac sea . .; th th h · d · Do' · t · · eatt e y is ,at er, a toug o Montana . ·n .,., ,. t' t' . fh In bil' " ·scape, on e o er an , 1g canno go··:·· 
ranch hand, to look over some papers. Lyle t 0~1{ mles ~~~i1°n r°l ita~ vu e{a 1 t " .. wrong .. SeattI~; San "Francisco, Eastern :' ~·.'. 

: Rozier has set up a dea~ to sell the family's ;· th se :he ras ::• Y ~ .. oy~ .~ . .18 ~en ~a 0 > Washington and ~~~~Y: ~ontana. - all of ·~~~-
modest Rocky Mountain real estate hold- . e . a ac rs. · ·. " · ~them ably explored 81 literary settings by···~· 

· ings. A gravel company plans to churn up as , · · This is Mitch's chance to gain crucial in- .·· other authors :-:- simply gleam with new- · · ._ 
much of the landscape as it can get away .. ·sight into the troubled relationship he has " found clarity llnder the pen of this master. ·. ~. 
with. : . ( . · ·: . · :. had with his father, and perhaps · apply ·: In .. Mountain Time • of course, the land- -. : 

This is just the·latest in a long line ·of · those less?ns ~the estr8:'1ged relation~hip : sca?e is much more't.ban a ~etting. It also ·:· 
" Lyle's half-baked, get-rich-quick schemes. As ·he h~s with his own c~d~en .by ~ failed : .. ' is a player.". i~··: : : · .. · -. ....' · ··'.: ;"~ .. •· : · _.: . · : • 

Mitchcomplainstohislive-inloverLexa,his · ~amageyears before. ··. . · !:... , ··: · While .this may' not be Doig's strongest ... " 
dad is "always out to make a killing instead , " As in his other books, Doig shuffies actual . work, it still is no disparagement to note·.· . 

; of a living." · "" · · historical events into the mix. There is no that this time out, the author's reach has ex-·:': 
. · But when Mitch arrives in Montana, he escaping the fact that a oouple of the pivotal . ceeded his grasp. . . • ~ . ::·, ~. := • . • • 

· discovers.that his .father may be playing .plotpointsin"MountainTime"are"shaped .: . · . ; : .,~.; ·~ ·;--~ ~? ·:1 · . . •; .. • • • ;··-. • • 

·his final hand..:. he has been diagnosed with · by foolish peccadillo, not tragic inevitabili- The · Bookmonger ia~ Barbara Lloyd .. ; 
terminal leukemia·. Th help the old man · . ty,. but Doig's chara~ristically nimble prme · McMicluul, who writea thi.I weekly column . 
through his final days, Mi~h and Lexa or- (he describes it at one point as the •playful . focusing on· tM books, authors. a_nd pub
chestrate a .clumsy tag-team commute back curlicues" of language) goes a long way to- lishers of tM Pacific Northwest. . · · 

~ . . . . . . 
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Tale ably, entertainingly 
takes emotional journey 
C elebrated Seattle author 

Ivan Doig twines together 
past and present, West . 

Coast and interior West, docu
mented history with fictive 
invention, and the perplexing 
vagaries of kinship and part
nerships in his new novel, 
"Mountain Time." 

with his own children by a 
failed marriage years before. 

As in his other books, Doig 
shuffies actual historical events 
into the mix. . 

There ls no escaping the fact 
that a couple of the pivotal plot 
points in "Mountain Time" are 

shaped by foolish pecca
dillo, not tragic 
inevitability, but Doig's 
characteristically niJn
ble prose (he describes 
it at one point as the 
"playful curlicues" of 
language) goes a long 
way toward smoothing 
over some of the 
improbable or entirely 
too convenient develop
ments in this tale. 

In this tale of gen
erational conflict and 
romantic insecurity, · 
aging environmental 
columnist Mitch Rozi
er is summoned from 
Seattle by his father. a 
tough old Montana 
ranch hand, to look 
over some papers. 
Lyle Rozier has set up 
a deal to sell the fami
ly's modest real estate 
holdings along the 
Rocky Mountain 
Front- a gravel com
pany plans to churn 
up as much of the 
landscape as it can get 
away with. 

The But even the go-for-
Bookmonger broke inventiveness 

with story .construction 

'MOUNTAIN 
TIME' 

and language can wear 
thin, and Dolg's snappy 
dialogue, particularly 
his attempts at Gen-X 
lingo, seems forced at 

., .... Dole 
Scribner, $25 

This ls just the lat
est in a long line of 
Lyle's half-baked get-rich-quick 
schemes. As Mitch complains 
to his live-in lover Lexa. his dad 
ls .. always out to make a killing 
instead of a living." 

But when Mitch arrives in 
Montana, he discovers that his 
father may be playing his flnal 
hand - he has been diagnosed 
vlithter1llinalleukemia.To 
help the old man through his 
final days, Mitch and Lexa 
orchestrate a clumsy ~g-t~3"" 
commute back and forth 
between their lives in Seattle 
and Lyle's impending death in 
Montana. 

They are joined by Lexa's 
photographer sister, Mariah, 
who secures Lyle's permission 
to capture on film his jQurney 
toward death. 

The environmental concerns 
that at the outset seem like the 
obvious point of conflict for 
this book Instead take a back 
seat to Doig's "investigation of 
human vulnerabllit}! The elas
ticity of loyalty ls central to 
these characters. 

This is Mitch's chance to 
gain crucial insight into the 
troubled relationship he has 
had with his father, and per
haps apply those lessons to the 
estranged relationship he has 

times. (When Mitch 
snubs the young co

worker with whom he shares a 
cubicle, she huffs, .. We are over 
being cubular together.'') 

When he turns his attention 
to the landscape, on the other· 
hand, Doig cannot go wrong. 
Seattle, San Francisco, Eastern 
Washington and especially 
Montana - all of them ably 
explored as literary settings by 
other authors - simply gleam 
with newfound clarity under 
the pen of tMs maste~ In 
.. Mountain Time," of course, 
the landscape ls much more 
than a setting. It also ls a play-
er. 

While this DlflY not be Doig's 
strongest work. it still is no dis
paragement to note that this 
time out, the author's reach has 
exceeded his grasp. 

Barbara Uoyd McMichael, 
writes about the books, 

· authors and publishers of the 
Pacific Northwest. 
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\Nature wins in 'Mountain Time' 
By Halle Shllllng 

Otm"'' StajfWrittr 

Mountain Time by Ivan Doig. 
Scribner $25. 316 pp. . · 

The characters in Ivan Doig's 
latest novel aren't good at dealing 
with people. They are much bet
ter with landscapes, preferably 
those with large open spaces and 
mountains. · 

Doig, the critically acclaimed 
author of 1'his House of Sky" 
and other novels, tackles the con
temporary West with an expan
sive· story about two middle-aged 
baby boomers - a generation 

· .. jelly~sandwiched between grown · 
children who've gone their own 
way . and aging parents who are 
losing control of their lives,• Doig 
writes - trying to understand 
their roots. · 

The book open~ with Lexa 
McCaskill, a 40ish woman trans-

, 
planted from Montana sheep 
country to Seattle, where ' she 
lives not so happily with her 
lover, Mitch Rozier.. · 

Lexa is obsessed with her past 
and still trying to comprehend 
her failed marriage. Mitch is a 
50-year-old environmental colwn
nist for a failing weekly newspa
per. He has virtually no relation
ship with his two grown children 
and he winces when his father, 
·Lyle, leaves a message on his an
swering machine, which prompts 
him to return to his hometown. · 
·. "When the middle name of 
your hometown is sulphur, there 
is not much you can do about the 
smell of your childhood,• Doig 
writes, introducing Twin Sulphur 
Springs, Monl 
· Mitch discovers two problems 
back home. His father has termi
nal leukemia, and bas concocte,d 

a tenninal scheme to get rich 
quick: He's going to sell the fami
ly ranch to a corporation that will 
mine gravel to pave roads into the ' 
nearby Bob Marshall Wilderness 
Area - the only thing about 
Montana that remains sacred for 
Mitch. 

Lexa arrives at the ranch to 
await Lyle's death with her sister 
Mariah, a photojournalist who 
convinces the other three to allow 
her to doeument the patriarch's 
last days for a photo essay. As 
Lyle lies dying, Mitch turns over 
every rock of his past, including 

Please see NATURE on 6f 
A .-·, 

Old Firehou5e 
A1t Center 

667 Fo1tL Ave. 

The Visual Arts Cent 
Serving tl1e S!. \'ioi11 \ofk .. .,. 

September Events 
Friday. Sept. 7, 6-9pm 

Artwalk in downtown Longmont 
Opening: Artitst Candace Shepard presen 

Growing Concerns 
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Living on 'Mountain Time' 
Novelist Ivan Doig's Montana roots run deep in his life and his latest novel 

- Susan Gordon, Page 3 
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Novelist Ivan Doig still takes notes with pen and paper, but he uses a computer to write and says, 'I'm not entirely the Luddite I'm sometimes portrayed as.' 

Doig draws on Northwest lore, p'eople 
PREVIEW 

Ivan Doig will sign 
copies of "Mountain 
Time" in Seattle at 
7:30 'p.m. ThursdBy 
at the Elliot Bay 
Book Co., 101 S. 
Main St.; at noon on 
Sept. 28_ at Costco 
in Old Aurora Village; 
and following a 7 
p.m. reading on Oct. 
4 at the University of 
Washington's Kane 
Hall. No South 
Sound signings or 
readings are 
scheduled. 

ON THE COVER 

Novelist Ivan Doig 
enjoys a view of 
Puget Sound and the 
Olympic Mountains 
from his office in his 
Seattle home (photo: 
Peter Haley /The 
News Tribune). 

Author utilizes his Montana 
heritage in 'Mountain 
Time,'. a book 'meant to ring 
your baby-boomer chimes' 

BY SUSAN GORDON 

THE NEWS TRIBUNE 

Financial success has blessed Ivan 
Doig with a picture-postcard view of the 
snowy Olympic Range. 

He got it a year ago, about the time he 
finished his ninth book, "Mountain 
Time." The novel, a tale of Seattle baby 
boomers who return to their Montana 
roots, appeared in bookstores last 
month. 

The writer and his wife, Carol, had 
lived in the same Shoreline neighbor
hood, north of Seattle, for about 25 years 
before moving to their present water
front home. With nine books still in 
print, Doig has earned the wherewith
al to move up in the world. 

When he's not promoting his books, or 
doing research elsewhere, Doig rolls out 
of bed before dawn. By 6:30 a.m., he's in 
his basement office -facing the moun
tains - trying to make words dance. 

"My internal clock runs on ranch and 
farm time," Doig explained. 

At 60, he no longer rises early to haul 
water from a neighbor's pump, the way 
he did in Montana when his family lived 
in a house without running water. In 

his youth, Doig cleaned ashes from the 
kitchen stove, chased sheep across the 
Rockies' flanks, hoisted hay bales, drove 
tractor. 

He was born in White Sulphur 
Springs, Mont., east of the Continental 
Divide. His father was an itinerant 
sheep rancher. His mother died of asth
ma the morning Doig turned 6. Doig 
was the couple's only child. 

His grandmother helped raise him. A 
fount of proverbs who quit school after 
third grade, she introduced Doig to the 
power of colorful language. His dad was 
a storyteller who took Doig to the bars, 
where he heard more. 

The story of Doig's hardscrabble up
bringing is the heart of "This House of 
Sky." Published in 1978, the memoir 
was a finalist for the National Book 
Award and remains Doig's· most highly 
acclaimed work. 

Other books have added to Doig's fol
lowing. Most are fiction, some are not, 
but all deal with the people and the 
landscape of Montana and the Pacific 
Northwest. 

"He's one of the most important writ
ers the Northwest has ever produced," 
said fan J.C. Mutchler, an assistant pro
fessor of Western U.S. history at Pacif
ic Lutheran Uriiversity. 

Doig writes authentically about the 
West's beautiful, but harsh, realities be
cause he's been there, Mutchler said. "I 
don't think he romanticizes .... He has 
that love of the land that any Western-

er with a big W has." 
Doig earned a doctorate in history at 

the University of Washington, but acad
emia held no appeal. Still, even his fic
tion is woven around facts. ''He defi
nitely does his homework," Mutchler 
said. "He knows his history as well as 
anybody." 

Doig's trilogy "Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair, " "English Creek," and "Ride with 
Me, Mariah Montana" follow Montana 
families from the turn of the century 
through the Depression to the present 
day. 

Elizabeth Simpson, a Lopez Island 
High School English teacher,. compares 
Doig to William Faulkner. "He's mapped 
out his own Yoknapatawpha County in 
Montana," Simpson said. In 1992, her 
doctoral dissertation on Doig was pub
lished as a book, "Earthlight Wordfire: 
The Work oflvan Doig." 

In "Mountain Time," Doig brings back 
some old characters. ·The new book 
hinges on two connected crises, but it's 
mostly about family. ''What do we do 
when a parent suddenly becomes our 
child?" is how Simpson put it. The sec
ond issue is environniental. The dying 
dad wants to sell his land to an outfit 
that seeks to find gas and oil near a 
wilderness preserve. 

"It's meant to ring your baby-boomer 
chimes," Doig explained. ''You can't not 
go home again when these family oblig
ations come and seek you out .... I want
ed to explore that generational tussle." 

One of "Mountain Time's" characters 
is a writer, Mitch, who went to the Uni
versity of Washington in the 1960s, 
when Doig was in graduate school. A 
minor scene in the book recalls Mitch's 
presence at what hip Seattle then called 
"the piano drop": The real thing was a 
Country Joe & the Fish concert on a 
farm near Duvall, where 3,000 people 
gathered in April 1968 to see a heli
copter drop a piano to the ground. 

"lwish I'd gone to the piano drop in
stead of staying home writing my dis
sertation," Doig joked. Still, ,he got it in 

. the book, plus a lot of other Seattle col
or. 

Doig has called Seattle home since 
1966. He goes back to Montana fre
quently: on book tours, for research, and 
to pick up memorabilia that bring sto
ries fo mind. 

Doig owes much to his wife, who last 
year retired after 30 years teaching at 
Shoreline Community College. "I thjnk 
a working partner, a working spouse, 
is necessary when you start out to be a 
self-unemployed writer," Ivan Doig joked 
about his and Carol's marriage. "But 
she now points out that I now support 
her and bought her this house." 

The Doigs share a custom-made desk 
in the downstairs office, where Ivan 
puts down words on both yellow legal · 
pad and a computer. "Pen, pencil, note
book, whatever it takes," he said. "Dia
log often comes better by pencil on pad 

Please see Doig, Page 9 
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the first rough draft." 
oig doesn't like the computer; he 
s the screen bothers his eyes. 
t the Royal Standard typewriter 
once regularly used isn't set up 
. ~'I'm not entirely the Luddite 
sometimes portrayed as," Doig 

d. 
t his desk, Doig fingered tiny an
e black-and-white snapshots, pic

es of 1920s ranch hands: his dad, 
cles and a family friend. Nearby 

another photo, a anonymous 
up of students and teachers who 
ed for a portrait outside a turn-of
-century Montana school. 
oig said his next book will likely 

rk back to that era. When he's 
iting, he uses such pictures to 

ulate his imagination. He also 
ws on notes, filed neatly on 5-by
ards. He pulled one out. Typed 
atly in the middle was a single 
tence. "Susan Duff knew that the 
pters of her life sat uneasy with 
h other." She will probably be the 
tagonist of his next book, Doig 
d. But how those words will fit in, 
can't say. 
or Doig, the hardest part of a book 

writing the first draft. He often 
esn't outline plots beforehand. 
art of writing any book is seeing 
ere it's going to lead,'' he said. 
e prides himself on his work

nlike approach: his early rising, 
daylong persistence. Since 1978, 

blishers have come out with a new 
ig book every several years. When 
's working on one, Doig writes be
een 400 and 1,000 words a day. 
ountain Time" took him two years 
complete. 
ome of Doig's characters are hero

. stature, but the writer is an av
ge-sized guy: 5-foot-9, 168 pounds, 
gray beard and hair. These days, 

y bis eyebrows recall his red-head
youth. 
e left Montana when he won a 
scholarship to Northwestern Uni

rsity in Chicago and studied jour
ism. For a time, he wrote editori
for a chain of newspapers based 

Illinois. He never worked as a re
rter, but "unabashedly takes notes" 
erever the fancy strikes him. 
at's part of being a writer, hang

g onto the good stuff and using it 
rnetime." 
He keeps a tiny, wire-bound note
ok tucked in a pocket of his light 
ue chambray shirt, his "dairy chic." 
the other pocket is a pair of glass
. (Doig switches among three pre
. ptions, including one for the com
ter.) At home, he also wears jeans 
d comfortable-looking shoes. He 
kes an afternoon break for a long 
alk with Carol and quits writing 
out4p.m. 
After that, he and Carol have a 
· - he likes bourbon, she likes 
otch - and listen to National Pub
Radio news. 

'There's a kind of dailyness of grace 
maintaining a routine," he said. 
ge writing leads to burnout, he 
es. "Steadiness is the way to go." 

al' Reach staff writer Susan Gor
n at 253-597-8281 or at susan.gor
n@mail.tribnet.com 

MOVIE TIMES 
Tacoma 

AMC NARROWS PLAZA 8, 2208 S. Miidred St. 
1-Blue Streak, 1 :30, 2, 4:50, 5:30, 7:20, 7:50, 9:35 
(PG-13) 
2-For Love of the Game, 1:20, 4:10, 7, 9:45 (PG-13) 
3-Stigmata, 1 :35, 5, 7:30, 9:55 (R) 
4-The Sixth Sense, 1:45, 4:40, 7:10, 9:25 (PG-13) 
5-Stir of Echos, 1:50,5:10, 7:25, 9:30 (R) 
6-The 13th Warrior, 1 :40, 5:20, 7:40, 9:50 (R) 
7-Mickey Blue Eyes, 5:35, 8 (PG-13) 
8-Love Stinks, 2:05 (R) 

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611 N. Proctor St. 
1-Buena Vista Social Club, 6 (unrated) 

GENERAL CINEMAS' LINCOLN PLAZA 
31 Montana (South 38th & 1-5) • 
1-Blue Streak, noon, 12:50, 2:20, 3:10, 4:40, 5:30, 
7:10, 7:50, 9:30, 10:15 (PG-13) 
2-For Love of the Game, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 (PG-13) 
3-The Sixth Sense, 12:10, 2:40, 5:15, 7:45, 10:20 (PG-13) 
4-Stir of Echos, 12:30, 2:50, 5:20, 7:50, 10:10 (R) 
5-Stigmata, noon, 2:30, 4:50, 7:15, 9:45 (R) 
6-The 13th Warrior, 11:45, 2:10, 4:30, 7:20, 9:40 (R) 

GRAND CINEMA, 606 S. Fawcett Ave. 
1-An Ideal Husband, 5, 7 (PG-13) 
2-Tea With Mussolini, 5:10, 7:25 (PG) 
3-Twin Falls Idaho, 7:15 (R) 
4-The Red Violin, 4:50 (unrated) 

TACOMA CENTRAL, 3102 S. 23rd 
1-The Muse, 3:10, 5:30, 7:40, 9:40 (PG-13) 
2-The Astronaut's Wife, 1 :50, 4:20, 6:40, 9 (R) 
3-Bowfinger, 2, 4, 6:10, 8:30 (PG-13) 
4-The Thomas Crown Affair, 2:10, 4:40, 7, 9:20 (R) 
5-Runaway Bride, 2:40, 5:10, 7:30, 9:50 (PG) 
6-A Dog of Flanders, 2:20, 4:50, 7:10 (PG) 
7-Deep Blue Sea, 9:10 (R) 

TACOMA MALL TWIN, 4302 Tacoma Mall Blvd. 
1-Dudley Do-Right, 2:20, 4:45, 7:10, 9:30 (PG) 
2-An Ideal Husband, 1:30, 4, 6:10, 8:30 (PG-13) 

TACOMA SOUTH CINEMAS, 7601 S. Hosmer 
1-A Dog of Flanders, 2:30, 5 (PG) · 
2-The Astronaut's Wife, 7:30, 9:40 (R) 
3-ln Too Deep, 1:50,4, 6:10, 8:15 (R) 
4-Bowfinger, 3:15, 5:25, 7:20, 9:20 (PG-13) 
5-The Thomas Crown Affair, 2, 4:20, 6:35, 9 (R) 
6-lnspector Gadget, 2:45, 4:45, 7 (PG) 
7-Deep Blue Sea, 8:40 (R) 

Lakewood 
LAKEWOOD MALL CINEMAS 

10509 Gravelly Lake Drive S.W. 
1-For Love of the Game, 12:25, 1:45, 3:25, 4:35, 6:15, 
7:45, 9:15, 10:40 (PG-13) 
2-Stir of Echos, 1 :35, 4: 15, 7: 15, 9:45 (R) 
3-The 13th Warrior, 12:35, 1:55, 2:55, 4:25, 5:25, 6:55, 
7:55, 9:25, 10:25 (R) 
4-0utside Providence, 1:15, 5:55, 10:35 (R) 
5-An Ideal Husband, 3:35, 8:20 (PG-13) 
6-Bowfinger, 1 :25, 2:25, 3:55, 4:55, 6:25, 7:25, 8:55, 
9:55 (PG-13) 
7-The Thomas Crown Affair, 2:35, 5:05, 7:35, 10:05 (R) 
8-Deep Blue Sea, 12:55, 3:15, 5:35, 8:10, 10:45 (R) 
9-Dudley Do-Right, 1:05, 3, 5:15 (PG) · 
10-The Haunting, 7:05, 9:35 (PG-13) 
11-lnspector Gadget, 12:45, 2:45, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45 (PG) 

LAKEWOOD CINEMA 15 
84th Street South and Tacoma Mall Blvd. 
1-Blue Streak, noon, 12:30, 1, 3:30, 4, 4:30, 7, 7:30, 
8:30, 9:30, 10, 10:30 (PG-13) 
2-Love Stinks, 10:25 (R) 
3-Sligmata, 12:25, 12:55, 2:45, 3:25, 6:30, 7:20, 9:35, 
10:10 (R) 
4-Chill Factor, 12:35, 3:45, 6:15, 9 (R) 
5-ln Too Deep, 6:55, 10:20 (R) 
6-Mickey Blue Eyes, 12:40, 4:05, 7:05 (PG-13) 
7-Mystery Men, 12:05, 3:05, 6:50, 9:45 (PG-13) 
8-The Sixth Sense, 1 :10, 12:45, 3, 3:50, 6:45, 7:25, 
9:25, 10:15 (PG-13) 
9-Runaway Bride, 12:20, 3:40, 7:10, 9:40 (PG) 
10-The Blair Witch Project, 7:15, 9:55 (R) 
11-The Iron Giant, 12:15, 2:25, 4:35 (PG) 
12-American Pie, 1 :50, 4:10, 7:35, 10:05 (R) 
13-Tarzan, 12:50, 3:15, 5:15 (G) 
14-Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace, 
12:10, 3:10, 6:10, 9:10 (PG) 

Puyallup 
PUYALLUP CINEMAS 

1200 Fourth St. N. W. 
1-Big Daddy, 5:30, 7:30, 9:35 (PG-13) 
2-The General's Daughter, 4:40, 7:05, 9:25 (R) 
3-Eyes Wide Shut, 4:45, 8 (R) 
4-Wild Wild West, 7 (PG-13) 
5-The Mummy, 4:30, 9:15 (PG-13) 
6-Tarzan, 5:20, 7:15, 9 (G) 
?-Arlington Road, 4:35, 7:10, 9:30 (R) 
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SOUTH HILL MALL SIX, 3500 S. Meridian 
Hove Stinks, 2:45, 4:45, 7:20, 9:30 (R) 
2-0utside Providence, 2:40, 4:55, 7:10, 9:25 (R) 
3-Mystery Men, 4, 7, 9:35 (PG-13) 
4-The Iron Giant, 2:55, 4:50 (PG) 
5-Deep Blue Sea, 7:05, 9:15 (R) 
6-Dudley Do-Right, 3, 5, 7:25, 9:10 (PG) 
7-lnspector Gadget, 2:50, 5:05, 7:15, 9:20 (PG) 

LONGSTON PLACE, 13373 Meridian E. 
1-Blue Streak, 12:45, 1:15, 3, 3:30, 5:15, 5:45, 7:30, 8, 
9:45, 10:15 (PG-13) 
2-For Love of the Game, 12:50, 1:20,3:50, 4:20, 6:50, 
7:20, 9:50, 10:20 (PG-13) 
3-Stigmata, 12:30, 1, 2:45, 3:20, 5, 5:35, 7:15, 7:55, 
9:30, 10:10 (R) 
4-Stir of Echos, 12:35, 2:55, 5:45, 8, 10:20 (R) 
5-The Sixth Sense, 12:30, 3:15, 5:40, 8:10, 10:30 (PG-
13) 
6-Bowfinger, 12:40, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:50 (PG-13) 
7-The Thomas Crown Affair, 2, 4:30, 7, 9:35 (R) 
8-Runaway Bride, 2:10, 4:40, 7:10, 9:40 (PG) 
9-Star Wars: Episode I- The Phantom Menace, 12:40, 
3:30, 6:30, 9:25 (PG) 
10-The 13th Warrior, 12:45, 3:05, 5:20, 7:40, 10 (R) 
11-Mickey Blue Eyes, 2:05, 6:55 (PG-13) 
12-Chill Factor, 4:35, 9:20 (R) 

Bonney Lake 
REGAL TALL ARS 10, 20751 Highway 410 E. 

1-For Love of the Game, 4, 7, 10 (PG-13) 
2-Blue Streak, 5:15, 7:35, 9:50 (PG-13) 
3-The Sixth Sense, 5, 7:30, 9:55 (PG-13) 
4-Stigmata, 4:45, 7:10, 9:40 (R) 
5-Stir of Echos, 4:55, 7:05, 9:25 (R) 
6-The 13th Warrior, 5:05, 7:30, 9:55 (R) 
7-Chill Factor, 7:35, 9:50 (R) 
8-The Thomas Crown Affair, 4:10, 7:15, 9:30 (R) 
9-Runaway Bride, 4:20, 7:05, 9:35 (PG) 
10-Bowfinger, 7:25, 9:45 (PG-13) 
11-Dudley Do-Right, 4:30 (PG) 
12-Love Stinks, 5:10 (R) 

Gig Harbor 
REGAL GIG HARBOR CINEMAS 3 

5401 Olympic Drive N.W. 
1-For Love of the Game, 4, 7 (PG-13) 
2-Stigmata, 4:15, 7:15 (R) 
3-The Sixth Sense, 4:30, 7:30 (PG·13) 

Port Orchard 
PLAZA TWIN CINEMAS, 822 Bay St. 

1-The Muse, 4:30, 6:45, 8:45 (PG-13) 
2-The Red Violin, 6:30, 9 (R) 
3-W~d Wild West, 4:15 (PG-13) 

REGAL SOUTH SOUND 10, 1435 Olney Ave. S.E. 
1-For Love of the Game, 3:30, 6:55, 9:40 (PG-13) 
2-Blue Streak, 4:15, 7:35, 9:45 (PG-13) 
3-Stigmata, 3:55, 7:25, 9:45 (R) 
4-Stir of Echos, 4, 7:30, 9:55 (R) 
5-The Sixth Sense, 3:45, 7:10, 9:35 (PG-13) 
6-The 13th Warrior, 3:50, 7:15, 9:10 (R) 
7-Bowfinger, 4:10, 7:20, 9:15 (PG-13) 
8-Chill Factor, 4:05, 9:50 (R) 
9-Love Stinks, 7:40 (R) 
10-The Thomas Crown Affair, 3:35, 7, 9:25 (R) 
11-Runaway Bride, 3:40, 7:05, 9:30 (PG) 

Eatonville 
ROXY THEATRE, 115 Mashell 

1-The Sixth Sense, 7:30 (PG-13) 

South King County 
AMC SEATAC NORTH 

31600 20th S., Federal way 
1-For Love of the Game, 1:15, 1 :40, 4:10, 4:40, 7, 
7:30, 9:50, 10:15 (PG-13) 
2-Blue Streak, 1:20, 2, 4:20, 5, 7:15, 7:50, 9:30, 10:05 
(PG-13) 
3-The Sixth Sense, 1 :50, 4:50, 7:40, 9:55 (PG-13) 
4-Stigmata, 1 :30, 4:30, 7:30, 9:40 (R) 

AMC SEATAC SOUTH 
2000 S. SeaTac Mall, Federal Way 
1-Mickey Blue Eyes, 5:40, 8:05 (PG-13) 
2-Love Stinks, 5:50, 7:55 (R) 
3-The Muse, 5:30, 7:40 (PG-13) 
4-An Ideal Husband, 7:45 (PG-13) 
5-ln Too Deep, 5:45, 8 (R) 
6-The Iron Giant, 5:55 (PG) 
7-Mystery Men, 7:35 (PG-13) 
8-Tarzan, 5:35 (G) 

CHALET THEATRE, 1721 Wells St., Enumclaw 
1-Chill Factor, 7:30 (R) 
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REGAL CINEMAS 
-> LAKEWOOD 15 

OFF 84TH AVE & 1-5 
983-5010 

AMC 
NARROWS PLAZA 8 
l 9TH & MILDRED STREET W. 
565-7000 

REGAL CINEMAS GENERAL CINEMA 
1 LONGSTON PLACE 14 / LINCOLN PLAZA 

MERIDIAN & 132NO Sl E ~ SOUTH 38TH & 1-5 
770-3456 472-7990 

110 PABBIB ACCIPTIO II OOOITAL I •HEX. 
CAI.I. THEATRE OR CHECK 

DIRECTORY IFOR BHOWTIMEB 

CINEMA17 
SuperMall of the Northwest, Auburn 

KENT SIX CINEMAS 
10116 S.E. 256th, Kent 

SL-9 

1-For Love of the Game, 12:15, 12:45, 3:20, 4:10, 
6:50, 7:20, 9:50, 10:20 (PG-13) 
2-Blue Streak, 12:20, 12:55, 2:40, 3:10, 4:55, 5:25, 
7:30, 8, 9:45, 10:15 (PG-13) 

1-For Love of the Game, noon, 4:15, 7, 9:45 (PG-13) 
2-Blue Streak, 12:30, 2:45, 4:55, 7:25, 9:30 (PG-13) 
3-Stigmata, 12:10, 2:30, 5, 7:20, 9:40 (R) 

3-Stigmata, 12:05, 12:35, 2:30, 3, 4:55, 5:25, 7:15, 
7:45, 9:40, 10:10 (R) 
4-Stir of Echos, 12:30, 2:55, 5:20, 7:40, 10:10 (R) 
5-Love Stinks, 12:40, 5:20, 7:55 (R) 
6-The Iron Giant, 12:45, 2:35, 4:45 (PG) 
7-Chill Factor, 2:50, 10 (R) 
~fe 13th Warrior, 12:30, 2:55, 5:15, 7:40, 10:05 

9-Mickey Blue Eyes, noon, 2:25, 5:05, 7:35, 1 O (PG-
13) 
10-Bowfinger, 12:05, 2:20, 4:40, 7:05, 9:35 (PG-13) 
11-The Sixth Sense, 12:15, 2:45, 5:15, 7:45, 10:20 
(PG-13) 
12-The Thomas Crown Affair, noon, 2:30, 5:10, 7:50, 
10:15(R) 
13-Runaway Bride, 12:10, 2:35, 5, 7:25, 9:55 (PG) 
14-The Blair Witch Project, 9:30 (R) 
15-lnspector Gadget, 12:40, 2:50, 4:50, 7 (PG) 
16-American Pie, 7:05, 9:20 (R) 
17-Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace, 
12:50, 4:20, 7:10, 9:55 (PG) 

ENUMCLAW CINEMA 
258 Roosevelt, Enumclaw 
1-Dudley Do-Right, 6:30 (PG) 
2-The 13th Warrior, 8:30 (R) 

GATEWAY CENTER 
2501 Gateway Center Blvd., Federal Way 
1-Stir of Echos, noon, 2:20, 4:40, 7, 9:30 (R) 
2-Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace, 1, 
3:40, 7, 9:40 (PG) 
3-lnspector Gadget, 12:30, 2:50, 5, 7:10, 9:10 (PG) 
4-Runaway Bride, 1, 3:50, 7, 9:40 (PG) 
5-Chill Factor, noon, 2:30, 5:10, 7:40, 10 (R) 
6-The Thomas Crown Affair, 1:10, 4, 7:20, 9:50 (R) 
7-Bowfinger, 12:20, 3, 5:20, 7:50, 10:10 (PG-13) 
8-The 13th Warrior, 12:20, 2:40, 5, 7:30, 10 (R) 

4-The 13th Warrior, 2:20, 2:35, 4:50, 7:10, 9:20 (R) 
S·The Sixth Sense, 11:55, 2:15, 4:30, 7:15, 9:25 (PG-
13) 
6-Runaway Bride, 12:05, 2:25, 4:45, 7:05, 9:35 (PG) 

Olympia 
CAPITAL MALL 

302 Capital Mall 
1-Blue Streak, 2:30, 3, 5, 5:30, 7:30, 8, 9:45, 10:15 
(PG-13) 
2-The Blair Witch Project, 5:10, 9:30 (R) 
3-The Muse, 2:40, 7:10 (PG-13) 
4-Bowfinger, 2:50, 5:20, 7:45, 10 (PG-13) 

CAPITOL THEATER, 205 E. Afth Ave. • 
1 ·After Life, 9 (unrated) 
2-Best of the N.W. No. 25, 6:30 (unrated) 

LACEY CINEMAS, 4431 Martin Way E. 
1-For Love of the Game, 3:40, 4:10, 6:50, 7:20, 9:50, 
10:20 (PG-13) 
2-Stir of Echos, 2:55, 5:15, 7:45, 10 (R) 
3-Stigmata, 2:35, 4:55, 7:15, 9:35 (R) 
4-The 13th Warrior, 3, 5:25, 7:55, 10:15 (R) 
5-The Sixth Sense, 2:45, 5:20, 7:50, 10:25 (PG-13) 
6-The Thomas Crown Affair, 2:30, 5, 7:35, 10:05 (R) 
7-Runaway Bride, 2:40, 5:10, 7:40, 10:10 (PG) 

Seattle 
BROADWAY MARKET CINEMAS 

425 Broadway E. 
1-Return with Honor, 4:45, 7:30, 9:45 (unrated) 

EGYPTIAN THEATRE, 801 E. Pine 
1-Grand Illusion, 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30 (unrated) 

HARVARD EXIT THEATRE, 807 E. Roy 
1-Black Cat, White Cat, 4:15, 7, 9:45 (R) 
'Special showing. No coupons, no passes. 

The Emerald Queen casino presents a ... 

BLACKJACK 
TOURNAMENT 

Qualifying Tournaments each 
Monday & Wednesday 

segt.13 thru oct.6 at 7pm 

$20,000 
Added by the Emerald Queen casino 
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~ ,r 1p\, • \ on the 1st Deck! 
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'------ ~ . $25 Buy-In 
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28 Dealt Hands Each session 
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6 Players, plus 1 Advance to Flnal Round 

cash Prizes for 1st through 7th place I 

Drawing each tournament with 
cash prizes totaling $500 

Flnal Tournament October 13 at 7pm· 
56 Players Wiii Qualify 

Drawing after Tournament for 
cash Prizes Totaling $3,000! 
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fact she was a high school girl 
who killed vampires. 

And yet, to be out of the Buffy 
loop was in many ways akin to 

......,_, .a..&..&. .......... "" -- -o---- ----- .. 7 

Buffy had to have a love interest. 
After all, making jokes about 
''The X-Files" ("I cannot believe 

[See GOODMAN, B-4] 

"Angel" features Charisma Carpenter, left, David 
Boreanaz (as the title character) and Glenn Quinn. Marilyn Horne is joined by tenor Jerry Hadley to sing ''You're Just in Love" from Irving Berlin's "Call Me Madam." 

Big changes in Big Sky 
Novel looks at boomers' shifting lives, landscapes 
By Edvins Beitiks 
OF THE EXAMINER STAFF 

WHEN YOU TALK about the 
gradual po~ding-down of the 
American landscape, you can 

start with the fat-wallet colonies that 
have settled in the heart ofMontana, for
mer stomping grounds of author Ivan 
·Doig. . 

"The Montana Riviera," Doig calls it, 
pointing toward Bozeman and other 
towns taken over by the literati and glit
terati. "All these people coming out from 
Hollywood, all this money from the 
movies and the arts. But it's not the first 
time it's happened ... my great-grandpar
ents used to milk cows for John Ringling 
of Ringling Brothers Circus, the kabil
lionaire of his time." 

Doig, 60, on a western tour to tout his 
newest novel, "Mountain Time," just out 

from Scribner's, said, "It's an old story, a 
very familiar story. There's a sense the 
West is being loved to death by these peo
ple. As Wallace Stegner said, 'You can 
love a place and still be dangerous to it.'" 

That's the theme at the heart of 
"Mountain Time," a story of aging baby 
boomers trying to deal with the deterio
ration of their parents' lives and the com
plications of their own lives in a changing 
landscape. Doig - author of novels 
"Bucking the Sun" and "Dancing at the 
Rascal Fair" as well as nonfiction works 
"Heart Earth" and "This House of Sky'' -
.sees "Mountain Time" as a study in eter
nal questions being forced on a specific 
generation. 

Mitch Rozier, 50-year-old writer for a 
militant environmental magazine, re-· 
turns to his home in Montana to deal 
with the scrap ends of his father's life. 

[See DOIG, B-6] 

Ivan Doig: "I think we've pounded 
the earth pretty hard out here. Ifs 
untidy, it's destructive what we're 
doing, but there's still some hope." 

ra's artist development program, a 
cause close to Horne's heart. The 
afternoon featured an abundance 
of songs and opera excerpts (in
cluding a few from the honoree, 
who hasn't appeared here in a pro~ 
duction since 1992), propelled 
more than one patron down mem
ory lane, and reaffirmed General 
Director Lotfi Mansouri's knack 
for throwing a whale of a party. 

As he escorted Horne to a chair 
on a stage (decorated with ele
ments from the production of Vi
valdi's "Orlando Furisoso" mount
ed for Horne in 1989), Mansouri 
was absolutely correct to say that 
he felt like Ralph Edwards; this 
really was Horne's life. Numerous 
San Franciscans honestly felt that 
they had shared it with her. So 
have a lot of singers, for whom, in 
both word and action, she has 
served as counselor and guide. 

They paid tribute in abundance. 
The guest luminaries, all of whom 
donated their services, included so
prano Renee Fleming, tenor Jerry 
Hadley and bass Samuel Ramey 
(who delayed their departures after 
Saturday's final "Louise" for this 
gig), sopranos Ruth Ann Swenson 

[See HORNE, B-7] 

EXAMINER/ CHRIS HARDY 
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Big changes 
in Big Sky 
Lyle · Rozier has decided to sell his 
home and land to a road-building 
agency intent on gouging into the 
Rocky Mountain Front. At . the 
same time the elder Rozier, dying 
of cancer, asks for his ashes to be 
scattered from a fire tower on 
Phantom Woman Mountain, in 
the heart of the heart of the wilder
ness. 

"Mountain Time" grew out of 
Doig's interest in what will happen 
"when the time of decision comes 
for baby boomers, when they will 
have to deal with the problems of 
their parents losing control of their 
lives. I asked myself how much 
they'll be able to do. Will they be 
able to face the hard tasks without 

CROSSWORD ANSWERS 
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flinching? And I see Mitch as step
ping up to that hard task, finding 
the resolve." 

Mitch Rozier fights his father to 
the end, even beyond the end. As 
he tilts against his father's wind
mills, Mitch is joined by his lover, 
Lexa McCaskill, and her camera
carrying sister, Mariah. The three 
of them follow Lyle Rozier through 
the last days of his life - Mariah 
insisting on daily pictures of his 
dying - then face each other in 
the aftermath, arguing over his 
death wish. 

Doig brings dying up close. At 
one point he writes, "By the time 
he was back from his trip to the 
drive-in, his father had made his 
way to the backyard and settled 
onto the running board of the de
funct old blue truck, a can of Coors 
in one hand and a smoke in the 
other. 'Sure gonna miss these, 

The New York Times 
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SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER 

dead.' . Mitch heard him mutter 
over the repasts of beer and nico
tine. When Lyle became aware of 
him, he made room on the running 
board. 'Might as well eat here,' he 
told Mitch. 'Pretty evening and 
all.'" 

The "sure gonna miss these, 
dead" line "came to me easily," said 
Doig. "But it was one of the rare 
ones that did." Other lines in 
"Mountain Time" show the sweat 
of Doig's creation, like "Died they 
all who were encamped along the 
north rim of the red zone as the 
power of Mount St. Helens welled 
over it, to the sun of fifty-seven." 

Doig can smile behind his sen
tences, too, playfully wringing his· 
hands over a rich neighbor crying 
about the jungle of rusting pick-up 
trucks and hay-balers next door: 
"Mitch put on an expression of 
sympathy. Ah, the troublesome life 
of the window Westerner. Those 
gorgeous purple mountains and the 
Lyle Roziers of the world in the 
way." 

In spite of his respect for the 
hard-working dues paid by Lyle 

- Rozier, Doig is not really sympa
thetic to the man. When Rozier 
makes the seemingly innocent re
quest that his ashes be scattered in 
the wilderness, Doig is having none 
of it. The author suggests in 
"Mountain Time" that a dying 
wish is not necessarily sacred - if 
someone has lived a life that flies in 
the face of protecting the land, says 

Doig, he cannot demand on his 
deathbed that his ashes be scat
tered in homage to that land. 

Doig's argument goes against 
the religious belief that sinners can 
enter the Kingdom of Heaven, re
pentant, up to the last moment of 
their lives. But the issue in "Moun
tain Time" is an environmental is
sue, said Doig. "It's a question of 
how to treat the land, how to treat 
the people who have misused that 
land aiI these years. Forgiveness? 
Not in this case, not in this family." 

Pointing to the words of Steg
ner, Edward Abbey and other envi- · 
ronmentalists, Doig said, "I think 
Mitch is listening to the laptop . 
voices of his Holy Ghosts - elo- . 
quent preachers of the land ethic. I 
wasn't trying to bring out any reli- : 
gious revelations in this book. But 1 

if the thought stays, and rankles, 
that's not bad." 

Doig, who grew up in White Sul- . 
phur Springs in western Montana, 

1 

took a job as a writer in Chicago ! 
after graduation, then found him- 1 
self drawn more and more to the . 
land. He and his wife, Carol, would. 
find themselves "driving into · 
Wisconsin on the weekends, just to · 
be around evergreen trees." In 19661 
Doig was recruited to teach at the 
University of Washington and he's 
been living in Seattle ever since, , 
surrounded by evergreens. 

Doig said that Seattie - "where 
you can see software money run
ning in the streets every day" - is 

just one more piece that makes up 
the jigsaw puzzle of these United 
States. "It's another part of the 
terrifically intricate country that 
this is," said Doig, adding San 
Francisco and its multicolored, 
multicultured neighborhoods to 
that mosaic. 

It's important to keep the land
scape of America, city and country
side, from deteriorating, said Doig, 
·who remains optimistic in spite of 
evidence tha~ the land is losing its 

+ DUTCH from B-3 

Reagan biography 
sparks controversy 
able? Ronald and Nancy Reagan 
granted Morris complete indepen
dence in writing this book, never 
requesting any glance at his pages. 
Has Morris used or abused that 
independence? Should "Dutch" 
even be placed in bookstores with
. out a clear statement within the 
text itself that identifies the fic
tional and nonfictional sections 
and sources? Does it bring Reagan 
to life or trivialize his historical 
significance? These questions will 
get thrashed out on the talk shows, 
in the news magazines, within pub
lishing houses, perhaps in court
rooms over the ensuing months. 
The attendant publicity will assure 
that legions of readers will buy 

SAN FRANCISCO MOVIE GUIDE 
AMC KABUKI 8 1aa1 Post &.11 . CASTRO THEATRE castro-Market 621-&120 
Reduced Parking Mon-Fri After 5 /Sat-Sun All Day 922·4AMC 
Matinee & Student Olscounts/Twilile Shows up to 50% of In ( ) San Francisco Film Society Presents 

a DOUBLE JEOPARDY (A) THX DTS Digital 
1 :50 (4:30) 7:00, 9:35 

Q MYSTERY, ALASKA (A) No Passes DTS Digital 
2:10 (5:00) 7:35, 10:05 

OTHE ADVENTURES OF ELMO IN GROUCHLAND(G) 
No Passes SODS 1 :30, 3:35 (5:40) 7:45, 9:50 

Q DRIVE ME CRAZY (PG-13) No Passes Dolby 
2:15 (4:40) 7:25, 9:40 

QTHE SIXTH SENSE (PG-13) DTS Digital 
2:00 (4:50) 7:20, 9:45 

OBLUE STREAK(PG-13) SDDS2:20 (5:15) 7:30, 9:50 

OJAKOB THE LIAR (PG-13) SODS 1 :40 (5:10) 7:35, 9:55 

OFOR LOVE OF THE GAME(PG-13)DTS Digital1:40 

QTHE 13TH WARRIOR (R) DTS Digital (4:45) 10:10 

AMC 1000 VAN NESS &.11 
Enter off O'farrell lor reduced parking with Validation 922·4AMC 
Matinee & Student Discounts/Twillte Shows up to 50% Off In ( ) 

OTHREE KINGS (R) • On 2 Screens No Passes THX SODS 

'Max Ophuls: Moving Pictures' 

Q LEIBELEI (NR) 7:15 

0 HAPPY HEIRS (NA) 9: 15 

Tomorrow: 'The Tender Enemy' 

CENTURY PLAZA 10 &.11 
N Fwy 380 East on NOOR off El Camino (650)742·9200 

*** Call Theatre for Barg. and Pass Policy*** 

0 DRIVE ME CRAZV (PG-13) Digital 
12:15, 2:30, 4:50 7:10, 9:35 

OTHE ADVENTURES OF ELMO IN GROUCHLAND (G) 
Digital 12:00, 2:00, 4:00, 6:00 8:00, 10:00 

ODOUBLE JEOPARDY (R) Digital 12:00, 1:10, 
2:20, 3:30, 4:50, 5:50 7:15, 8:05, 9:40, 10:20 

0 AMERICAN BEAUTY (R) Digital 
11:50, 2:30, 5:10 7:50, 10:30 

0 BLUE STREAK (PG-13) Digital 12:30, 1 :30, 
2:45, 3:45, 5:00, 6:00 7:15, 8:15, 10:30 

OSTIR OF ECHOES (R) Digital9:30 P.M. 

LANDMARK'S BRIDGE THEATRE 11 REGENCY · Sutter-Van Ness 776-8054 
3010 Geary at Blake 352·0810 Bargain Matinee 1st Two Shows Daily 

0 THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT (R) Dolby SR (5:30) 7:40, 9:50 
Low Rate Parking Holiday Inn & Cathedral Hill _Hotel. 

LANDMARK'S CLAY THEATRE 11 oTHE SIXTH SENSE(PG-13)Digita1 
2261 Fillmore near Clay St. 352·0810 1:15, 3:30, 5:45, 8:00, 10:15 

0 ROMANCE (NR) Dolby Stereo Digital 
(12:10) 2:30, 4:50, 7:10, 9:30 

LANDMARK'S EMBARCADERO &.11 
CENTER CINEMA · 
1 Embarcadero Center Promenade Level 352-0810 

Advance Sales Now Available At The Box Office 
Now Accepting Applications 

0 GUINEVERE (R) Dolby Stereo Digital 
(12:30) 2:50, 5:10, l'.:40, 9:50 

0 EARTH (NA) Dolby (12:20) 2:40, 4:55, 7:20, 9:40 

OTHE BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB (G) Dolby Stereo Digital 
(12:10) 2:25, 4:45, 7:10, 9:30 

IJRUN LOLA RUN(R) Dolby SR(1:15) 3:15, 5:15, 8:00, 10:00 

OTHE DINNER GAME (PG-13) Dolby SR 
(12:00) 2:10, 4:30, 7:00, 9:10 

Four-Hour Free Validated Parking 
After 5 PM Mon • Fri and After 1 o AM Sat & Sun 

R XIE 311716th St at Valencia 863·1087 

Tonight Onlyl Recent Erotic Short Filmsl 

0 EROTIC TALES I (R) 5:45, 10:10 

0 EROTIC TALES II (NR) 8:00 Only! 

5 both programs for one admission! 

S .FRANCIS I Jt. II Market bet 5·6th 362·4822 

Cl AMERICAN PIE (R) 11: 15, 2:45, 6: 10, 9:35 
"11CKEY BLUE EYES (PG-13) 1:00, 4:25, 7:50 

ClCHILL FACTOR (A) 11:05, 2:30, 5:55, 9:20 
BoWFINGER (PG-13) 12:50, 4: 15, 7:40 

SEA VUE 520 Palmetto, Pacifica (650)359-5282 

01'HREE KINGS (A) 5:00, 7:15, 9:30 

0THE SIXTH SENSE (PG-13) 5:05, 7:30, 9:45 

SONY IMAX THEATRE ~11 
Fo1rth & Mission (415)369·6200 

TANFORAN DISCOUNT CINEMAS 
301 El Camino Real, In the Tanforan Park Shopping Center 
San Bruno 588-0291 

DISCOUNT PRICES/FREE REFILLS/DOUBLE BILLS 
Bargain Tuesday Admission Only $1.75111 

Wednesday to Monday all seats $3.50 

ORUNAWAY BRIDE (PG)12:00, 2:30, 4:45, 7:00, 9:15 

DA DOG OF FLANDERS(PG) 12:15, 2:15 

0 BOWFINGER (PG-13) 12:00, 4:45, 9:00 
WILD WILD WEST (PG-13) 2: 15, 6:30 

OTHE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT (R) 12:30, 4:00, 7:30 
UNIVERSAL SOLDIER: THE RETURN (R)2:20, 5:45, 9:20 

OAMERICAN PIE (R) 4:15, 7:50 
AUSTIN POWERS: THE SPY WHO SHAGGED ME (PG-13) 6:00, 9:40 

UNITED ARTISTS ALEXANDRIA 11 
Geary/18th 752·5100 

Stair Access Only To Upstairs 
Bargain Matinee All Shows Before 6pm Daily 

DOWNSTAIRS 

fight against humans. "I think. 
we've pounded the earth pretty 
hard out here," he said. "It's unti
dy, it's destructive what we're do
ing, but there's still some hope. 

"We're not shooting each other 
right now. We're not killing each 
other for land, the way we did dur
ing the westward movement," said 
Doig. "We haven't had any blood, 
wars in a long while, which says 
something good for us, I think." 

"Dutch," Random House will re
cover its huge investment, and 
Morris himself will become rich 
and famous. "Dutch" will make 
history by defying the very stan
dards that make history worth· 
knowing. 

What Morris has done, in my. 
judgment, is a scandal and a trav
esty, and its endorsement by a flag
ship American publisher is a sor
rowful sign that editorial integrity 
has lost another battle to the pro
verbial bottom line. Although I 
never found it possible to vote for 
Ronald Reagan, as a historian it 
seems utterly clear to me that 
Dutch deserved better. 

Joseph J. Ellis teaches American histo
ry at Mount Holyoke College. lie won 
the National Book Award for his biog
raphy of Thomas Jefferson. 
© 1999, Washington Book World Ser
vice/Washington Post Writers Group 

UNITED ARTIST METRO &.11 
Union/Webster 931-1685 

Bargain Matinee All Shows Before 6pm Daily. 
Reduced Validated Parking at 2001 Union 

OJAKOB THE LIAR(PG-13) Dolby1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00 

UNITED ARTISTS METRO &.11 
CENTER COLMA · 
280 Metro Center off Juniper Serra (650)994-1065 

Bargain Matinee All Shows Before 6pm Daily 
STEREO IN ALL AUDITORIUMS 

OTHREE KINGS (R) No VIPs accepted until 10/11 Dolby Digital 
1 :00, 4:00, 6:45, 9:30 
No VIPs accepted until 10/11 SDDS11:30, 2:15, 5:00, 7:45, 10:30 

OMYSTERY, ALASKA (R)No VIPs accepted until 10/11 SODS 
11:50, 2:30, 5:10, 7:50, 10:20 

OPLUNKETT & MACLEANE (R) No VIPs accepted until 10/11 
UltraStereo 12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:00, 10:00 

OJAKOB THE LIAR(PG-13)SDDS 11:30, 2:10, 4:45, 7:30, 10:15 

0 MUMFORD (R) DTS Digital 12:00, 2:40, 5:15, 8:00, 10:30 

2:0 2:45 4:4 :30 7:30 8:15 10:15 10:55 0FORLOVEOFTHEGAME(PG-13)Digital 
~~~~~~~~~~.l-.~~~~..;__~~--1-======================-I----~~~~~~~.J....~.J£Wru:lQU!aJ~-mrumtilJ!ltliDISJ[)iailaJ_iJJJMJ.IEIUJlllSj[5_SJ[QN£SIC>..wtJ_&,11 
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Eloquent 
landscape, but 
thin characters 
MOU!VTAIN TIM£ by Ivan Doig.~ 16 pages. $25. 

By SAM COALE 
Special IO the Journal 

Baby Boomer.; in Seattle. Mitch Rozier, 50, writes Coast
watch. a column on environmental ~ for a weekly newspaper 
that's about to close. He's divorced. living with Lexa McCaskill. 40, 
who's divorced. a former rodeo champion. a feisty hiker who 
works as a caterer. His father Lyle. living like a "Swamp Yankee" 
in Twin Sulphur Springs, Montana. has leukemia. Lexa's beautiful 
sister Mariah, 42. who's divorced and a world-hopping photogra
pher. shows up and decides to shoo< Lyle's last days. · 

Mitch. Lexa and Mariah spar with Lyle at his rockbound 
ranch. Lyle has always been full of schemes that have never 
worked out. The latest is a collection of branding irons to sell And 
he wants to sell his place to gas-and-oil interests who need gravel to 
build roads into the mountains. 

Ivan Doig ~ written several nov
els about the West. as well as non-fiction. 
He writes eloquently about landscape. in 
particular about the Rockies and other 
mountains: ''You oouJd see out over a 
dozen watersheds and ~ out 
to the dark pelt ol pine on a hundred 
mountaim, out into supple valleys, out 
all the way to the half-mile-tugh walb of 
stone that fronted the mountain range." 
And about light. weather conditiom. 

___,,. rivers. 
But Doig'! ~ ~ hip, one

liner-spouting creatures who P8S1 
through ephemeR1 moocB and whirm 
and leaM no trace or shadow. They are 
arch and lhin and drift or amr ineffec
ti\'ely from place to place orperDt to per
son. 

MARION ETTUNGlR 

IVAN DOIQ ··-
. Hip one-liners. 

. The trouble is lhlll Doig seems to like this would-be-casual 
humor. He writes the way tm characters talk. .. Al. best. Mitch could 
write a CX>lwnn with a skateboarder's eye for odd angles and fn 
surfaces." Doig quotes Robinson Jeffers, than quips. "It WU a time 
when m.-senrenc:es walked the earth." 

A "blonde and tawny woman" is quickly summed up: 
"Sheena@jungle.com;" Mitch's ~dad Lyle~ that the sis
ters, Lexa and Mariah. "had the sort of mouths that needed hol
sters." Great line. but not much depth~ 

Consequently, though Lyle and Mitch pm and feint ("Maybe 
in error. bur never in doubt- that wa my father''), and though 
inevttable death lurlcs in the wings. you don't feel anything. ~must 
be those "odd angies and fasr surfaces'' thar Doig skates so well 
around and across. It makes. for a stugph. superficial book. 

Al. one point Mitch thinks "that um neck ot the earth was 
always going to be a COUf\try of great mounrains and mediocre 
human chances." Maybe that's the problem. Al. another "Mitch 
reminded himself tru.. wan how oa:mion. not a why." 

Doig i,, tine at hows - action, description- but not at whys 
- charader, depth ot emotion. There Int some spiendid set pieas 
the trek through the Bob MarshaJI WtJdemess. Area in Montana; 
the night up the pipetine from Valdez in Alaska; Mitch at 16, work
ing for hn father, picking rocks out ot a field and getting tm leg run 
over; Lyle's memories of the Civilian Con,,ervation Corps in 1939 
and fighting the Japanese in New Guinea; the final journey up a 
lookoul toww to scatter Lyle's ashes. 

ElJt the chancters fade in and fade out. no malCh for the. 
gnarled. knony prose thar works WDOden on mountain vistas. 
Doig has a greet eye, but it works best in solitmy momenas. obser. ... 
~the wortd around him. when nobody mes~ 
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Doig: Men have protected and profaned the West 

Continuttl from Pa~ E3 

McCaskill, who documents Lyle's 
deathwatch. 

Their desperate and disparate 
lives Oow together when they hike 
into the mountains on a sad jour
ney to scatter Lyle's ashes. 

Three people, three intense rela
tionships. three rivers. #Mountain 
Time" is the confluence: The famil
ial clash between Lyle and Mitch 
echoes the clash between the his
toric and contemporary West, 
where exploitation has always 
been at odds with environmental 
anxiety. Their story also reOects the 
dynamic, flowing history in which 
men have both protected and pro
faned the Western landscape, 
which is as much a character in 
Doig's work as any McCaslcill. 

Doig's poetic prose remains in
tact here, but for the first time in 
his literary career he's funny, too, 
csp<>dally when he's satirizing the 
foibles and excesses of the Pacific 
Northwest "Cyberia": "The Casco
pia !newspaper! building was in 
Seattle's Fremont district, where 

IYAN DOIG 

the Sixties still roamed. The hemp
en necessities of life were available 
there, as were cafes with good row
dy names such as The Longshore
man's Daughter, plus deluxe junk 
shops, plus bars that were muse
um pieces from the days when hair 
was Hair." 

"Mountain Time" will not dis-

suade those who rank Doig Two Medicine country In Mon
among the best living American tana Two great rivers in different 
writers, and might even beg com- landscapes. 
parisons to some of the best dead + 
ones, too. Faulkner comes most 
readily to mind: The Sanorises of Wyoming novelist and newspa
Yoknapatawpha County are no perman Ron Franscell is the au
more troubled and no more hu- thor of "Angel Fire" and IM up
man than the McCaskills of the coming mystery 'The Deadline." 
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Mount.In Time. By ivan Doig. 
Scribny. 320 pages. $25. 

BY RON FRANSCELL 
5peclal to the journal ~ntlnel 

In Montana, not far &om 
where Ivan Doig grew up be
neath the big sky that still 
haunts him, three rivers flow to
gether to form the deep, wide 
Mls"ouri, lacing through both 
time and landscape, the old 
West and the new. 

And like the brawny MIHouri, 
Doig has channeled three, deep 
literary bibutariea Into •Moun
tain Time," a coda to hl1 McCaa· 
kill family trilogy. . 

Mitch Rozier la llot11~ 1 
50-year-old environmental col· 
umnlst for a poet-hip alternative 
Seattle weekly piper, a Baby 
Boomer treading water with hla 
own past and present: estrange
ment from his grown children, 
tenuous Job security and his 
scrappy lover. 

Lexa McCaskill Is Jetsam, the 
earthy, divorced Montana expa
triate swirling in Mitch's eddy, 
c;ttering swanky Seattle soft
ware soirees, also going no
w here. Together, they are 
caught in the undertow of Lyle 
Rozier, Mitch's father. Lr.le is 
dying of leukemia and Mitch is 
summoned back to his child-

hood home in Montana. 
Mitch faces an ancient ques

tion unearthed by a new 
generation, twisted to fit a new 
sensibility: Dare we go home 
again? That's what Mitch asb 
himself when his father calls 
from Montana: 

nThe old hated tone of voice. 
Lyle Rozier proclaiming he had 
the world on a towrope and a 
downhill pull at last. Rubbing 
his opposite ear as if the words 
had gone right through him, 
Mitch winced into the phone 
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depicts a people 
going downhill 
MOUNTAIN TIME: A NOVEL 
By Ivan Doig 
Scribner, 1999 
$25, 316 pp. 

"Mountain time" refers to 
that part of the country 
where the landscape has 
been whittled less by cul
ture than by geophysical 
phenomena. 

Travel into its rural areas 
and time seems to go back
ward. Relics of the past lit
erally litter the land. 

The Continental Divide is 
hard to stay on top of. 

Ara 
Taylor 

living another. 

Rugged men 
and women 
worked to 
settle the 
AI11erican 
West. Their 
children 
flowed away 
from its 
slopes like 
water. 
Dreams are 
one thing, 

Nobody knows this better 
than Ivan Doig, born and 
raised in mid-century Mon
tana. Son of a rancher and 
grandson of a homesteader, 
he witnessed rough life from 
a pioneer perspective. His 
Montana memoirs, pub
lished in 1978, became an 
immediate Western classic. 
"This House of Sky" detailed 
with devastating eloquence 
the passing of culture 
through land known best as 
"God's country." Subsequent 
novels have continued his 
theme of exploring soul 
growth in relationship to en
vironment. 

"Mountain Time," his 
newest novel, is a study in 
declination. Everyone and 
everything is going down
hill; health, work, passioHs, 
land, even relationships. 

Mitch Rozier is a man in 
·midlife crisis when his can
tankerou~ father summons 
him home again. Siphoned 
from Montana in the early 
1960s by a University of 
Washington football schol-

T Reading 
AUTHOR: Ivan Doig 
reads from "Mountain 
Time: A Novel" at 7:30 
p.m. Friday at Fairhaven 
Middle School 
Auditorium. Tickets are 
$3 at Village Books, 
1210 11th St., and the 
door. Proceeds benefit 
Bellingham Food Bank. 

arship, he has not been back 
to .Twin Sulphur Springs ex
cept for an occasional visit. 
An environmental columnist 
for an alternative Seattle 
weekly, his job security is 
dubious. He hates writing 
anyway, dreads making the 
words up, does not enjoy his 
compatriots. 

A failed early marriage 
and estranged relation
ships with his children 
make him feel older than 
50. Lexa McCaskill is a 
light in his life, but even 
their romance is dubious. 
Together five years, both 
are perplexed, still holding 
out on each other. 

Mitch leaves Seattle and 
heads straight for home 
when his father announces 
plans to sell the family 
ranch to a gravel company. 
Lyle's issues are bigger than 

See DOIG, Page C4, Col. 1 
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says. "I had fantasies of drawing sponded. Reach John Harris at jharris@ 
Batman and all the super heroes. Lee holds out hope the syndi- bellingh.gannett.com or 715-2207. 

Doig 
Continued from Page C1 

real estate, however. llc is dying 
of advanced leukemia. 

Lexa arrives with her photo
journalist sister in tow, and Mari
ah begins shooting Lyle on his 

death march. Complications 
arise, and a crisis ensues when 
Mitch fails to come to peace with 
his exasperating father. 

Montana takes over, teaching 
Mitch the lesson he needs to 
jump-start his passion for life. 

Ivan Doig is a fine writer - a 
master writer - even a tender 
writer, but "Mountain Time" is 

not his best effort. 
Luminous prose is a craft, but 

even the best craft needs water 
and a pilot who can sound deep 
revelations. Doig's endeavor this 
time is ambitious but fallow, soft
ened by too much solemnity, con
straint and decorum. 

Ara Taylor reviews books for The 
Bellingham Herald. 

Seattle: (206) 366-1234 
Wenatchee: (509) 665-8400 
Tacoma: (253) 476-9999 
Bellingham: (360) 733-1234 
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fHURSDAY, MAY 27, 1999 

Readers rank the 20th.century's best nonfiction this side of the Rockies 

The trouble with compiling any best
of list is that the compiler never gets 
to take part in what makes lists so 
much fun, i.e., complaining about 
the omissions afterward. Nonethe

less; it's with great pride that The Chronicle 
hereby surrenders its list of the 100 best non
fiction books of the 20th century written .in 

English about - or by an author from 
- the Western United States. 

The Chronicle Western 100 owes 
its existence to precisely the kind of 
griping it may now inspire. One year 
ago, the editorial board of a major 
New York publisher disseminated 
its list of the l 00 best novels writ
ten in English and published in the 
20th century. Critics promptly 
called the list too old, too white, 
too male and too representative of 
the publisher's back-list. 

A month ago the same house 
promulgated a follow-up list of the 
100 best nonfiction books written 
in English and published in the 
20th century. They took care this 
time to change their editorial 

board until it 
looked more · 
like America. 
Sure enough, 
the nonfiction 

DAVID 
KIPEN 

list wound up looking 
· more like America, too 

- if only America ran 
westward from New 
York to the Rockies and 

Books then stopped, like a 
frisky dog at the end of 
its leash. 

The Chronicle Western 100 lets 20th cen
tury English-language nonfiction off the 
leash. It was devised an the nervy assump
tion that an unscientific, self-selected sam- · 
piing oUnterested Western readers could 
pick just as viable a list as the editorial board 
of a venerable Manhattan publisher. That 
faith has since been amply repaid, with 
Chronicle readers coming out of the wood
work to write, e-mail and buttonhole their 
smart, opinionated nominations. 

The top vote-getter on the Chronicle West
ern 100 is Mary Austin's "Land of Little Rain," 
her classic 1903 account of the terrain be
tween Death Valley and the High Sierra - a 
book Edward Abbey called "a small, tender, 
old-fashioned and engaging book, a part of the 
basic literature of American nature writing." 

Hard on its heels were Wallace Stegner's 
"Beyond the Hundredth Meridian," Abbey's 
'.'Desert Solitaire" and Ivan Doig's "This 
House of Sky." 

Let no one blame himself for not having 
read all, or many, or perhaps even any of these 

books. Blame instead an East Coast li terary es
tabli h ment that tend to get the West wrong 
only when it isn't ignoring it complete! . 

Look at th e top 10 magnifi cent writers 
and reflect that none of them, not one, 
mad'e New York's nonficti on list. Not Austi n, 
whQ blazed the traj ] for a centu I) of writing 
about the \\~l d . Not Stegner. \\hose Stanfo rd 
\vri ting program has nurtured generat ions of 
distinguished writers in the West . Not 
Abbey \\hose comic novel "The Monkey 
Wrench G ang" helped radicalize environ
mental thinking in America . Not Doig, th e 
Mont ana-born, Seattle-based master whose 
impati ently awaited new novel, "Mountain 

INSIDE 
Time," hits bookstores this 
summer. And not Evan S. Con
nell either, the San Francisco 

Complete mailman-turned-novelist whose 
list of the land mark examination of 
top 100. BS Custer and the Little Big Horn 

was not only written in the 
West but publish ed here as well by the late, 
much-lamented l orthpoint Press. 

Connell's "Son of the Morning Star" also 
has the distinction of getting a vote from the 
man to whom it's dedicated, the gifted San 
Francisco writer Curt Gentry. "Helter Skel
ter," Gentry and Vincent Bugliosi's harrow
ing book about the Charles Manson mur
ders, missed joining "Son of the Morning 
Star" on the list by the narrowest of margins. 

So did books by Mary McCarthy and 
Susan Sontag, whose origins in Seattle 
and the San Fernando Valley, respectively, 

1111> KIPEN: Page B5 Col. 1 
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Mary Austin 

Wallace Stegner 

· Edward Abbey 

The Top 10 

"Land of Little Rain" 
Mary Austin 

IOI 
' Beyond the 

Hundredth Meridian" 
Wallace Stegner -"Desert Solitaire" 
"E var bbey 

IOI 
"This House of Sky" 

lvan Doig 

1111 
"Son of the Morning Star" 

· Evan S. Connell 

IOI 
Western Trilogy 
Bernard OeVoto 

IOI 
"Assembling California" 

John McPhee 

IDI 
"My First Summer 

In the Sierra" 
John Muir 

llll 
uThe White Album" 

Joan Didion 
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Readers Rank Doig, Didion Works Among Best Nonfiction 
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did not go unremembered. Even 
Harold Ross , the founding edito r of 
the New Yorker, got a vote vi<i James 
1 hurbe r's uproarious biography of 
him , whi ch never quite ma nag~s to 
co ncea l the quintessential N ew 
Yo rke r's birthplace: Aspen , C olo. 

But The C hronicle Western 100 
fi elds too strong a team for us to 
dwell on its bench, however deep. 
Be tter to single out the joy of find
ing Ursula K. LeGuin 's essay collec
tion "Dancing at the E dge of the 

CHECKING IT TWICE 

# Did we blow it? Send 
your opinion of The 
Chronic le Western 100 

lo Book Review, San Francisco 
Chronicle, 901 Mission St. , San Fran
cisco, Cali f. 94 103, or weigh in via 
the Web at sfgale.com. Just type 
"good books" in the keyword box. 

World " just a fe w slo ts below "lshi 
in Two Worlds," the story of the last 
Yahi Indian as writte n by LeGuin's 
.mother, th e Be rkeley anthropolo
gist Theodora Kroebe r. Or the 
ghoulish thrill of see ing Joan Di
dion's "The White Album" on the 
list check by jowl with George Stew
art's "Ordeal by Hunger," hi s superi
o r reconstruc l io n of what befell the 
Donner Party, which included some 
of Didion's fore bears. 

Didion owe her high place on 
the list in part to th e intercession of 
Cyra McFadd en - he rself no mean 
writer of nonfi c l io n, as anyone 
wh o's read h er memoir "Rain or 
Shine" can att es t. M cFadden took 
tim e to drop <i postca rd on behalf of 
Didi on 's "V/ hitc Al bum" ("still her 
best book"), He rbe rt Gold's "Fa
thers" (not nonfiction and therefore 
ineligible but "a modern American 
masterpiece" ju ·t the same) and 
Norma n Mac Lean's "A River Runs 
Through 1t " (outpolled by his more 
frankly nonfictional "Young Men 

~~~~~~~~ 

and Fire"). 
Both MacLean books had votes 

e nough to make the list , as did mul
tipl e books by other writers, but a 
decision was made early on to ad opt 
a one-bookcper-author proviso. On e 
hundred sounds like a lot, but it's 
not, and too man}' worthy writers 
came up short as it is, even without 
having to compete for a spot against 
five different John Muir titles. 

Ties were broken, rules bent and 
the continent Solomonically divid
ed at the Rockies. 

Tiebreaker discre ti o n al o al
lowed for the placem ent o f Joseph 
H enry Jc-1ckson's "Anybody's Cold" 
- duly nominated by the reader-

. ship, not the edit or - in I h inevita
bly conspicuous No. 100 slot. The 
Chronicle's book'cdito r from the 
1930s through the 1950.',, )nckson 
championed John Ste inbeck and 
other \Vest em writ ers when the East 
Coast wouldn't g ive them the lime 
of day . He reviewed a book every 
morning in these pages for almost 

John McPhee 
His "Assembling California" was No. 7 

20 years and, like his opposite num
ber at the Los Angeles Times, Rob
ert Kirsch, read himself into an early 
grave. To them for their service to 
Western literature , and to the cru-

The Chronicle's Western 100 
1. "Land of Little Rain," Mary Austin 
2. "Beyond the Hundredth Meridian," 

Wallace Stegner 
3. "Desert Solitaire," Edward Abbey 
4. "This House of Sky," Ivan Doig 
5. "Son of the Morning Star," Evan S. 

Connell 
6. The Western Trilogy, Bernard DeVoto 
7. "Assembling California," Joh n McPhee 
8. "My First Summer In ttw Sierra," John 

Muir 
9. "The White Album," Joan Didion 
10. "City of Quartz," Mike Davis 
11. "Ordeal by Hunger," George Rippey 

Stewart 
12. "lshi in Two Worlds," Theodora 

Kroeber 
13. "Americans and the California 

Dream" (five volumes), Kevin Starr 
14. "Cadillac Desert," Marc Reisner 
15. "A Sand County Almanac," Aldo Leopold 
16. "California: The Great Exception," 

Carey McWilliams 
17. "Arctic Dreams," Barry Lopez 
18. "Farewell to Manzanar," Jeanne 

Wakatsuki Houston, James D. Houston 
19. "Young Men and Fire," Norman 

Maclean 
20. "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee," 

Dee Brown 
21. "Bad Land," Jonathan Raban 
22. "The World Rushed In: The Callfomla 

Gold Rush Experience," J.S. Holliday 
23. "The Art of Eating," M.F.K. Fisher 
24. "And the Band Played On," Randy 

Shilts 
25. ''The Big Four," Oscar Lewis 
26. "The Solace of Open Spaces," Gretel 

Ehrlich 
27. "In the Spirit of Crazy Horse," 

Peter Matthiessen 
28. "Sea of Cortez: A Leisurely Journal of 
Travel and Research," John Steinbeck, 

Edward F. Ricketts 
29. "The Practice of the Wild," Gary Snyder 
30. "Dancing at the Edge of the World," Ur-

32. "Great Plains," Ian r razier 
33. "The Great Plains," Waller Prescott 

Webb 

34. "Land of Giants: The Drive to the Pacific 
Northwest, 17 50-1950," David Sievert 

Lavender 
35. "Crazy Horse: The Strange Man of 

the Oglalas," Mari Sandoz 
36. "City of Nets," Otto Friedrich 
37. "Refuge: An Unnatural History of 

Family and Place," Terry Tempest 
Williams 

38. "The Content of Our Character," Shelby 
Steele 

39. "High Tide in Tucson," Barbara King
solver 

40. "Winter," Rick Bass 
41. "Undaunted Courage," Stephen 

Ambrose 
42. "The Woman Warrior," Maxine Hong 

Kingston 
43. "The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test," 

Tom Wolfe 

44. "I Lost It at the Movies," Pauline Kae l 
45. "The Devil's Dictionary," Ambrose 

Bierce 
46. "Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas," 

Hunter S. Thompson 
47. "The Book: On the Taboo Against 

Knowing Who You Are," Alan Watts 
48. "The Hunger of Memory," Richard 

Rodnguez 

49. "Caught Inside: A Surfer's Year on 
the Californi.- Coast," Daniel Duane 

50. "This Boy's Life," Tobias Wolff 
51. "Books in My Baggage," Lawrence 

Clark Powell 

52. "The California Dream," anthology 
~dited by Dennis Hale, Jonathan Eisen 

John Steinbeck 
Co-wrote "Sea of Cortez," at No. 28 

elite readers who made this list possi
bl e, The Chronicle Western 100 is 
gratefully dedicated. To those read
ers who missed their chance to vote, 
be palienl: Nonfiction is only half 

53. "Men to Match My Mountains," Irving 
Stone 

54. "Love and Wiii," Rollo May 
55. "The Language of the Goddess," Marija 

Gimbutas 
56. "The Air-Conditioned Nightmare," 

Henry Miller 
57. "T. Rex and the Crater of Doom," Walter 

Alvarez 
58. "The Way to Rainy Mountain," N. Scott 

Momaday 
59. "The Man Who Walked Through 

Time," Col in r 1ctcher 
60. "John Barleycorn," Jack London 
61. "Strangers From a Different Shore: A 

History of Asian Americans," Ronald 
Takaki 

62. "Dirty Truths: Reflections on Politics, 
Media, Ideology, Conspiracy, Ethnic Life 
and Class Power," Michael Parenti 

63. "The Executioner's Song," Norman 
Mailer 

64. "The Legacy of Conquest: The 
Unbroken Past of the American West," 
Patric ia Nelson Limeric k 

65. "Living Up the Street: Narrative Recol
lections," Gary Solo 

66. "The Captive Mind," Czeslaw Milosz 
67. "California Fault: Searching for the 

Spirit of a State Along the San Andreas," 
Thurston Clarke 

68. "Lonesome Traveler," Jack Kerouac 
69. "The Ohlone Way," Malcolm Margolin 
70. "An Autobiography," Ansel Adams 
71. "The Great Thirst: Californians and 

Water, 1770s-1990s," Norris Hundley 
72. "Hole in the Sky: A Memoir," William 

Kittredge 
73. "Twentieth Century Pleasures: Prose on 

Poetry," Robert Hass 
74. "Skid Road: An Informal Portrait of 

Seattle," Murray Morgan 
75. "My Wilderness," William 0 . Douglas 
76. "The Klamath Knot," David Ra ins 

Wallace 
77. "Sweet Promised Land," Robert Laxal t 

Maxine Hong Kingston 
Her "Woman Warrior" came in No. 42 

the story. 

David Kipen is The Chronicle's book 
editor. He can be reached at kipend 
@sfgate.com. 

79. "The Sexual Outlaw: A Documentary," 
John Rechy 

80. "Additional Dialogue: Letters of 
Dalton Trumbo, 1942-1962" 

81 . "Final Cut," Steven Bach 
82. "The Decline of the Californios: A Social 

History of the Spanish-Speaking Califor
nians, 1846-1890," Leonard Pitt 

83. " 'It's Your Misfortune and None of 
My Own': A New History of the American 
West," Richard While 

84. "Communalism," Kenneth Rexroth 
85. "I, Candidate for Governor: And How I 

Got Licked," Upton Sinclair 
86. "And a Voice to Sing With ," Joan Baez 
87. "Miles From Nowhere: In Search of the 

American Frontier," Dayton Duncan 
88. "Winter in Taos," Mabel Dodge Luhan 
89. "The Voice of the Desert," Joseph Wood 

Krul ch 
90. "Where the Wasteland Ends: Politics 

and Transcendence in Postindustrial So
ci-

ety," Theodore Roszak 
91. "Traveling Light," Bill Barich 
92. "The Frenzy of Renown: Fame and Its 

History," Leo Braudy 
93. "Stepping Westward," Sallie Tisdale 
94. "Money and Class in America: Notes 

and Observations on Our Civil Religion," 
Lewis H. Lapham 

95. "Coming of Age in California: Personal 
Essays," Gera ld Haslam 

96. "Sinclair Lewis," Mark Scharer 
97. "Dashiell Hammett: A Life," Diane John
son 

98. "The Town That Fought to Save Itself," 
Orville Schell 
99. "Hide and Seek," Jessamyn West 
100. "Anybody's Gold," Joseph Henry 

Jackson 
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Generational bloodlines converge like 
Western waterways in 'Mountain Time' 

By RON FRANSCELL 
COX NEWS SERVICE 

I 
n Montana, not far from where 
Ivan Doig grew up beneath the big sky 
that still haunts him, three rivers 
flow together to form the deep and 
wide Missouri, lacing through time 

and landscape, the old West and the new. 
And like the brawny Missouri, Doig 

has channeled three deep literary tributar
ies into "Mountain Time," a coda to his 
McCaskill family trilogy ("English Creek," 
"Dancing at the Rascal Fair" and "Ride 
With Me, Mariah Montana"). 

Mitch Rozier is flotsam, a 50-year-
old environmental columnist for a post-hip 
alternative Seattle weekly paper, a baby 
boomer treading water with his own past 
and present: estrangement from his 
grown children, tenuous job security and a 
scrappy lover. 

Lexa McCaskill is jetsam, the earthy 
and divorced Montana expatriate swirling 
in Mitch's eddy, catering swanky Seattle 
software soirees, also going nowhere. To- . 
gether, they are caught in the undertow 
of Lyle Rozier, Mitch's father. Lyle is dying 
of leukemia, and Mitch is summoned to 

· biJdhood home in Montana, where he' 
caught up in the ordeal of his filial 
obligation: "You can't not go home again 
when someone is sitting there dying." 
Mitch faces an ancient question unearthed 
by a new generation, twisted to fit a new 
sensibility: Dare we go home again? 

That's what Mitch asks himself 
when his father calls from Montana: 

"The old hated, tone of voice. Lyle 
Rozier proclaiming he had the world on a 
towrope and a downhill pull at last. 
Rubbing his opposite ear as if the words 
had gone right through him, Mitch 
winced into the phone that next mom-

BOOK REVIEW 
• Mountain Time 

By Ivan Doig. Simon & Schuster, 316 
pages, $25. 

ing. How many times had he heard this, 
or something an awful lot like it?" 

But Mitch's reluctant reunion with 
his crusty old dad is flooded with lingering 
family disappointments and secrets -
and the revelation that Lyle wants to sell 
the family land to a gravel company, 
rewriting his own life history in the 
process. Lexa comes along for moral 
support but brings her sultry sister, world
weary photographer Mariah McCaskill, 
who documents Lyle's death watch and 
proves a bitter reminder of Lexa's 
unrooted angst. Their desperate and dispa
rate lives flow together when they hike 
into the mountains on a sad journey to 
scatter Lyle's ashes. 

Three people, three intense relation
ships, three rivers. "Mountain Time" is the 
confluence: The very real familial clash 
between Lyle and Mitch echoes the clash 

tween the histori..c ~_d contemporary 
West, where exploitation always has been 
at odds with environmental anxiety. But 
the reader also stands on the near bank of a 
dynamic, flowing history in which men 
have both protected and profaned the 
Western landscape, which is as much a 
character in Doig's work as any McCaskill. 

Doig's poetic prose remains intact 
here, but for the first time in his literary 
career he's pretty funny, too, especially 
when he's satirizing the foibles and ex
cesses of the Pacific Northwest "Cy-
beria": "The Cascopia (newspaper) building 
was in Seattle's Fremont district, where 

The very real familial clash between Lyle and 
Mitch in "Mountain Time" echoes the clash 

between the historic and contemporary West. 

A check mark indicates a recommendation 
by the P-I's John Marshall. 
TODAY 

JOHN MARSHALL - Photographer presents 
a slide show and discussion of 'Washington II,' 6:30 
p.m., Third Place Books, Lake Forest Park Towne 
Centre, 17171 Bothell Way N.E. 206-366-3333. 

"'JAMES HILLMAN - Reads 'The Force of 
Character: And the Lasting Life,' 7 p.m., The Elliott 
Bay Book Co., 101 S. Main St. 206-624-6600. 
SATURDAY 

BILL SCHULTHEIS · - Local author and 
commentator reads 'The Coffeehouse Investor: How 
to Build Wealth, Ignore Wall Street and Get on With 
Your Life,' 10 a.m., Pages: Books, News & Web, 
432 15th Ave. E. 206-324-1000. 

CHRIS DUFF - Port Angeles writer/kayaker 
reads 'On Celtic Tides: Around Ireland By Sea 
Kayak,' 4:30 p.m., Elliott Bay. 206-624-6600. 

STEVE CRESON AND DARRIN DANIEL 
- Editors of the -book 'Think of the Self-Speaking: 
Harry Smith Selected Interviews' read exerpts, 7 
p.m., Confounded Books, 3506 ffelTIOnt Ave. N. 

206-545-07 44. 
NATASHA SAJE - German-born writer from 

Salt Lake City reads 'Red Under the Skin,' 7:30 
p.m., Elliott Bay. 206-624-6600. 
SUNDAY 

THALIA ZEPATOS - Travel author reads 'A 
Journey of One's Own,' 2 p.m., Wide World Books & 
Maps, 1911 N. 45th St. 206-634-3453. 

ZACHARY MARCUS - Former Elliott Bay 
Book Co. bookseller gives a slide show and talk on 
'Experiences on the Eastern Front: A First-Hand 
Account of the War in Kosovo,' 2 p.m., Third Place 
Books. 206-366-3333. 

FOUR POETS AND AN OPEN MICRO· 
PHONE - Shari Miller, T. Clear, Nicky Ducommun 
and James Gurley read from their works, 3 p.m., 
Barnes & Noble, 1530 11th Ave. N.W., Issaquah. 
425-557-8808. 

SUSAN BRADLEY - Reads 'How to Be 
Irresistible to the Opposite Sex,' 7:30 p.m., Barnes 
& Noble, 300 Andover Park W., Suite 200, Tukwila. 
206-575-3965. 
MONDAY 

DAVID M. KENNEDY - History professor at 

COMING UP 
• Ivan Doig. Seattle writer reads from 

"Mountain Time," 7 p.m. Monday, Third 
Place Books, 17171 Bothell Way N.E., 
Lake Forest Park. 206-366-3333. 

the Sixties still roamed. The hempen 
necessities of life were available there, as 
were cafes with good rowdy names such 
as The Longshoreman's Daughter, plus 
deluxe junk shops, plus bars that were 
museum pieces from _the days when hair 
was 'Hair.' " 

"Mountain Time" will not dissuade 
those who rank Seattle's Doig among the 
best living American writers, and one 
might even begin making comparisons to 
some of the best dead ones, too. 
Faulkner comes most readily to mind: The 
Sartorises of Yoknapatawpha County 
are no more troubled and no more human 
than the McCaskills of the Two Medi
cine-country in Montana. Two great rivers 
in different landscapes. 

• A Wyoming novelist and newspaperman, 
Ron Franscell is author of "Angel Fire" and 
the upcoming mystery "The Deadline." 

Stanford reads 'Freedom From Fear: The American 
People in Depression and War, 1929-1945,' 5 
p.m., Elliott Bay. 206-624-6600. 

CARLENE CROSS - Bainbridge Island 
writer reads 'The Undying West: Stories From 
Montana's Camas Prairie,' 7 p.m., University 
Bookstore. 206~634-3400. 

1/16 IVAN DOIG - Seattle writer of the 
American West reads 'This House of Sky,' 7 p.m., 
Third Place Books. 206-366-3333. 

RICHARD BACH - San Juan Island author 
reads 'Out of My Mind: The Discovery of Saunders
Vixen,' 7:30 p.m., Elliott Bay. 206-624-6600. 
TUESDAY 

"' ROBERT D. KAPLAN - Reads 'An 
Empire Wilderness: Travels Into America's Future,' 
5:30 p.m., Elliott Bay. 206-624-6600. 

CECILE ANDREWS - Seattle columnist 
reads 'The Circle of Simplicity,' 7 p.m., Third Place 
Books. 206-366-3333. 

LARRY BRAMMER AND MARIAN BIN· 
GEA - Read 'Caring For Yourself While Caring For 

CONTINUED on Next Page 
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MOUNTAIN TIME~ 
By Ivan Doig 
Scribner. 316 pp. $25 

Montana has become the In Place among certain members 
of the cognoscenti, and as an unhappy consequence has 
suffered a small invasion of writers, film makers, movie 

stars and other undesirables. But one does not have to be a 
native to know that the environment they inhabit is a long way 
from the "real" Montana. A far more accurate depiction of it is 
to be found in the writing of Ivan Doig, who grew up in that des
olate, beautiful state in a family of sheep ranchers and who has 
devoted himself to celebrating (and preserving) the Montana he 
knows in the pages of his books. 

He has now published nine, of which Mountain Time is 
the sixth work of fiction. Here as before, his best writing is 
about landscape and place; he has more trouble with people, 
especially when he fills their mouths with stiff dialogue, but 
his abiding love for his home ground carries the day in 
Mountain Time, as it almost always does in his work. 

Not surprisingly, given its central subject, that work has a 
strongly autobiographical cast, as certainly appears to be the 
case with Mountain Time. Doig doesn't do .fictional autobi
ography as it's commonly practiced these days-navel-gaz
ing, mercifully, is not among the tricks of his trade-but he 
uses the raw material of his own life as the starting point for 
exploring the lives of other people and the places where they 
live. Thus the protagonist of this novel, 

Jonathan Yardley 
got the better of him-whose size disguises a soft and vul
nerable heart. He writes a column called "Coastwatch" for 
a newspaper called Cascopia, and he writes mostly about 
the environment; he is no tree-hugger, hut he loves nature 
and would just as soon that it not be turned into one gigan
tic parking lot. 

He's been called back home to 
Twin Sulphur Springs on what 
turns out to be a pretext: His father 
claims to have it in mind to sell off 
the rocky land on which he has 
perched for years to Aggregate 
Construction Materials, Inc., the · 
managers of which think "there's 
going to be oil and gas wells" in the 
vicinity. But it soon develops that 
Lyle has been told he has a termi
nal illness, and is wrapping up the 
loose ends of his life. When he tells 
Mitch the news, everything 
changes: ffi 

sister, Mariah, a noted photographer, "a woman who cut 
trails through life as brisk as a comet, and as unfollowable." 
She ingratiates herself with Lyle, and tries to persuade him 
that she should make, and publish in newspapers, a photo
graphic record of his final days. "There's this aging popula
tion," she tells him, "and a bazillion of us Baby Boomers 

who've never had to deal with anything 
more serious than burying the class 
hamster, back in first grade. I hate to 
say it, but people need to see your kind 
of situation." 

"One diagnostic word, all it took. ~ 
The space of a breath had brought ~ 
Mitch his turn in the gunsights of ~ 
obligation .... Like the flyways of ~ 
rattled birds, America's concourses iD . 
were constantly crisscrossed with Ivan Doig 

Lyle really doesn't take much per
suading, being not just contrary but 
egotistical in the bargain, with the 
result that a number of interconnected 
subplots are created: Mitch and Lyle, 
Mitch and Lexa, Lexa and Mariah, Lyle 
and Mariah, Mitch and Mariah, and, 
looming forever in the distance, Mon
tana, "a country of great mountains and 
mediocre human chances." In addition, 
the story is freighted with a heavy bur
den of memory, as Mitch recalls his 
contentious dealings with his father, his 
own unhappy marriage, and the meet
ing in Alaska with Lexa-herself then 
married to someone else-that marked 
the beginning of the end of his old life, 
and hers. Mitch Rozier, is a Montanan now living in 

Seattle, as Doig himself does, and a man 
deeply concerned about the preservation of 
his home state's natural environment, as 
Doig himself is. 

Mitch is, by his own reckoning, "a fifty
year-old unfeathered biped carrying too 

Mitch is . .". "a fifty-year-old unfeathered biped carrying 
too much weight;' including "a marriage behind me that 

I wouldn't wish on an alimony lawyer." 

These are a lot of balls to keep in the 
air, but by and large Doig is up to the 
challenge. If human speech presents 
formidable obstacles for him-the 
phrase "wooden dialogue" has rarely 
been more apt-human emotions do 

muth weight," including "a marriage behind me that I 
wouldn't wish on an alimony lawyer," "grown children who 
maybe are what they are because I didn't wage a fifte.en-year 
war over them with their mother, and they don't care spit 
about me," a job with a marginal Seattle newspaper that's 
teetering toward extinction, and a crotchety old father, Lyle, 
who has summoned him back to Montana for a renewal of 
their eternal standoff. 

Mitch lives in Seattle with Lexa McCaskill, an earthy 
woman, ·a decade younger than he who runs a small cater
ing operation while trying to keep their loving but fragile 
relationship on a more or less even keel. Mitch is a big, 
athletic guy-he played football at the University of Wash
ington until the temptations of the 1960s counterculture 

NONFICTION 

3 Lorca: A Dream of Life, 

By Leslie Stainton. Reviewed by Gustavo Perez Firmat 
3 Selected Non-Fictions. By Jorge Luis Borges 

Reviewed by Robert Irwin 
4 Jonathan Swift, by Victoria Glendinning; The Cor
respondence of Jonathan Swift by David Woolley. 

Reviewed by Grego1y Feeley 
5 ·Legacy: A Biography of Moses and Walter 
Annenberg. ~ By Christopher Ogden 

Reviewed by Peter Esmonde 
7 From Pearl Harbor to Saigon 

Baby Boomers trying to nerve up for the waiting bedside 
consultation, the nursing home decision, the choosing of a 
casket. Mitch could generally pick out the stunned journey
ers home in airport waiting lounges, the trim businesswoman 
who lived by focus sitting there now with a doll-eyed stare, 
the man celebrating middle age with a ponytail looking down 
baffled now at his compassion-fare ticket. Targeted from here 
on, in featureless waiting rooms the color of antiseptic 
gloves, for the involuntary clerkwork of closing down a par
ent's life. The time came; it always came. The when of it was 
the ambush." 

Mitch goes to Twin Sulphur Springs by himself, but when 
Lexa asks if he'd like her to join him, he immediately and 
gratefully says yes. Then, suddenly, they are joined by her 

CONTENTS I VOLUME XXIX, NUMBER 34 

By Toshio Whelchel. Reviewed by Arnold R. Isaacs 
9 Freedom From Fear.~ By David M. Kennedy 

Reviewed by Michael Kazin 

FICTION 

2 Mountain Time. ~ By Ivan Doig 

Reviewed by Jonathan Yardley 
6 The Sexual Occupation of Japan 
By Richard Setlowe. Reviewed by Janice Nimura 
6 The Climate of the Country. By Marnie Mueller 

Reviewed by Mary Ishimoto Morris 

not; he understands his characters well, and manages to 
make them all the more interesting not in spite of their 
flaws but because of them. Lyle in particular is complex and 
surprising, especially as he struggles to disguise the fear 
that the disease inflicts upon him, fear such as he has not 
felt since he was a young man fighting in the South Pacific. 

In Mountain Time as in life itself, people are more inter
esting than causes. Doig is an environmental true believer 
whose fiction often teeters along the narrow line between 
story and tract, but this time he successfully resists the temp
tation to preach. He lets the story tell itself, which is what 
stories are supposed to do. • 

Jonathan Yardley s e-mail address ts yardley@twp.com. 
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nn-boy roots and the discipline articles and book reviews has given Doig because ·~they try to be even-handed, 

. of chores· gave writer Ivan Doig a . pride in his dedication. ''I've never which is a basic principle of jol,lmalism. 
he ability to rise each morning missed a deadline and I think my habit But in fiction, youc characters have to 

1 and work. patterns from journalism have served me have passions · and obsessions and you 
The native Montanan and ex-ranch well in the book writing," ·he said. But he can't be afraid to hold back." 

· hand says his early days of no longer docs book reviews, as he did for TI1c much honored author nlso likens 
helping on the farm coupled years for the New York Times, his work to that of a sculptor, watercol-
with his fortitude in graduate Washington Post and USA orist or j~ musician. "I've· talked with all 
school at Northwestern Today. "They simply take too ·of those artists ·and they all try to make 

· University and . later as a , much time from the rest of my their work real by 'getting it in the fingers' 
book reviewer to teach ·him · writing." · - whether it's the feel of the rock, the 
deadlines. Doig, married to teacher effectiveness of the sketch or the feel of 

"It doesn't matter if you're Carol, encourages _would-be the keys under the fingers. l'm trying to 
not in the mood to feed the journalistic writers to take the do that with my characters, landscape and 
cows or herd the sheep," Doig leap into fiction and novels if language." . 
said in an interview Irom his that's their hearts' desire. "But I Doig also has tart observations about 
Seattle home. "Do the work." tell people to get the financial being pigeonholed, as many before him_ . ,, 

And "doing the work" has part secure first. Have a partner have been, "as a western writer." · · 
been a· matter of course for who can help you with insur- The best writers often come from 

.. the 60-year-old Doig since he ance. My wife supported me for regional roots, he says. "Eudora Welty was 
started work half a lifetime many years while I was working pegged as a ·. southern writer and she 
ago to become an author. on the first book- it was actu- wrote wonderful books about life. 

He is usually up by 5 a.m., ally just over six years in the Wallace Stegner fought the pigeonholing. 
taking a walk or weeding his making and two and one-half On and on," he says. "Everybody is a 

. lettuce patch while drawing years at the keyboard." regionalist. Tolstoy is a regionalist." 
inspiration from Puget Sound. "I've been The latest effort, "Mountain Time," Years ago, he says, the .New York 

. known to return phone calls at 5:30 a.m.," contrasts mountain time with human Times· did a roundup piece on what they 
he chuckles, noting that not everyone time. Doig says it deals primarily with stereotyped as "Writers · of the Purple 

, rises with the sun. "But I break the work three relationships: father and son, sisters, Sage." They misspelled Wallace Stegner 
into portions and if I'm having trouble and lovers. The book is, he says, "a novel William Stegner. Doig laughs at another 
moving t~e _ plot forward,.! move to a dif- of the Baby Boom generation jelly-sand- writer's comment that "Out here, West of 

.... ferent section· of the book and work'on wiched between grown children who've the Hudson, we've always pronounced 
weather passages, descriptive parts, or the gone their own way and aging paren~s the name 'Wallace'." 
dialogue." , · . · who are losing control of their lives." He is fond of quoting poet William '> 

Doig was 39 when "Tiiis House of . The action takes place in Alaska, in Carlos Willian}s who said, "the classic is · 
Sky," his first effort, was greeted with Montana's Bob Marshall Wilderness the local · fully reaµzed." Doig says he 

,. bravos and rapturou~ reviews. That was a Area, and 'in San Francisco, among other "rocked back in · ~ny chair when I first 
. ' ·finalist for the National. Book Award in places. The attempt, he says, was to con- · came across that. The finest words of 
. contemporary,. thought and the language' nect human and geographieal qualities . many a go?~.:wtj.ter 'are xµarked by place."· 

; .· . of the boo~ was . praised as coming from . and vulnerabilities. . . 
" ;· ''the hands ·of an artist...it touches all land- . "I w9rk very hard to make ·my charac
.. . scape,-~~ ~ life,"· said the Los Angeles ters and. situations convincing," he says. 

. Times. : . , . · "In this latest book, I have a very large. 

I .•' 

. ;. Ivan' Doig R~adi~~s, Signings 
:. t ' • Since. then ~e has accomplished a tril- character - a big guy - whose extra 
·, i:>'·ogy of.novels ---..: '"Dancing at the Rascal physical dimensions tie him in with the _' _Sa~~.rday, Aug. 21; Museum of the 
.. . Fair," "English Creek," ' and "Ride with farger-than-life landscape.'~ . · . · Rockies sponsors at Country Book 

Me, Marial1 Montana." The book toui for _·. . Doig works a lot with rhythms in his .. ..Shelf, 1-3 ·p:rri:i. .. · .· · . . · 
.his latest novel, "Mountain Tune," kicked · .. characters' dialogue, and linguistic trade-· . ·.Monday," Aug'. 23, Miles City To~n 
off this week and ends in Portland, Ore., marks, and he works hard to ma~e his .. : . . . and COL:lf},try·Cl_ub,_ 7:30 p.m. . 
Dec. 11, after more than three dozen names memorable.~'! keep :(ii.es o~ names,··.,: , V~;T~~sdav,, ~~9_. .. 24,1;Alberta Bair :·-
readings and book signings. faces, ch~racteristics·gleaned from lif~ (ind.: ::: j~{Tlie~te_r._m .Bi~hngs,7:30 p.m. · . 

"I k tl t k h aft observation" he says. "And of course I . · .·~.,.~ W~~esday,_.Aug. 25, Gr.eat Falls, ma e sure ~ey a e me ome er . ' . · ' ·: " ~astmgs · Boqks and Music, 4-6 p.m. 
four or ?-ve. readmgs, th<;>ugh," . h~ sa~s. make thi~~s up. to~. Y~~ ~(lV~ !~cir,~~ on .. :. ·;·:. Friday, Aug. 2:hKaHspell, Books 
Otherwise, it gets dauntmg, and I nuss your own i:111agmation. · .- --· . . . 1"~West,·. s-1 p.i:n-. \ 

the Writing part." Journalist~ he says; · s~~etunes have.· {- "' '"··::/ ·, ·;· -· · 1 

·Writing nine books and more than 200 . trouble making the transition to novels ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
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Park: Ball's in DEQ's lap I People in Billings I 
(Continued from Page 1) 
els of iron and manganese throughout the 
area, "which might be correlated more with 
the old landfill," he said. At this point, he 
added, it doesn't appear that the petroleum 
contamination is reaching the river. 

According to Butler, testing so far indi
cates that perhaps five to 10 acres near the 
center of the park are affected by the-petro
leum-based pollution. Additional testing 
slated for early September may reveal more 
details, but for now officials are going on 
the assumption that the contamination is not 
widespread. 

"I feel like we have the extent fairly well 
isolated," she said. The city and state have 
imposed no restrictions on use of the park. 

Initial funding for contaminant testing 
in the area was a $45,000 grant from the fed
eral Environmental Protection Agency's 
"brown fields" program, which helps state 
and local governments study sifes that 
could be listed under EPA's Superfund 
cleanup program. Another $32,000 for stud
ies was issued to the city last year by EPA, 
but now that gas-related contamination has 
been found, new "brown fields" money will 
not be available because of a petroleum ex
emption in Superfund regulations, said 
Denise Martin, supervisor of DEQ's Site 
Response Section in Helena. That decision 
by EPA has left city officials footing the bill 
to complete the n~xt three rounds of initial 

testing, but the cost should only be about 
$3,000, Butler said. 

"It's worth getting that information," 
she said of the sampling, which is expected 
to continue on a quarterly basis until early 
next year under this pl)ase of the investiga
tion. Depending on what further sampling 
shows, she and Stagner said, more testing 
may be needed later. More decisions will also 
need to be made about finding the party re
sponsible for the contamination, and what 
to do - if anything - about cleaning up the 
site. 

"That is a ball that is completely in 
DEQ's lap," Butler said. "The city feels we've 
done our share." _ 

Recent pressure testing on Conoco's 
nearby pipeline didn't show any leaking, 
Butler added, and other refineries with lines 
in the area haven't yet been asked to test 
their equipment. She added that a 1976 spill 
in the vicinity is being investigated as well. 

Meanwhile, Butler said the city, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, and MSE-HKM 
Inc., a city-contracted engineering firm, are 
moving ahead with plans to lay riprap and 
other stabilization materials along the park's 
riverside banks to keep more garbage and 
soil from eroding into the Yellowstone. Earth 
moving in the $1 miIIion project, for which 
the Corps has committed to pay 65 percent, 
could get started in late October or Novem
ber, she said. 

Insurance agent recognized 
Mark D. Sorlie of Billings received the 

Emerald Award in July during the l 19th an
nual meeting of agents of the Northwestern 
Mutual Life Insurance Co. in Milwaukee. 

Mr. Sorlie was recognized for seIIing 
more than $9.3 million in insurance for North
western. He is associated with the 
company's Samuel P. Peila District Agency 
in Billings, of the Mike M. Anderson Gen
eral Agency in Bozeman. 

Community Band picks conductor 
Ken Boggio, longtime band conductor 

in Hardin, has been chosen to direct the Bill
fogs Community Band in the coming year. 

Rehearsals begin at 7:30 p.m. Wednes
day, Sept. 1, in band room at Senior High 
School. No auditions are required to join. 

Call Carmen Galt at 259-3476 for infor
mation. 

Billin~ teacher honored 
Richelle R . .Selleck, a kindergarten 

teacher at Poly Drive Elementary School, has 
been selected for a Disney's American Teach
ers Award. 

Ms. Selleck and Glasgow High School 
teacher Gordon P. Hahn were among 39 
teachers selected from more than 75,000 
nominations. They will be honored in Los 
Angeles in an awards show that will be 
shown on the Disney Channel on Nov. 15. 
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Doig rewrites until work 'starts to dance' 

color 
that 

won 1t 
quit 

B_~elft~• ... ~-----~~~~~~~~ 
The Billings Outpost 

"Low grade fishing," the author called 
it. Real "tin and bait fishing," he said. 

These were the words that author I van 
Doig used to describe the passage that he 
was about to read from his new novel, 
"Mountain Time." He added, "I tremble to 
read this scene in the home of Norman 
Mclean." 

Mr. Doig speaks as well as he writes. 
He amused and entertained a large group of 
admirers last week at the Alberta Bair The
ater. 

Before plunging into the reading, Mr. 
Doig spoke of the things that "fuel" his writ
ing. Often praised for his excellent ear for 

FURNITURE & 
APPLIANCES 

TAPPAN GAS RANGE, 6 months old, white 
with black, $450.00; Kimbel Swinge Organ, 
cleaned and tuned $250.00. Call 252-7624. 

COMPUTER DESIGN 

& DRAFTING 
COMPUTERIZED ARCHITECTURAL DE
SIGN AND DRAFfING: NEW HOMES, AD
DITIONS, KITCHEN AND BATH REMOD
ELS, AND RENOVATIONS. Including: floor 
plans, elevations, cross sections, electrical, plumb-

- ing and heating. 

( 406) 252-4664 
Free estimates 

Reasonable prices - call today! 

diaJog11e, the author noteud.uthw:au.t-",_...,e.~Y'--''1!.J.Ll.....____-t e---revis:gs..Hn1E-ll--t·-
has its own vocabulary." He said that he he makes the work "start to dance." 
works consciously at developing the ver- Looking the part, the writer from White 
nacular of each book. He listens for "the Sulphur Springs mentioned that too much is 
poetry of the working class." made of the geography that a writer chooses 

When asked if he knew how his stories to set his stories in. All writers are regional 
would end when he started them, Mr. Doig writers, he said. All use a sense of place as a 
said thaf he knows when the story will be- tool of their trade. He argued that place is "a 
gin and end, but not the exact plot. He said seasoning, not the whole recipe." 
that he works within an "arc of time." Mr. Doig said that the setting of his read-

"I have a notion of where the plot is ing was drawn from a trip that he and his 
going, but I am often guided by the Ian- wife, Carol, had made into the Bob Marshall 
guage," he said. He also noted that the char- Wilderness in 1977. The author read the pas
acters provided some of the plot. sage like a seasoned actor and left listeners 

An audience member asked Mr. Doig wishing for a little "Mountain Time" of their 
how he felt about rewriting. He answered, "I own. 
am a ferocious rewriter. I'm more of a rewriter 
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